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ABSTRACT

Subwatershed No. 3 in the Cooks Creek Conservation

District reguires a water managiement strategy to address and

rnitigate numerous water managiement concerns expressed by the

local landowners, personnel of the Cooks Creek Conservation

District, municipal councillors and other outside interest

g'roups. This study investigates these water management

concerns and develops various alternative water management

strategies.

$Iater management concerns v/ere developed by delineating

the various publics who may have an interest in any proposed

strategy and identifying their respective concerns. The

dominant water management concern expressed was the flooding

of the clay soils in Subwatershed No. 3 after heavy rainfall

events. Such flooding has reportedly resulted in a reduction

in crop yields. Addit.ional concerns pertained to the inade-

quate maintenance and condition of the existing drainage

infrastructure, stornwater discharge from the Village of

Oakbank into the Subwatershed and the impact of discharging

lagoon effluent from the Village of Oakbank into the drainage

infrastructure.

l.Iater management strategies consisted of an investigation

of various drainage infrastructure improvement options in an

l_v



attempt to rnitigate some of the concerns expressed. The

preferred strategy involves reconstruction of much of the

drainage infrastructure along with the construction of new

drainage works. The preferred strategy has an estimated cost

of $406, 000.
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Chapt,er I

INTRODUCTTON

1. 1 Preamlr1e

Any water resource development project today shoul_d be

treated as a whol-e and as part of the whol_e interaction of

man and his environment. The proposed project, therefore,
should be rnurti-purpose, comprehensive and interdisciprinary
in nature. It is no longer practical to define a water

resources project with a single-purpose objective. project

objectives must address the social, environmental and economic

needs of man and his environment. The consequences of water

management decisj-ons are, in general, irreversibre and must

be considered carefully.

The provision of l-and draJ_nage j_nfrastructures is no

exception to this rule. Land drainage activities have many

far-reaching effects upon man and his environment. rnterdis-
ciplinary and murti-purpose coordination and cooperation is
necessary to generate comprehensive solutions to conflicting
issues, concerns and influences expressed by those people

irnpacted by proposed draJ-nage works. An integrated and



coherent long-range planning rationale is, therefore, required

to ensure that any drainage development project incorporates

the various physical, biological, aesthetic, economic,

judicial, environmental and other aspects of manrs environ-

ment. The lack of an adeguate long-term planning rationale
may result in drainage developments (or any water resource

development) based only on short-term considerations.

In Manitoba, we hear freguently of difficulties or delays

in field operations and crop losses caused by excessive soil
moisture and flooding. Most of those reports originate from

farmers l-ocated in the flat, impermeable clay soils of the Red

River Va11ey. Extreme cases of waterlogged soils have

resul-ted in some seeding or harvesting intentions not being

completed resulting in total crop f ai_l_ure . SubsequentJ-y,

there has been an ongoing demand by farmers in these areas for
the provision of an improved drainage infrastructure.

The question one must ask, therefore, is - to what extent

and level should drainage be provided in these areas? past

drainage research focused entirely on the drainage problern

itsel-f; that is, the construction, design, materials, main-

tenance, etc., of a drainage infrastructure. The prime

objective was always the construction and functional improve-

ment of drainage works to obtain the maximum financial return
for the benefiting farmi-ng community. Today, however,



drainage should be analyzed with respect to its impacts on

hydrology, wild1ife, water quality and other physical,

economic, environmental and social aspects beyond the scope

of the farrning cornmunity and its interests. Drainage must be

approached with a rnulti-purpose and integrated planning

rational-e. Full- public participation in the planning and

decision-making process witl ensure that societyrs ínterests
in all aspects of development projects are identified and

considered.

This report documents an attempt to develop a water

manag,ement strategy for a proposed drainage improvement

project in a smal-1 subwatershed in agro-Manitoba. The

approach adopted was, firstly, to delineate the various pub-

l-ics and interest groups that may be impacted by the project
and to assess their respective water management concerns.

Second1y, the land use trends and agri-cuÌtura1 characteristics
of the subwatershed v¡ere investigated together with a review

of the design methodol-ogies and design criteria commonly used

for the construction of drainage infrastructures. Based on

these criteria, optional water manaqernent strategies were

investigated for the proposed subwatershed drainage infra-
structure and a preferred strategy highlighted.

This report presents the various alternative water

management strategi-es investigated for the proposed drainage



infrastructure in the subwatershed and discusses the irnplica-
tions of the preferred strategy.

L.2 Background

The cooks creek conservation District (cccD) s/as formed

ín 1-979 under the authority of the Conservation Districts Act

of ]-976. The conservation Districts Act combines and repre-
sents the resource management objectives of the watershed

Conservation Districts Act of Ig7Z.

The conservation Districts Act attempts to address al_l_

aspects of soÍl-, water and related resources in areas defined
by natural boundaries of a watershed or rnunici-pality. The Act
also provides guidel-ines for the formatj-on and administration
of conservation districts under the Conservation Districts
Program of Manitoba.

A conservation district is typicalry divided into sub-

districts to ease adrninistration and to ensure locar par-
ticipation. Each sub-district forms a sub-district committee

and erects a chairperson who becomes part of the main board

of the conservation district. The purpose of a conservation
district board is to conduct the business of the district.
The main board of the conservation district--with the finan-
cial, administrative and technicar assistance from the



Province--sets long- and short-term goals for the district and

develops programs and budgets designed to meet the needs of

the district. Boards generally hire theír o\Á/n conservation

district manager, and other staff as reguired, to conduct the

day-to-day activities of the district.

The CCCD encompasses an area of approximately 862 kmz of

predominantJ-y flat agricultural, land located immediately east

of Winnipeg (Figure 1). The land generally consists of

fertile clay soils which are prone to flooding from heavy

rains during the growing season, often resulting in crop

losses. The CCCD was, therefore, incorporated under the

Conservation Districts Act in 1979 in response to a local need

for practical solutions to water management and other resource

related problems.

one of the initial tasks of the CCCD Board was to oversee

the development of the Cooks Creek Diversion which v/as

approved as Project No. 401 of The Canada-Manitoba Subsidiary

Agreement on Val-ue-Added Crops Protection. This agreement was

signed in L979 with the objective to increase and further

diversify agricul-turaI production with emphasis on livestock

and output of products for agricultural processingi.

The Cooks Creek Diversion consists of a 16-km channel to

divert waters from Cooks Creek to the Red River Floodway. the

5
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main purpose of the project hras to provide an improved

standard of agricul-tural drainage by rebuilding, if necessary,

the entire network of draj-ns within the project area impacted

by the Diversion (Figure 2). ft bras intended that the

diversion of agricultural flows from the Cooks Creek Channel

to the Floodway, vj-a the Diversion, would rel_ieve the hydrau-

lic stress on the Swede Drain and the Cooks Creek Channel,

thereby improvi-ng their outret capacity to recej-ve additional
surface waters from proposed drainage improvement works in the

project area.

The project area consists of heavy cJ_ays which are

predisposed to ponding of surface water and prolonged satura-
tion. Land capability evaluations indicated that, with proper

water management in the form of a comprehensive drainage

system, the soils in this project area have the potential- to
support crops such as canola, sunflo$rer, annual pulse crops

and corn (canada-Manitoba subsidiary Àgreement on Val-ue-Added

crops Production, rgTg). The cooks creek Diversion project,
therefore, attempted to accomplish the fotlowing:

l-. to divert large f l-ows from Cooks Creek to the Red

River Floodway;

2. to improve the drainage capacity of approximately

222 kmz of agricultural land identified in the

project area impacted by the Diversion (Figure 2) ¡
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to provide a lateral drainage tributary (subwater-

shed) network;

to provide the opportunity for production of crops

such as canola, sunflohrer, annual pulse crops and

corn which, ât the signing of the Subsidiary

Agreement, were thought to be higher in value than

existing cereal crops in terms of processi-ng

opportunities they would generate in the province;

and

to provide on-farm drainage improvements.

Approximately $2. S mil-1ion, cost-shared by Manitoba and

Canada, \^/as applied to the construction of the Cooks Creek

Diversion. On August 25, 1982, âñ agreement between the

Province and the CCCD \,vas signed under which both parties
agreed to carry the project to conclusion, on a cost-shared

basis, beyond the funding limitations of the FederaJ-/provin-

cial Subsidiary Agreement.

The project area is being developed in two phases: phase

I--the construction of the Diversion Channel-; and phase II--
the development of a lateral drainage tributary network. The

Phase II project area has been identified from previous

studies and subdivided into six subwatersheds (Manitoba

Conservation Districts Authority, l-986) (figure 2). Improve-

ments to these subwatershed drainage networks, along with

3.

4.



improved on-farm drainage, is expected to provide a more

efficient removar of excess surface runoff occurring during
heavy rainstorms. with construction of the Diversion com-

pJ-eted in the fal-] of l-988, the local- agricultural community,

as represented by the cccD, is novy anxious to proceed with
Phase rr of the project, the development of the tributary
subwatershed drainage networks.

Development of the tributary subwatersheds defined by

the project area reguires that the cccD prepare integrated
water management strategies for each subwatershed detairing
the drainage infrastructure requirements. A priority sched-

ule has been identified for subwatershed development as

follows: subwatershed 1, zt 3t 6, st 4 (Manitoba conservation
Districts Authority, 1986). At the time of this report,
preliminary drainage improvement strategies and cost estimates
had been deveJ-oped for subwatersheds Nos. 1 and 2. This
report identifies water management strategies for Subwatershed

No. 3. Phase rr of the entire project is schedul-ed for
completion in 1"994.

1.3 ProbLem Statement

the development of a water management strategy for
subwatershed No. 3 requires an assessment of alr needs, prior-
ities and concerns regarding proposed drainage infrastructure

10



improvements as welL as a critical revi-ew of current standards

and design methodologies for agricultural drainage. sub-
watershed No. 3 is faced with many competing l_and use pres-
sures. rts proximity to winnipeg has brought many rural-
residential landowners to the area who show less enthusiasm

for agricultural drainage improvements than the local farmers.
Local farmers are also concerned about the excessive amounts

of tine during which surface water remains ponded on their
land after a heavy rainstorm. Rapid expansj-on of the vilrage
of oakbank has also contributed to the water management

probrems with increased stormwater and sewage effluent being
discharged to the subwatershedrs drainagie network. Al_1 such

technical, socj-al and environmentaJ_ aspects must be addressed

in the planning of a water manag,ement strategy and arr-

interests must be taken into account.

rn addition to the various technical, sociar and environ-
mental aspects that must be considered i-n a water management

strategy, there is the specific requirement for suitable on-
farm drainage when considering improvements to an agricultural
drainage network. unless on-farm drainage is adequate,
benefits from upgrading laterar drains and from the construc-
tion of the DiversÍon channel are likery to be minimal-. An

investigation was required, therefore, to assess the current
status of on-farm drains in the Subwatershed-

l_1



1.4 objectives

The primary objective of the research vras to prepare

alternative water management strategies for Subwatershed No.

3 in the Cooks Creek Conservation District. Specific objec-

tives were as follows:

to identify water managernent concerns upstream,

downstream and within the Subwatershed pertaining

to land drainage;

to investigate the impact of stormwater runoff and

lagoon effluent discharged i-nto the Subwatershed's

infrastructure from the Village of Oakbank;

to assess the agricultural characteri-stics of the

Subwatershed and the associated drainage require-

ments,'

to review existing agricultural drainage practices

and design methodologies in order to determine

suitable criteria for drainage design in the

Subwatershed;

to develop alternative water management strategies

and corresponding improvements to the lateral
drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed;

to assess the associated costs and potential

advantages and disadvantages of the alternative
water management strategies;
to highlight to the Cooks Creek

t_.

¿.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

T2
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District a preferred strategy; and

8. to investigate on-farm drainage mechanisms and their
associated costs and the level- of commitment by

loca1 landowners to improve their on-farrn drainage

network, if reguired.

L.5 Limitations

The following limitations should be noted by the reader

of this report with respect to the scope of this research.

This study was a conceptual feasibility study and,

as such, formal construction drawings \4rere not pre-

pared.

It was not the intent of this study to undertake a

detail-ed engineering analysis or hydraul-ic modelling

of the existing or proposed infrastructures.
Due to the immense complexities involved in deter-
rnining the monetary value of the benefits of the

drainage strategies identified in this report, it
was considered beyond the scope of this research to
conduct detailed economic cost-benefit studies for
each strategy identified. Instead, a general

description of the advantages, disadvantages and

problems of each strategy was provided.

1.

¿.

3.

l_3



Chapter rI

I'IETHODS

Four basic methods were adopted for the purpose of
performing this research: personal interviews,. a review of
background literature, reports, drawings, maps, surveys, and

photographs; personal on-site inspections including some

surveying,' and the application, oD a conceptual basis, of
general drainage hydraulic principles to determine the size,
shape, cost and l-ocation for either the ne\,v or improved

drainage channel-s identified in the various strategies. The

general methodology used in the course of this study is des-

cribed below.

The development of al-ternatj-ve water management strat-
egies for subwatershed No. 3 began with the identification of
the various pub]-ics directry irnpacted or who otherwise have

concerns as to any drainage improvement works that may be

proposed. The identification of these publics vüas accomp-

lished prirnarily through di-scussions with the crient (the

cooks creek conservation District in conjunction with the
Manitoba conservation Districts Authority) and a review of
background . 1 iterature .

In addition, since personnel of the i.{ater Resources

L4



Branch of the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources

prepared most of the planning studies for the Cooks Creek

Diversion project, its staff were consulted to obtain an idea

of other publics who may also have concerns about the project.
Once the impacted or concerned publics were identified, many

v/ere informally interviewed to gain an understanding of their
water management concerns. ft should be noted that these

interviews did not follow a formal survey or questi-onnaire

format but hrere formulated to be conducive to infonnal

discussions of respective water management concerns. An

interview often resulted in the formuration of new questions

for following interviews and sometimes the identification of

other publ-ics to be approached for interviews. These inter-
vj-ews did not produce data for statisticar or scientific
analysis as the objectives and resources for this study did
not warrant such an approach. Those interviewed incl-uded the

following:

landowners, both within the Subwatershed as weÌl as

upstream and downstream of the Subwatershed;

various council- members from the Rural Municipality
(RM) of Springf ield;

- Personnel from the Department of Environmental planning

of the City of !{innipeg;

regional personnel from the Municipal planning Branch

of the Manitoba Department of Municipal Àffairs;

- numerous personnel from the l{ater Resources Branch of

l_5



the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources;

land resource and water management specialists from

the Manitoba Department of Agriculture;
- numerous CCCD Board members;

loca] agriculturar representatj-ves from the Manitoba

Department of Agricui_ture; and

- personnel from the Engineering and construction Branch

of the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.

Assessment of agriculturar- characteristics of the
subwatershed was made through an analysis of soir survey maps

and a review of background agricultural reports that pertained
to the project area. Meetings were al-so convened with the
locar l-andowners, the agri-curtural representative for the area

and land resource specialists from the Manitoba Department of
Agriculture to discuss agricultural characteristics specific
to the subwatershed. Drainage requirements, based on the
agricultural characteristics of the site, lvere determined

through an analysis of background literature and discussions
with personnel from the üfater Resources Branch of the Manitoba

Department of Natural Resources and additional staff from the
Manitoba Department of Agriculture. Tn addition, numerous

local farmers were interviewed to obtain their perspective on

specific drainage problems and drainage requirements. Loca1

farmers were al-so queried as to their current cropping
patterns and whether such patterns woul_d change if an improved
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drainage infrastructure hras provided. The l-and in the

Subwatershed was then assessed and classified as to its
agricultural capability.

An inventory of existing drains, watercourses and

crossings was made through personal inspection of the site.
This inventory included a rnapping of all existing culvert
crossings and an assessment of the condition of existing CCCD

drains and municípaI drains. The purpose of this inventory
I^¡as to ultimately determine if the existing drains met the

necessary requirements for agricultural- drainage and to

determine which drains, if âry, woul-d require upgrading.

Actual- on-farm drainage characteristics, patterns and problems

I,\Iere determined through discussions with local farmers.

A review of agricultural drainage practices and design

methodologies \^/as conducted through I j-terature reviews and

discussions with personnel from the Engineering and Construc-

tion Branch and the Water Resources Branch of the Manitoba

Department of Natural Resources.

!{hen an assessment of the Subwatershedts water management

concerns, agiricultural characteristics, drainage requirements

and existing infrastructure had been completed and a drainage

design standard selected, alternative water management

strategies r,Jere developed.
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Development of the assorted strategies began by

delineating all land areas contributing surface waters to the
drainage infrastructure of the subwatershed. The land area

serviced by each drain hras determined and the respective
design capacity for each drain was carculated. These respec-

tive design capacities for each drain hTere compared to the
calcula.ted existing capacities for each drain to determine

those that would require upgrading.

once land areas serviced by each drain vüere derineated,
adjustments were made to define more precisely the subwater*

shed boundaries. Subwatershed boundaries \,üere determined not
just by encompassed drainage areas but rather in conjunction
with agricultural characteristics, rand use trends and the
determined need for drainage improvements.

Various infrastructure strategies rá/ere i-nvestigated in
an attempt to provide, ât the reast possible cost, the
reguired lever of drainage improvement as determined by the
water management concerns, land use trends and agricultural
characteristics of the site. strategies investigated ranged

from the status-guo option to construction of diversion
drainage channels and improvement works in an attempt to
discharge surface waters from the subwatershed to an appro-
priate outlet. A g,eneral assessment of the benefits, costs
and probrems of each strategy was made and discussed.
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It should be noted that it was not within the scope

the research to perform detailed engineering designs

hydroJ-ogic modelJ-ing of the various strategies.

Costs of the various water management strategies were

deterrnined primarily through estimates of earthwork require-
ments for drain construction and curvert size requirements

for various crossings. Àpproxirnate unit costs for earthwork

and culvert installations were determined through consultation
with local- contractors and discussions wj-th personnel from the

Engineering and Construction Branch of the Manitoba Department

of Natural- Resources. costs for other works required such as

bridge reconstruction, land acquisition, spreading rights,
utility relocation, road reconstruction and engineerj-ng fees

I^tere based on the rrCost Estirnate Unit Price Tabl-es for Fiscal
L988/S9rrpublished by the l¡Iater Resources Branch of the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.

Obviously, without adequate on-farm drainage, agricul-
tural benefits derived from drainage improvements are likery
to be minirnal. Thereforer âr investigation into on-farm

drainage mechanisms, costs, problems and commitment to
improvement was reguired. This investigation r^/as accomplished

through discussions with local farmers and on-farm drai_nage

specíalists from the Manitoba Department of Agricurture.

of

or
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Chapter fII

BACKGROUND ESSENTIÀLS

Does one reaIly need a water management strategy for

Subwatershed No. 3? The answer to this guestion is unequivoc-

aIIy, yês. Àny time man atternpts to use the earthrs water

resources for his purpose, he must do so with some strategy

in rnind to achieve his objectives. A simple objective rnight

consist of a single l-andowner desiring potable water in his

home. To achieve such an objective, his strategy night entail-

pumping potable water from a well and disposing of the

resultant wastewater to a septic field. A more complex

objective might consist of providing hydro-electric power to

the people of a large city. Such an objective requires a

complex water rnanagement strategy consisting of careful

monitoring and control of stream flow and reservoir volumes

to ensure an adequate water supply for power generation. The

intention of these exampì-es is to indicate that, Do matter

what the purpose may be regarding water resource use, it can

only be accomplished through some sort of carefully conceived

strategy. The strategy, be it simpl-e or complex, must satisfy
the objectives and concerns of all users of the water re-
source, not just least possible cost. The guestion, there-

fore, is not whether one needs a v¡ater management strategy in
Subwatershed No. 3 but rather, what is the best strategy that

20



can be implemented, at a reasonable cost, to meet the objec-

tives and concerns of those impacted? obviously, one must

careful-Iy investigate the various parameters of land and water

resource use specific to the Subwatershed and its surrounding

area to determine the nature and scope of the water managlement

strategy to be implemented.

The purpose of this chapter, therefore' is to familiarize

the reader with the study arears resources and their use. A

knowledge of such information is mandatory prior to the

implementation of any water management strategy.

3.1 Land Use

3.1.1 Reqional Sett,íncr

Although not a specific object.ive of this research, âD

investigation into tand use trends and policies !üas deemed

necessary. Land use trends and poli-cies, both within and

surrounding the Subwatershed, could play a major role in the

devel-opment of any water management strategy as land and water

resources are inter-related.

Figure 3 shows the boundaries of the Subwatershed within

the RM of Springfield and its l-ocation with respect to the

Village of Oakbank and the City of l,linnipeg Additional Zone.
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The Subwatershed encompasses approximately 3,640 ha of
predominantly agricultural land. Land falling within the

Additional zone boundary is subject to the poricies, objec-

tives and regulations of the Department of Environmental

Planning of the city of winnipeg. This Additional zone was

established by city of winnipeg By-Law number 2960 in l-981.

The purpose of the Àdditional zone is to provide a mechanism

by which the city can endeavour to control deveropment and to
maj-ntaj-n and protect productive agricurturar areas by con-

trolling urban expansion within the Additional zone (the city
of Vtinnipeg By-Law Number 2960, 1991).

The close proximity of the subwatershed and surrounding

areas to the metropolitan centre of l^trinnipeg has resulted in
it being an attractive and practical- residential alternative
to a highly urbanized environment. The r-ower popuration

density and rurar setting provides a riving environment

particularJ-y attractj-ve to certain people.

The demand for accessible rural residentiar housj-ng has

subsequentry caused a construction boom in oakbank with the

development of numerous housing subdivisions in the Vil]age.
At the tirne of this report, a 3oo-Iot subdivision was under

construction in the Village of Oakbank east of Provincial Road

206. rn addition to these community housing subdivisions,
many rural residential- developers and private families are
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seeking small 2 ha to S-ha lots on the agricultural land base

both within and surrounding the Subwatershed. Such lots
provide the ideal, residential clirnate demanded by the rural

residential home owner with close proximj-ty to Winnipeg and

the privacy and spaciousness of a country setting.

The recent surge in demand for rural residential lots

has seen the Village of Oakbank girow at an unprecedented rate

during the past few years. Population statistics for oakbank

reveal this trend (Table 1).

Tabl-e 1 Population statistics for Oakbank

Year

t-951_
1956
196I
1966
I97 I
t_97 6
r-9IL
1988

Population

183
193
277
292
375
650
775

1, 600

of SpringfieldSource: Statistics Canada and the RM

The agricultural- land consists of l-acustrine clay soil-s

which are productive for agriculture but subject to water

ponding after periods of heavy rain due to the fl-atness and

impermeable nature of the soiIs. The resulting saturation

and ponding has resul-ted in some crop losses. (A more

detailed description of agricultural- characteristics of the
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subwatershed is provided later in this chapter. ) Much of the
land located north of provincial- Road 2r3, in the vicinity of
Birds Hill Park, and to the east of prH No. 12, contains soils
having severe lirnitation for crop production. Most of this
land is eíther pasture land interspersed with deciduous

woodrand, shrubland or meadow (RM of springfield Development

P1an, 1980). Much of this land has been subdivided for rural
residential development.

3.L.2 Previous Land Use

subwatershed No. 3 lies entirery within the region
covered by graciar Lake Agassiz. This glacial lake was the
recipient of al-luvial- sediments brought in by its del-ta-
forming af f l-uents. rt h¡as these sediments that formed the
lacustrine clays of Subwatershed No.3

These fine-textured clay deposits are ímperfectly drained
and are characteristically found on fl-at or depressional
topography such as in subwatershed No.3. Due to insufficient
faI1 across the cray plain, intermittent streams (such as

cooks creek) v/ere unable to cut adequate channers and, in
former times, hrere lost in marshes or meadow areas (Ehrlich
et â1., l-953). subwatershed No. 3 was no exception to this
physical development. Before being artificially drained,
subwatershed No. 3 consisted largely of low-lying marshl_and
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and r^¡as the recipient of surface waters from the upland areas

around present-day Birds Hirr park. As settlement proceeded,

and land development expanded, the marshland.s of subwatershed

No. 3 were artificially drained to Cooks Creek.

3. 1.3

subwatershed No. 3 is impacted directry or indirectly by

three development plans, namery: The RM of springfield
Development Plan, the oakbank-Dugard community pl_an and the
Greater l,Iinnipeg Developrnent plan for the Additional zone.

The oakbank-Dugard community pran, prepared by the city of
I.Iinnipeg Department of Environmentar pJ-anning, focuses its
planning objectives and policies within the boundaries of the
community and is simply designed to provide guiderines for
community development. The primary residential policy of the
plan states, trThe Municiparity shall discourage development

of residential- sites, within the community, by requiring each

subdivision proposal- to be integrated into an overall design
for the development of the area.. . . r and, *the Municipality
will require the provision of appropriate buffers, âs welr as

require the development to meet certain desJ-gn specifications
devised to minimize confl-icts with adjoining non-compatible
activitiestr (city of winnipeg, Department of Environmental
PJ-anning, 1977) . Many l-andowners within the subwatershed have

voiced complaints that the rapid expansion of oakbank has
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resulted in an increase in stormwater frows to the drainage

infrastructure in the subwatershed due to increases in
stormwater runoff and lagoon effluent discharges.

The subwatershed j-s directly impacted by the policies
and objectives of the RM of springfietd Development plan. The

springfield Development plan provides, âs one of its prirnary

objectives, rrto conserve the Municipalityrs farm lands for
continued agricultural use and provide l-and use stability in
transitj-onal areas between farm and rural residential develop-

ment by discouraging future smal] lot subdivision and the

conversj-on of agricultural rands to non-farm uses in desig-
nated agricultural areasrt. The plan, hordever, does provide

for rrthe abi]-ity of farmers to give buirding sites to members

of the family when the member of the famiry assists on the

farm or, in the opinion of council, has an establ_ished need

to be located in cl-ose proxinity to the farming operation'.
The Pl-an al-so stipurates that, r,to contain expansion of
suburban sprawl and the highì-y dispersed nature of non-farm

development in springfierd. ..., I the above shal-I be accom-

plished by "directing future development to estabrished
communities and rural service centres'r (The RM of springfietd
Development Plan, t_980) .

Portions of the subwatershed arso rie within the boun-

daries of the city of winnipeg Àdditional- zone. The policies
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and programs as described in the RM of Springfield Development

PIan apply to all areas within the RM of Springfield except

that portion being part of the Additional Zone. The present

Springfield Development Plan, however, makes reconmendations

as to the use of the l-and within the AddiÈiona1 Zone and the

City of Winnipeg AdditionaÌ Zone By-Law requires that the

Additional Zone Plan incorporate municipalities' recommenda-

tions in development decisions. Policies of the Additional

Zone, in general, favour the protection of agricultural land

and stipulate that urban expansion be confined to communities

such as Oakbank and Dugald in the RM of SpringfieJ-d (City of

Winnipeg, Department of Environmental Planning, l-981).

At the time of preparation of this report, the CCCD was

in the process of preparing its resource management plan.

The purpose of this plan is to identify long-term goals and

priorities for resource management in the CCCD. Subwatershed

No. 3 would obviousl-y be impacted by any planning objectives

and policies identified in this pIan. This all-incl-usive
resource management plan is scheduled to be completed by the

fa1l of l-989.

3.1. { Land Use Trends

During the years prior to 1-979, agricultural l-and

subjected to the uncontrolled purchase of small lots

I^IaS

by
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speculative non-resident rural residential deveJ-opers. These

lots, ranging in size from 2 ha to 32 ha were in turn rented

to local farmers until- the land could be resol-d at a profit
or the owner himself decided to reside on the property. A

quick review of land ownership patterns in the Subwatershed

reveal-ed that, of the total area encompassed by the Subwater-

shed (approximately 3,600 ha), approximately 20 percent of the

land, ot 72O l:ra, v/as owned by rural residential lando\,ùners or

corporations. The remaining 80 percent of the land (or 2,880

ha), r^/as owned by local- farmers. Of this 2,880 ha, approx-

imately five of the larger farmers owned 55 percent, or 1,580

ha of the resident farmer-owned land base. the remaining 45

percent of the resident farmer-owned l-and base !ùas owned by

approximately 25 smal-ler farmers or hobby farmers. These

smaller farming operations and hobby farmers, along with many

of the rural residential- landowners, rented portions of their
land, usually to one of the five larger farmers in the

Subwatershed. As a result, the majority of the agricultural
production in the Subwatershed was accomplished by the five
larger farmers of the area. It $ras estirnated that , of the

3,600 ha of arable land in the Subwatershed, these five
farmers farm approximately 75 percent of this l-and or Z,7OO

ha.

With the implementation of the RM of Springfield Develop-

ment Pl-an in 1-979, subdivision of the agricultural land base
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into rural residential lots has become increasingly difficult.

Much of the rural residential construction occurring today in

the Subwatershed is taking place on lots purchased prior to

the implementation of the Development Plan in 1979. Today,

creation of many of the rural residential subdivisions is

accomplished by the non-resident or resident l-andowners who

further subdivide their plots or local farmers who subdivide

their land for the purpose of providing residential lots for
members of their families. Such practices are acceptable

under the conditions of the Springfield Development PIan.

Recently, there have been concerns voiced suggesting that
fanily members inheriting or purchasing lots from the rrfamily

farmrrare no\4r in turn selling thern, at very profitable prices,

to independent speculators desiring rural residential- lots.
Such practJ-ces could seriously jeopardize the agricultural
land base in the Subwatershed and would require a re-eval-ua-

tion of the planning policies and rules designating who the

potential user of a subdivision can be.

The local- farmers in the Subwatershed seemed spJ-it on

issues of land subdivision. Half saw land subdivision as an

ideal- s¡ay to raise large sums of cash to supplement a poor

cash flow situation they might be experiencing in their
farming operation. Other farmers saw land subdivision as a

threat to agricultural survival through increased land prices

and a decline in the agricultural land base. Such pressures
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for future l-and subdivision, due to the demand expressed by

potential rural- residential landowners and the desire for

cash-poor farmers to seII, will in all liketihood continue to

threaten the agricultural land base in the RM of Springfield

and Subwatershed No. 3. Recent statistics reported in Table

2 | showing the loss of agricultural land in the RM of Spring-

fieId, highlight this trend.

Table 2 Loss of agricultural land in the
Rura1 Municipality of Springfield

Year 1977

ha
Lost 106

Source:

1978 ]-979 1980 l-981- L982 1983 L984 1985 1986 L987

16 15 23 22 24 35 1,9 23 13 15

Bruce Maclean, Land Resource Specialist for the
Province of Manitoba, Eastern Region

3.2 Existinq Drainaqe characteristics

3.2.L The Cooks Creek Diversion Proiect

The Cooks Creek Diversion project htas provided for in

L982 under the Canada-Manitoba Subsidiary Agreement on Value-

Added Crops Production. The primary purpose of the project

was to increase the agricultural drainage capacity within the

2oO-kmz area contained in the project area (Figure 2). At the

tine of signing this Agreernent in 1-979, it was felt that an

improved standard of drainage in the project area would
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provide an opportunity for the production of crops such as

canola, sunflo\,l¡er, annual pulse crops and corn. It was felt

that these crops hlere, oD average, higher in value than

traditional cereal crops due to the generation of added value

that such crops could produce in terms of processing oppor-

tunities to the province.

The Diversion T^Ias designed to intercept large flows in

Cooks Creek and divert these flows to the Red River Floodway.

The intent of the Diversj-on was to increase the drainage

capacity in the project area through provision of a new outl-et

(the Diversion project), an improved lateral- drainage tribu-

tary network (in the various subwatersheds) and on-farm

drainage improvements. This improved drainage infrastructure

was to ultimately provide a more rapid and efficient removal

of excess surface water caused by heavy summer rains (Manitoba

Conservation Districts Authority, 1986) .

The project is being developed in two phases: Phase I,

the construction of the diversion channel; and Phase 2, the

development of a lateral drainage tributary network in

Subwatersheds Nos. l- to 6.

The Cooks Creek Diversion was designed primarily to

function as an alternative outlet for design agricultural

flows generated upstream of the Diversion in the Cooks Creek
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watershed. The diversion of such flows, therefore, wourd

relieve the cooks creek and swede Drain, downstream of the
Diversion, of excessive hydraulic loading and result in
improved outlet capacities in the project area. The design

of the Diversion channel was based, therefore, prirnarily on

agriculturar reguirements without specific regard to flood
irnprovements. The project was intended to provide a standard

of drainage substantially above existing standards in order
not only to counter recognized drainage problerns but to remove

constraints which presumably prevented the growing of higher-
value crops (Manitoba Department of Naturat Resources, no

date) .

A design agricuJ-tural- 'vaLue-addedr drainage standard

based on a discharge e given by e : 0.479A0'765 r-= used in the

design of the agricuttural flows in the diversion

where: Q : discharge in m37s

A = area in kmz

(A more complete discussion of this standard is provided later
in chapter 3.5.4 "Agriculturar Drainage Reguirements and

Subwatershed No. 3tt . )

The l-6-kn Diversion channel was compreted in the falr of
1988 at a totar cost of approxirnately gs mill_ion. At the time
of this report, preliminary engineering studies had been
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completed for the upgrading of the drainage infrastructure in
Subwatersheds Nos. l- and 2.

The Diversion was desi-gned to make optimum use of the
cooks creek channel capacity downstream of Èhe Diversion

inret. channel capacities studies arong cooks creek between

the Diversion entrance and the confluence with the Swede Drain

have determined that the existing below-prairie channel

capacity could carry discharges ranging from i,7 m3/s at the
point of the Dj-version to zs.s m37s at the confluence with the

swede Drain and approximately 56 m3/s immediatery downstream

of the conf luence. The locaI agrj-culturar f r-ows o of
o.479A0'765 from l-ands serviced along cooks"creek between the
Diversion and the confl-uence with the swede Drain, range from

tt m3/s to 2o m37s and. are approximately 2s.s m3/= immediateJ-y

belov¡ the swede Drain. on this basis, the cooks creek channel_

could carry approximatery 6 to 7 m37s of additional- agricur-
tural flow (Bodnaruk, L?BZ).

The operation of the Diversion in conjunction with cooks

creek is controlled by two weirs, one in the cooks creek

channel- and one j-n the Diversion. Given the 267-kmz drainage

area servi-ced by cooks creek upstream of its junction with the
Diversion, the desígn agriculturar flow in cooks creek is
approximately la m3/s based on a discharge e of o.47gÐ0'76s. of
this f1ow, 27.5 m3/s is diverted down the Diversion and 6.s
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^t/= is diverted down Cooks Creek. During l-ow flow condi-

tions, the Diversion is designed to pass the entire upper

Cooks Creek flow to the lower Cooks Creek branch to a maximum

of 2.8 m37s. Flows larger than Z.e ms/s begin to pass down the

Diversion. For the two percent flood event, flows of ap-

proxirnately 58.5 m3/s in the upper Cooks Creek are diverted,

based on 37.0 m3/s down the Diversion and 2I.5 m3/s dor¿n the

fower Cooks Creek Channel. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the

operation of the Diversion Project at various flow conditions

along Cooks Creek.

3.2.2 Sub!¡atershed No. 3

The purpose of the following discussion is to provide

the reader with a brief description of the drainage par-

ticulars and the current system of jurisdictional respon-

sibilities of the drainage infrastructure in Subwatershed No.

3. A detail-ed description of drainage characteristics and

drain capacities observed in this research are discussed in

Chapter 5. 3 I'Critical- Assessment of Existing Drainsrt .

Figure 7 shows the approxirnate boundaries of Subwater-

shed No. 3 as well as the land area outside the Subwatershed

boundaries contributing surface runoff to the Subwatershed.

The obvious question one may ask after studying this figure
is why does not the Subwatershed boundary incl-ude the entire
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rrtatershed area? subwatershed boundaries in the proj ect area

$rere determined from previous Phase l- studies associated with
the Diversj-on project. Boundary defínitions of the respective
subwatersheds were based on a number of factors, one of which

was the subwatershed drainage area. some of the factors used

in delineating subwatershed boundaries were rand use, topo-
graphy, agricultural characteristics, Iegal boundaries, as

well as known or observed areas of water management probrems.

The boundaries for subwatershed No. 3 were based on these same

factors. The land area enclosed by the subwatershed No. 3

boundary rá¡as observed to be primarl-J-y agriculturar land having

a relatively severe problern with ponded water after the
occurrence of a heavy rainfarr event. Lands contributing
runoff to the northwest of the subwatershed (that is, from

Sections 27, 28 , 32 , 33, 34 l_l_ - 5E and 3, 4 , 5 12 5E) ,

although they were agricultural with similar soil characteris-
tics to subwatershed No. 3, vrere found not to have as severe

a drainage probrem due to their higher elevation and greater
topographical re]ief and, thus, ri\¡ere not incl-uded in the
subwatershed. since the primary purpose of the Diversion
project r{ras to provide agricurtural benefits through the
removal of |tcrop production constraints, namely the areas
present susceptibility to excess moisture conditions" (from

the Canada-Manitoba Subsidiary Ag,reement on Value Added Crops

Production, t979), the l-and base to the north of the sub-

watershed was also ornitted from the subwatershed and project
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area boundary. As one moves north from the Subwatershed, much

of the land base is a mixture of deciduous woodland inter-
spersed with pasture land and, thus, lras ornitted ,from the

Subwatershed and project area. Subwatershed No. 3 boundaries

are more accurately defined in Chapter 5.2 rrDelineation of

Subwatershed Boundariesrr.

The location and direction of flow of the existing drains
under the authority of the CCCD are shown in Figure 7. Such

drains are the sole responsibility of the CCCD. Before

investi-gating the jurisdictional responsibilities of the

drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed it is necessary

to briefly review the cl-assification of drainage waterways in
the province.

Al-l natural and artificial watervrays in southern Manitoba

are classified as follows (Carty1e, Do date).

First Order !{aterway - upper, single, unbranched tributary
having a drainage area of l-.6 kmz or less;
Second Order Vtaterway - one which has a drainage area of more

than 1.6 kmz or has a tributary or tributaries of the first
order;

Third order !{aterway is formed at the confl-uence of two

second order waterways or may have any number of first and

second order tributaries; and
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are defined
simil-arl-y to the third, with each having any number of lower
order waterways and with an i-ncrease in order where two

waterways of the next lower order meet.

under the current provincial waterways policy, the
Government of Manitoba assumes responsibility for construction
and maintenance of most waterways of order three or higher.
The remaining waterways are the responsibility of the l-ocal
municipal-ities. when a conservation district is formed, those
orders of waterways, indicated on drain designation maps of
the proposed district, then become the responsibirity of the
conservation district. The funding responsibility for
construction and maintenance of these drains is typically
shared 75 percent by the province and 2s percent by the
conservation district. Thus, alr the drains highJ-ighted in
Figure 7, incrud.ing the swede Drain and the reconstructed
portion of the cooks creek channel, are the responsibility of
the cccD. The maintenance of roadways and respective draíns
adjacent to roadways, not designated cccD drains, are the
responsibility of the rocal- municipaJ-ity (in subwatershed No.

3, this is RM of Springfietd) .

As can be seen from Figure

Subwatershed ultirnately discharg.e

intersects Cooks Creek in Section

7 , all_ CCCD drains in the

into the Swede Drain which

31-l-1-68. Cooks Creek then
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flows in roughly a northwest direction ultimatery discharging
into the Red River immediately north of East serkirk, Mani-

toba.

construction of the Diversion has nov/ resurted in arr-

drains south of the Diversion (that is, along spruce Road and

willowdare Road, including the swede Drain) discharging
directry into the Diversion channel-. prior to the Diversion
project, these drains discharged into the cedar Lake Road

Drain which in turn discharged into the Swede Drain.

one of the more major drains colrectinq and contributing
flows to the Subwatershed is the rrl,agoon Drain" or rrOakbank

Drainrr. (For the purpose of this report, this drain wilr be

called the oakbank Drain). The oakbank Drain originates arong

Hazelridge Road in section 2B-11-58 and proceeds diagonally
through 27-rr-58. The drain then connects the oakbank sewage

lagoons and proceeds south along spruce Road to springfierd
Road. The Drain then proceeds east on springfield Road to
urtimatery discharge into the swede Drain. obviously, this
Drain is responsibre for the coLrection and discharge of
surface runoff contributed by an extensive land area both
within and outside the subwatershed. Not onry does the Drain
collect surface runoff from surrounding agricultural_ lands,
it also collects effl-uent discharged from the oakbank lagoon

and stormwater runoff from that portion of the virlage of
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Oakbank east of Provincial Road 206. Such extraneous flows

must obviously be accounted for in the design of any drainage

improvement works in the Subwatershed. The remainder of the

CCCD draj-ns in the Subwatershed are used prirnarily for the

collection and discharge of agricultural runoff frorn adjacent

farm land.

In general, all surface water col-lected on agricultural
land in the Subwatershed is discharged to CCCD drains via a

complex network of on-farm drains. These on-farm drains may

discharge directry to cccD drains or municipar drains. Those

which discharge to municipal drains uì-tímately discharge to
CCCD drains via culvert crossings beneath municipal road.s.

Àreas of severe ponding after heavy rains occurred

largely in sections 23 and 24-rr-58 and in sections 13 and 14-

1l--58. severe ponding rdas also reported to be a problem along

the Cedar Lake Road Drain in Sections l_t- and 12-11-5E.

Conversations with l-oca1 farmers indicated that severe ponding

probJ-ems, causing major crop losses, occurred greater than

five out of every ten years in these areas. other ress severe

areas of reported ponding problerns were reported to pond, oD

average three out of every ten years, causing major crop

losses. Fígure 8 shows the approximate location of these

problem areas subject to ponding after heavy rainfal-I events.
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It is extremely important to keep in mind that this
figure represents approximate areas of reported ponding before
the construction of the Diversion project. The severity,
freguency and l-ocation of ponding problems for a specific year

or rainfal-1 event depends on numerous variables such as

location and duration of rainfall, condition of soi1, type of
crop planted, condition of on-farm drai-ns and condition of
adjacent drains, etc. Therefore, this map shoul-d be used as

an approximate guide only for the location of problem areas.

The location of these problem areas was determined primarily
through discussions with rocal- landowners, interpretation of
aerial photographs and on-site observations.

hlhat impact v¡as the Diversion project designed to have

on the drainage characteristics of the Subwatershed? previous

studies conducted prior to the Diversion project have deter-
mined that the cooks creek channel, free of obstructions, has

sufficj-ent inherent capacity to contain a ten-percent fre-
quency discharge (that is, exceeded less than once in ten
years on the average). This capacity offers a fair degree of
protectíon to rands irnmediatety adjacent to the creek and

those serviced by the steep tributaries flowing into the creek
from the east. channel gradients along the swede Drain and

some of the swede Draints smaller tributaries found in
subwatershed No. 3 are so frat, however, that the resulting
flows and water leveIs in cooks creek near the swede Drain
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outlet vJere too high to allow proper egiress from those

tributaries. Beaver dams downstream of the confluence of the

Swede Drain and Cooks Creek, and numerous culvert restrictions
in existing drains, also artificially raise the water surface

in the Swede Drain and its tributaries. Studies conducted

have indicated that because the Swede Drain and its tributar-
ies in Subwatershed No. 3 are so flat and because the water

level in the Cooks Creek is relatively high to allow for
proper egress from the Swede Drain tributaries, the water

surface in Cooks Creek would have to be lowered approximately

0.6 to 0.9 m to provide suitable gradients for the ]ateral
tributarj-es to carry agricuJ-tural- discharge to Cooks Creek

(Whalen I I977) .

The Diversion project set out to relieve water level-s in
Cooks Creek, thereby providing an improved outl-et capacity for
agricultural flows for those l-ands downstream of the Diversion

(that is, Subwatersheds Nos. 3 and 4). Studies completed 'by

the Hydrology Section of the l.Iater Resources Branch of the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources attempted to model

the impacts of the Diversion on Cooks Creek water levels.
Hydrograph analysis has shown a decrease in water levels in
Cooks Creek, downstream of the Diversion, of approximately 1_.4

m for a ten-percent event. Eguivalent studies have shown a

reduction in Cooks Creek water leve1s of l-.1- m for a 50-

percent event (Harden, t-983) .
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Even though the Diversion project is nov¡ compl-ete, this
is not to say that drainage problems will be solved in Sub-

watershed No. 3. The inabil-ity of a drainage j-nfrastructure

to adeguately discharge agricultural flows may be due to
severar causes. Each of these may or may not be relevant to
the drains in Subwatershed No. 3. The drains may not have

been designed or constructed with sufficient gradient or

adeguate size. Backwater effects may be created in the drains
by obstructions to fl-ow such as undersized culverts, blockage

of drains with debris, vegetation growth or beaver dams. Many

of the drains in Subwatershed No. 3 have insufficient channel-

capacity and obstructions resulting in their inadequate

performance. Thus, numerous drains in subwatershed No. 3 may

require reconstruction to adequatery discharge agricultural
flows.

3.3 Water Manag'ement Concerns

Before a water management strategy can be developed for
subwatershed No. 3, one rnust firstly appraise and rank the
water management concerns in the area. Irlithout an adequate

understanding of just what the water management concerns are,

a planner or designer may misarlocate priorities or funds in
the planning and construction of required works.

Water management concerns t¡ere determined al-most ex-
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clusively through discussion with local randowners, cccD

personnel, RM of springfierd councillors, Municipal planning

Branch personnel, and various personnel with the $Iater

Resources Branch of the Departrnent of Natural Resources and

the Manitoba Department of Agriculture. Each of these

concerns are discussed be1ow. Although other water manag'ernent

concerns hrere expressed, many of these were typically ilsite-

specificrr and pertained to an individual landownerrs specific
water management problems.

3.3. 1 Surface Water Pondinq

The dorninant water management concern voiced by the

majority of the individuals interviewed was the ponding of
surface water on agricultural land after excessive spring
snowmelts and summer rainfall events. The fine-grained clay
soils of the subwatershed are intensery farmed,. ho\,rever, their
impermeabre nature, high moisture retention qualities and frat
topography results in their susceptibirity to excess precipi-
tation. such excess precipitation tends to pond on the ground

surface resulting in crop saturation causing reduced crop
yierds and, in extreme cases, total crop failure. Local

landowners suggested that it !,/as not uncommon to have areas

of their land flooded for up to five days or more after a

severe rainfall event. Thus, one of the primary concerns was

the provision of a better drainage infrastructure to protect
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against crop losses caused by inundation of farmlands follow-
ing summer rains.

3.3.2 Inadequate tfaintenance of Existinq Drainaqe

fnfrastructure

A second major concern voiced by lando$¡ners was the lack

of maintenance provided with respect to the existing drainage

infrastructure. For a drainage infrastructure to operate

efficiently, it must undergo regular maintenance and repairs.
Obstructj-ons to flow in drains due to blockage of culverts,
siltation, vegetation growth, etc. must be removed. through a

strict maintenance program. Provisions must aÌso be made

avaílab1e for the emergency rnaintenance of drains.

Landowners voiced concerns about the lack of routine
maintenance and of excessive delays in the emergency repairs
of drains. Many drains in the subwatershed have been deprived

of maintenance for a number of years. Thus, many drains in
the subwatershed showed signs of excessive vegetation growth,

siltation and erosion. This has resulted in a decrine in
drain performance over the years and, therefore, the inability
of many of the drains to adequately remove ponded water from

adjacent lands within a reasonable length of time.

Landowners also expressed concerns over the timeliness
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of emergency repairs to drains. For instance, oftentimes
culverts may become blocked with debris or drains may sil-t in
after a severe dust storm in the subwatershed. Landohrners

have voiced concerns about the excessive time reguired (often
days) before such necessary repairs can be made by the cccD.

An additional concern respecting drain maintenance was

the presence of numerous beaver dams in the vicinity of the

confluence of the swede Drain and cooks creek channel. Many

peopre interviewed fel-t the presence of these beaver dams,

and their resurting backwater effects, hras one of the primary

reasons for poor drain performance. The cccD has attempted

to remove both the darns and beavers in the past but has done

so with l-i¡oited success. The number of beavers in this area

is anticipated to be quite large and trapping efforts in the
past have fail-ed to sol-ve the problem. rn addition, access

to the beaver dams has required intrusion onto private lands

and local- landowners have objected to the presence of heavy

eguipment on their property and the blasting or demolition of
beaver dams.

Regardi-ng maintenance of agricul_tural_ drains, many people

interviewed questioned the abirity of Éne ccco to perform the
necessary work. The cccD lacks staff and the necessary

eguj-pment to accomprish this task itserf and, therefore, must

rely on the avail-ability and response time of local contrac-
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tors or the regional offj-ce of the Engineering and construc-
tion Branch of the Manitoba Department of Natural- Resources.

The administrative tirne reguired in obtaining such resources
has resurted at times in delays in the maintenance of drainage
works.

The amount of money spent on maintenance of cccD drains
in the subwatershed varies from year to year. rt is estimated
that approximately gg,ooo to gg,ooo per year may be spent on

drain maintenance in the subwatershed. Much of this money is
spent on vegetation control in the oakbank and swede Drains
due to excessive cattair- growth as a result of receiving
lagoon effl-uent from the Vitlage of Oakbank.

3.3.3 Drain Jurisdiction Responsibilities

All orders of designated provj-nciar waterways became the
responsibility of the cccD upon formati-on of the District in
1'979. The various l-ocal rnunicipalities continue to assume

responsibility for roadways and drainage works adjacent to
roadways not designated as CCCD drains.

This split jurisdiction has resulted in confusion among

local- landowners, municipar planning officials and other
government agencies as to who is responsibÌe for which drain
and what the scope 9f that responsibility may be. Landov/ners
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were in general confused as to who to contact (the RM of

Springfiel-d or the CCCD) to request for items such as culvert

crossing, maintenance demands, oE perrnission to discharge on-

farm drains. Municipal planning officials and other officials

from other government agencies seemed confused and voiced

their concerns to more fuIly understand which drains were

whose responsibility and who to contact to reguest approvals

for proposed residential- land subdivisions or other fand use

pIans. It should be noted that the RM of Springfield and the

CCCD seerned to have a clear understanding of the drains for

which each \das responsible. The confusion prirnarily l-ies

amonq local fandowners and other government agencies.

This split jurisdiction has resulted in further problems

when considering rnajor construction activities proposed by the

RM of Springfield (such as roadway upgrading or maintenance

of road washouts, for instance) in any right-of-T¡iay containing

a CCCD drain. Local municipalities, such as the RM of

Springfield, are fortunate in having the flexibility to

undertake various construction and maintenance programs within

a right-of-way whenever the need or a problem arises. The RM

of Springfield has its or^rn technical staff and equiprnent to

design and construct such improvement works. Shou1d such

activities impact on drains within cccD jurisdiction, the

municipality has voiced concerns regarding the excessive time

required for the ccCD, and its affiliated giovernment depart-
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ments, to conduct the necessary studies and receive the
necessary approvals for any cost-sharj-ng arrangements that rnay

be proposed. such approval processes often delay the proj-
ects.

3.3.4 Lagoon Effluent

Ànother major concern expressed by rocal landowners along

the oakbank Drain and the cccD was the impact of discharging
lagoon effluent from the virlage of oakbank ser¡/age lagoon.

l{astewater from this lagoon is discharged typically twice per
year (in the spring and fal-r) into the oakbank Drain where it
ultimately discharges into the swede Drain, cooks creek and

the Red River. This nutrient-rich waste has caused tremendous

amounts of vegetative growth (particularly cattails) in the
oakbank and swede Drains. This dense growth of cattails
(particularl-y in the oakbank Drain) has had a tremendous

irnpact on the hydraulic performance of these drains thereby
impeding their efficiency to discharge agricultural runoff.
The swede Drain was also subject to cattai_r growth but the
problem hras not as extreme as in the oakbank Drain. This
excessive vegetation growth has resulted in the cccD having
to conduct an extensive cleaning operation of these drains,
usually in the fal-I of each year. such cleaning operations
in the oakbank and swede Drain has cost the cccD approximately

$s0olkm.
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Further expansion of the Village of Oakbank, with the

construction of a 300-1ot residential subdivision to the east

of Provincial Road 206, will require further lagoon expansion

which undoubtedly will add to the vegetation problem in the

receiving drains.

3.3.5 Oakbank Stornwater

The Village of Oakbank currently discharges a portion of
its stormwater to the drainage infrastructure in Subwatershed

No. 3. The ViIJ-age is equipped with an underground land

drainage sewer running the length of Provincial Road 206 from

approximately the southern limits of Oakbank to the junction

of Provincial Road 206 and the CPR tracks. This land drainage

seh¡er collects stormwater off Provincial- Road 206 and dis-
charges it to a pumping station located at the junction of
Provincial- Road 206 and the CPR tracks. This pumping station
in turn pumps the col-l-ected stormwater to the south drain

along oakwood Road which ultimately discharges into the

Oakbank Drain.

The 300-1ot subdivision being constructed in the Village
to the east of Provincial Road 206 has been designed to
discharge its stormwater to the Oakbank Drain as wel1.

Although this subdivision is not eguipped with land drainage

sewers, it will be equipped with roadside ditches and serviced
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by a major swale intersecting the Oakbank Drain irnmediately

south of the Village's lagoons. The CCCD has expressed

concerns regarding the ability of the drainage infrastructure
(particularly the Oakbank Drain) to accept additional flows

from the Village of Oakbank. At the tirne of preparation of

this report, engineers for the RM of Springfield were inves-

tigating feasible options for the drainage system for the

development in an atternpt to address some of these concerns.

3.3.6 Culvert Capacity

Many landowners and CCCD personnel felt many of the

drains v/ere hydrauì-icaIIy restricted, prinarily by undersized

cul-verts l-ocated at crossings. A detail-ed engineering

analysis investigating the design flows and culvert hydraulics

for each drain would be required to confirrn these notions.

3.3.7 Spring Flood Protection

The need for spring flood protectj-on was another concern

voiced by some landowners in the Subwatershed. Spring

flooding has resutted in some local-ized property damage in the

past, primarily to municipal property such as roads and

bridges. Some local farmers have voiced concerns about the

undue length of time required for floodwater to recede from

their land thereby delaying seeding operations in the spring.
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It should be noted that, although spring flood protection luas

a concern, it was not considered a dominant concern. Most

farmers gave the impression that much more significant and

detrimental losses have occurred from crop damage as a result
of excess sunmer precipitation. Most landowners felt the

completion of the Cooks Creek Diversion project wouLd al-
leviate, to some extent, some of their spring flooding
concerns.

3.3.8 On-Farm Drainaqe

The CCCD and the Manitoba Conservation Districts Author-

ity have voiced concerns respecting the existing level- of on-

farm drainage and the respective commitment by l-ocal- farmers

to improve their on-farm drains should an improved drainage

infrastructure be constructed. Obviously, any potential
agricultural benefits derived from an improved drainage

infrastructure would be negligible if the existing level of
on-farm drainage is inadequate and there was a lack of
commitment by l-oca1 farmers to improve their on-farm drains.

3.3.9 Rura1 Residential Development

The increasing amount of rural resídential development

in the Subwatershed has al-so contributed some water management

concerns. Each residential development adjacent to a CCCD
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drain reguires an access crossing over the drain to the

respective residence. such access crossings require culvert
Ínstallations which in turn requj-re increased maintenance.

The increasing number of these crossings can also gradually

impede the hydraulic performance of a drain.

3.3.10 Other Concerns

Although not directly a water management concern, many

people interviewed seemed to feel- there was a l-ack of commun-

ication between themselves and the cccD. This problem was

voiced especiaÌty by municipal councirlors, Ioca1 agricultural
representatives and munj-cipar pranning of f iciars. Many l-ocal-

landowners also voi-ced some concerns respecting communication

difficulties. Discussions with these people reft this
researcher with the impression that many of these people felt
rrin the darktrrespecting the CCCDts p1ans, projects and

activities. Many people seemed confused as to what a conser-

vation district was and the respective purpose, function and

responsibil-ities of a conservation district to the cornmunity.

rn general, there seemed to be some local understanding that
a conservation district was to be a multi-resource management

organization; yet many landowners and councill-ors felt the
CCCD to date has had a single-purpose mandate, namely, to
provide, regulate and approve land drainage works onIy.
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At the tirne of preparation of this report, the CCCD r.¡as

in the process of preparing its long-term management pIan.

This process witl involve actj-ve public participation in the

input and preparation of the plan. Such an exercise will
perhaps rrcrystallizert the objectives, roles and functions of

the Conservation District in the minds of the public. Despite

this exercise, improved cornmunication would seem to be

required between the CCCD and those people impacted by its

actions.

3.4 ÀgriculturaL Characteristics

3.4.L Soils

The soils of the Subwatershed consist al-most exclusively

of heavy c1ays. GIaciaI retreat and the subsequent formation

and drainage of glacial- Lake Agassiz have yielded the deposits

characteristic of the Subwatershed and the entire Red River

Val1ey (Manitoba Department of Municipal Affairs, L973). The

dominant clay soj-ls comprising the Subwatershed are known as

Red River and Osborne clays. A review of soil survey maps

prepared by the Canada/Manitoba Soil Survey in l-975 indicated

that almost 90 percent of the Subwatershed is composed of

these Red River and Osborne clays. The remaining 10 percent

of the soils consist of either Dencross clay, Glenmoor clay

or Marquette clay. Of the Red River and Osborne clays in the
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Subwatershed, the Osborne

of the land base occupj-ed

the Osborne clays account

of the respective area.

clay dominates. Of the 90 percent

by the Red River and Osborne clays,

for approximately 65 to 75 percent

The Osborne clays consist typically of poorly drained

fine-textured humic soils developed on moderately to strongly
carcareous lacustrine alluviar deposits. surface drainage i-s
poor because of revel or depressional topography and because

permeability is very slow for these crays. Rates of surface
water infiltration into these soils is restricted because of
their fine texture and usuarly high antecedent soir moisture
conditions (canada-Manitoba soir survey I rg75 and slevinsky,
7977). unl-ess artificially drained, these soirs are season-

ally ponded. The agricultural suitabirity of these soils
ranges from poor to fair, depending on the amount of artifi-
cial drainage and the degree of surface stoniness (canada-

Manitoba Soil Survey, I975).

The Red River series consists of imperfectly drained
soirs developed on a calcareous fine-textured lacustrine
deposit. Runoff is slow and internal drainage is sl-ow.

rnternar drainage is often irnpeded by high antecedent soil
moisture in early spring. These soils, like the osborne

soil-s, require artificiar drainage to prevent water ponding

during periods of excessive rainfall- and frooding (srevinsky,
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1977).

3.4.2 Àgricultural Productivitv and L'imitations

In general, most of the agricultural soils within

Subwatershed No. 3 are highly productive and suitable for

intense agricuJ-ture under proper growing conditions. Crop

yields can, however, be greatly reduced when the clay soil-s

are subject to heavy rains or flooding (Slevinsky, 1977).

The Red River and osborne clay soiIs, characteristic of

the Subwatershed, have been classed as having an agricultural

capability of zvl and 3w, respectiveì-y1. Class 2 soils have

been designated as those soils having moderate limitations
that reduce the choice of crops or require conservation

practices. These soils have a good water holding capacity and

are naturally well- supplied with plant nutrients and are

responsive to inputs of fertilizer. They are moderately high

to high in productivity for a fairly wide range of crops. The

Vt sub-class indicates that these soils are imperfectly drained

fine-textured soils and that they are generally found on l-eveI

or gently sloping topography. Surface runoff is slow and

internal drainage is very slow. Delayed seeding and reduced

yields because of wetness occur in seasons of above-average

t soil capability for Agriculture, Canada Land Inventory,
ARDA, Winnipeg - Map Sheet 62 H, 1-966
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rainfall. Surface draj-ns are reguired to remove standing

water (Canada-Manitoba Soil- Survey, L97S).

C1ass 3 soils have moderately severe limitations that
reduce the choice of crops or reguire conservation practices.

The limitations are slightly more severe then Class 2 soils
due to one or two of the following: climate, soil charac-

teristics, Iow fertility, texture, salinity, erosion, topo-

graphy, overflow, wetness, stoniness and depth of soil- to
bedrock (Canada-Manitoba Soil Survey, 1-975) . The W sub-class

once again defines excess water, other than from flooding, âs

one of the principal- lirnits for agri-cultural use.

These fine-textured clays found in southern Manitoba and

characteristic of Subwatershed No. 3 are generally limited to
grains such as wheat, barley, fIax, and canol-a. Where

drainage is provided, be it artificial or natural-, more

specialty crops such as corn, sunflov/ers and sugar beets are

being groh¡n. In general, these clay soil-s have severe

management problems due to their rapid ponding after heavy

rains, prolonged waterlogging and problems with the operation

of farm machinery after a wet period (Schellenberg and

Bodnaruk, l-983). A high leve1 of drainage is necessary ín

order to achieve a sufficient irnprovement in the agricultural
productivity of these soils. Under such proper water manage-

ment conditions, these soils are highly productive and
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suitable for agricultural cultivation (i.fhaIen, I977).

In 3-977, a report was prepared investigating the rela-

tionship between soj-l moisture and crop yields in the RM of

Springfield (Slevinsky, 1-977). The report entitled rrThe

Effect of Excess Moisture on Cereal Production within the RM

of Springfield'r investigated yield information for wheat and

oats on the Red River and Osborne clay soils found in the RM

of Springfield. A portion of the study area included an

investigation of rrproblemrr and rrnon-problemrr soil-s in Sub-

watershed No. 3. rrProblemrr areas were deemed to be those

areas subject to excessive moisture conditions while rrnon-

problemtr areas Ì^¡ere those areas where reported excessive

moisture conditions were not deemed the major limiting factor
in crop production. Yield data, based on Manitoba crop

insurance records, for these respective areas rdere studied for
an 11-year period, L965 to 1-975, and generally showed de-

creased yields on both rrproblemtr and rrnon-problem" lands when

summer precipitation amounts or freguency of precj-pitation was

excessive causing surface water ponding. In general, rrprob-

lemrr areas showed lower yields than rrnon-problemrr areas.

The report concluded drainage improvements would be con-

sidered warranted in both the problem and non-problem areas.

Therefore, drainage in the RM of Springfield appears to be

inadequate to handle above-normal moisture conditions on all
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Osborne clays. The report also concluded that, by mininizing

the effects of excessive moisture, increased yields for all

areas could be realized. The report found an average dif-

ference in yield of 0.58 Î/ha for wheat and 0.48 T/ha for oats

between rrprobJ-emrr and rrnon-problemtt areas (Slevinsky, 1-977).

In conclusion, the soils of the Subwatershed seemed

ideally suited for cereal crop production. The dominant

lirniting factor to crop production seemed to be excessive

wetness, particularly after heavy rains, due to the poor

internal- drainage characteristics of the soil-s. As a result,

these potentially productive soils are subject to ponding of

surface water and prolonged saturation. The time and frequen-

cy of saturation has resulted in crop deterioration and, in

extreme cases, total crop failure.

3 .4.3 Current Agricultural Practices and Future Croppinq

Patterns

Agricultural practices in the Subwatershed consisted

prirnarily of cereal crop production. At the time of this
report, approximately 7O to 80 percent of the Subwatershedrs

agricultural land base consisted primarily of cereal crops

(typically wheat and barley). The remaining 20 to 30 percent

of the land base consisted of oilseed crops (typically fl-ax

and canoÌa) and forage crops (typically aÌfalfa, red clover
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and birdsfoot trefoit)

The rnajority of the farmers in the Subwatershed are

strictly grain farmers. However, three of the larger farmers

have mixed farming operations. One operates a large dairy

farm in conjunction with grain production. The other two

raise geese and bees respectively in conjunction with their
grain operation. Some farrners had seeded specÍalty crops such

as Ientils, peas, faba beans and sunflowers and reported good

production from these crops in a dry year and when they were

able to drai-n excess surface water.

Of the crops produced in the Subwatershed, the following
represents an approximate breakdown of the land areas devoted

to each crop: (These proportions are likeJ-y to change from

year to year depending on economic cj-rcumstances. )

Vüheat

Barley

FIax

Canol-a

Forage and Other

Total

5O9"

202

LOz

r.0å

LOz

r-00å

Discussions with locaI farmers indicated the lack of
adeguate agricultural drainage to be one of the limiting
factors in crop production. Àlmost all farmers felt that
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better yields coul-d be achieved with an improved drainage

infrastructure. hlhen asked if their cropping patterns would

change if an improved drainage infrastructure was provided,

almost all said they would attempt to develop specialty crops

such as peas, canary seed, Ientils, faba beans and sunflowers.

!{ithout an improved drainage infrastructure, serious adaption

of these specialty crops v/as deemed to be too risky due to

their susceptibility to damage from excessive moisture

conditions. lrlithout an improved drainag'e infrastructure, most

would continue to rely on the traditional cereaJ-, oilseed and

forage crops currently being planted.

fn general, most local l-andowners in the Subwatershed

rated their land as excellent for the growing of traditional
crops such as wheat, barley, flax and canola with the proviso

that adequate drainage could be provided. Almost all land-

orÁrners felt their crop yields would increase if an improved

drainage infrastructure \,Jas provided. Most farmers, especial-

1y the larger farmers, felt that, with an improved drainage

infrastructure, they would seed more l-and into specialty crops

given the proper economic climate for these crops.
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3.5 Àqricultural Drainage Requirements

3.5. 1 The Concept of PreciPitation Excess

Agricultural drainage requirements are often determined

by the amount of precipitation excess or the duratj-on of ti¡ne

that precipitation excess remains on the field after a

rainfall event. The purpose of the following discussj-on is,

therefore, to introduce the reader to the concept of precipi-

tation excess and the variables which must be considered when

attempting to quantify precipitation-excess parameters. It

is not the intent of this discussion to provide a technical

descrÍption of methodotogies used to cal-culate precipitation

excess. Such methodologies can be quite compJ-ex and are

considered beyond the scope of this report.

Rainfall is essential to crop production but excessive

amounts of rainfall can lead to soil saturation resulting in

reduced crop yields or total crop fosses. Such losses can

depend on the stage of growth of the crop, the type of crop,

soil characteristics and the amount of time the crop is

subject to excess moisture. The objective of agricultural

drainage is, therefore, to remove excess water from agricul-

tural land during the growing season (l{hitney, 1987). Where

nev/ or improved agricultural drainage systems are technically

feasible for alleviating precipitation excess, their economic
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feasibility becomes particularly relevant to guide drainage

planning.

The concept of precipitation excess is a relative one

and, therefore, it can be difficult to define and guantify.
Precipitation excess is often defined as the soil moisture

leve1 which is greater than adequate, optimal, or tolerabl-e

for specific plants. The persistence of such a condition,
therefore, gradually results in retardation of plant growth.

The use of this definition results in a variation of quantifi-
able precipitation excess values depending on the type of
plant and its tolerance of moisture. The impacts of precipi-
tation excess using this definition is confíned not merery to
the growing season but also to the seeding and harvesting
periods. Excess precipitation in the seeding and harvesting
season can result, in extreme cases, in compJ-ete crop failure.
Therefore, precipitation excess using this definition must be

carefully measured with respect to type of crop, time in the

growing season, duration of precipitation excess and watershed

characteristics to name a few of the variabLes (Rigaux and

Singh , 1"975) .

Precipitation excess can be defined with respect to the

tine duration for which there is surface water flowing into
drainage ditches following a particular rainstorm for that
watershed. The duration of precipitation excess, therefore,
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depends on climatic factors and the physical characteristics
of the watershed (Rigaux and singh, LgTs). This definition
of precipitation excess is often more appealing due to its
practicality. scientists, engineers, agronomists and farmers

often use duration of precipitation excess, measured usualry
in days, as a measure of the magnitude of the excess precipit-
ation problem.

other more theoretical approaches measure precipitation
excess in units of days from discharge hydrographs. various
techniques are presented in the riterature with respect to
hydrograph rnodelling to define precipitation excess based on

drain discharge data. one of the major obstacr-es with such

techniques is the requirement for accurate drain discharge

records for the watershed in question and the corresponding

correct interpretation of the generated hydrograph (Rigaux

and singh, 1975). rt is considered beyond the scope of the
report to provide a detailed expranation of the various
hydrograph techniques.

Precipitation excess on agricultural 1and, defined with
respect to the number of days of saturation and the resulting
runoff, is dependent on numerous variabres. some of the
variables incl-ude the following (from Rigaux and singh, r97s) z

daily precipitation records

antecedent precipitation index
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existing drainage capacity

difference in elevation between the outl-et and

the highest point in the watershed

length of the main watercourse

the drainage area

land use or vegetative cover of the watershed

soil type and drainage characteristics of the

soil
topography of the area

Quantification of such variables to predict precipitation

excess for a specific storm event can be an onerous task and,

many times, subject to the interpretatj-on of the researcher

in quantifying the variables. This is not to say that
estimates of precipitation excess are impossible. In I973,

an extended research study was undertaken to investigate a

suitable rnethodological approach for the evaluat j-on of

agricultural- drainage proposals in Manitoba. The study

produced a three-vol-ume report in 1975 entitled, 'rBenefit-Cost
Evaluation of Improved Level-s of Agriculturaf Drainage in
Manitoba'tz. Volume 1 of this report concentrated on quantify-

ing precipitation excess variables for the purpose of provid-

ing information for a cost-benefit analysi-s for the provision

t gy 1,. R. Rigaux and. R. H. Singh, Department of Agricul-
tural Economics, University of Manitoba, in cooperation with
the l{ater Resources Division, Manitoba Department of Mines,
Resources and Environmental Management.
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of agricul-tura1 drainage. Vo1ume 2 of the study attempted to

assess the impact of excess moisture on crops based on

historical production records for wheat, oats, barley and flax

over the period between l-968 to 1-972. Vo1ume 3 focused on the

physical relationship of the previous volurnes to develop a

computer model to predict benefits for various levels of

drainage irnprovement. The results of Vo1ume 1 of this study

produced a synthetic hydrograph model to predict precipitation
excess tirnes. This model effectively calculated precipitation

excess times and corresponding discharges from a specific
watershed for a particular storm event. The rnodel, hov/ever,

is extremely complex and demands the guantification of aLl the

above mentioned variabl-es. Details of this model are con-

sidered beyond the scope of this report.

3 .5.2 The Impact of Precipitation Excess

What are the impacts of excess water on crops? The SoiI

Conservation Service of the United States Department of

Agricultu-re has identified and discussed the effects of excess

moisture on crops as foll-ows (United States Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, L973) .

1. Evaporation, which takes heat from the soil-

lowers soil ternperature. Also, wet soil requires

more heat to warm up than does dry soil due to the

high specific heat of water as compared to that of
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2.

soil. Thus, the growing season is shortened.

Saturation or surface pondíng stops air circulation
in the soil and prevents bacterial activity.
Certain plant diseases and parasites are encouraged.

A high water table lirnits root penetration.

Soj-I structure is adversely affected.

SaLts and alkali, if present in the soil or ground

water, tend to be concentrated in the root zone or

at the soil surface.

Wet spots in the fietd delay farm operations or

prevent uniform treatment.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Generally, it has been observed that losses in grain

yields are directì-y related to the duration of flooding. This

is not to say that flooding is the sole cause of losses j-n

yields but rather that flooding, if it occurs for an extended

period of tirne, can result in yields being reduced from their
optimum, given crop conditions for that year.

Numerous studies have been conducted in a number of
Manitoba watersheds to determine the impacts of precipitation
excess on various soil- and crop types. The Rj-gaux-Singh study

and report of 1975 analyzed 32 situations in Manitoba repre-

senting four crops grown on four soil types on fall-ow and

stubble land. The results of the study are shown in Figure

9. The study revealed that crop losses occur mostly in the
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clay soi-l- areas of the province. The Ìargest crop damage

occurred from precipitation excess in the months of June, JuJ_y

and Àugust. Yield losses amounted. to up to 0.34 T/ha per day

of precipitation excess for wheat whether on stubble or fal-l-ow

field. rn terms of the four crops investigated (wheat,

barley, fIax, and oats), barley was found to show the greatest
absolute damage, followed by oats, wheat, and. fl-ax. The

resurts also indicated that drainage investments would
generate the largest benefits in clay soils. obviously, these
benefits must al-so be rerated to the costs of providing the
drainage infrastructure.

rt is not entirely unreasonable to extrapolate these
findings to subwatershed No. 3. Àlthough the lost yield in
T/ha per day due to precipitation excess may vary, the general
observation is likery to be the same. As indicated prevj-ous-
fy, subwatershed No. 3 consj-sts primarily of heavy cray soils.
Resurts of the Rigaux-singh studies, therefore, seem to
suggest that crop losses on these soils are much greater
during periods of precipitation excess in the months of Jury
and August. Precipitation excess in Èhe month of May would
seem advantageous to crop production.

Actual- monetary values of crop losses due to precipita-
tion excess can be extremely difficurt to determine. The

losses for a particular watershed would obviously depend on
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the type of crops gro$rn, the proportion of the watershed

occupied by the respective crops, their respective yield

decrease due to precipitation excess and the price received

by the farmer for the harvested crop. Studies conducted in

the RM of Springfield, which included some of the lands in

Subwatershed No. 3, suggested a conservative estimate of an

average gain of 0.58 T/ha per year of wheat production if
excessive moisture effects could be minimized (Slevinsky,

a977). Gains \Á/ere anticipated to be slightly higher for oats

and barley. Similar studies conducted ín the Marsh River

watershed, to the east of Morris, Manitoba, suggested a gain

of approximately 0.40 T/ha per year for wheat, 0.69 T/ha per

year for barley and 0.11 T/ha per year for oats on Osborne

clay soifs if suitabl-e drainage was provided (Slevinsky and

Schel-l-enberg, 1980) . As previously noted, Subwatershed No.

3 is composed primarily of the same Osborne clay soil-s.

Considering these studies, it woutd seem reasonabl-e to expect

similar yield increases in Subwatershed No. 3 for the respec-

tive crops due to the simitar conditions.

Monetary val-ues gained or lost due to precipitation

excess are specific onì-y to the year in question. Agricul-
tural commodity prices can vary widely from year to year and

the same variation in price results in wide variations in
cropping patterns by farmers. This variability makes the

accurate quantification of precipitation excess impacts and
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corresponding monetary benefits of drainage improvement works

very difficult to determine.

The purpose of the above discussion was to emphasize the

fact that precipitation excess impacts on crops is a relative
concept. The impacts obviously depend on the type of crops

gror/\¡n in a watershed, the time of year precipitation excess

occurs, the leve1s of existing drainage provided, soil types,

the duration of precipitation excess, the proportion of the

watershed occupied by the respective crops and the price of

the harvested product. Past studies, ho\,rever, have indicated

that benefj-ts can be achieved for the traditional crops of

wheat, oats, barley and flax if a suitable drainage infra-
structure i-s provided to alleviate precipitation excess

problems on clay soils. ft can also be seen from previous

studies that precipitation excess occurring in the months of

JuIy and August, for a period of 24 hours or more, can result
in significant crop damage duríng this critical growing

period.

3.5. 3 Àgricultural Drainage Recruirements and the Rigaux-

Sinqh Study

Given the above discussion, how does one determinerthere-

fore, the agricultural drainage reguirements to design for
when considering drainaqe improvement works? The approach of
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the Province of Manitoba was the development of four categor-
ies of cropping standards to guide the pranning, design and

building of drainage works in agro-Manitoba. Each standard
Lras an attempt to refl-ect long-term agricultural production
once the limiting factor of excess soil rnoisture is removed.

The four standards are: (Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources, 1_994 ) .

a) Special Crops: Little tolerance to excess

moisture. Crop losses occur

within a few hours.

Lirnited tol-erance to excessb) Cereal- Crops:

water. During the active

c) Forage Crops:

growing season, crop losses wil_l_

occur within 36 hours.

Moderate tolerance.

These crops can withstand

flooding for up to four days

during the active growing season

without showing yield reduc-

tions.

Àpplied to native hay and

pasture lands. yields may

increase with flooding.
However, excess water should be

drained wíthin ten days during
the active growJ_ng season.
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Generally, areas with agricultural soil capability
ratings of Class 7-t 2 or 3 warrant drainage services to the

specíaI crops or cerear crops standard (Manitoba Department

of Natural Resources, I9B4).

These general standards, developed in l_984 by agrolo-
gists, continue to serve drainage engineers today as initial-
guÍdelines for the levet of drainage to be provi_ded. The

decision to build a drainage system, hovrever, must be based,

at least in part, on whether the expected benefits in in-
creased crop production exceed the costs of construction and

operation. This comparison of benefits and costs shoul-d

determine the relatj-ve standard to which the drainage in-
frastructure is to be constructed. The necessj-ty to consider

benefits and costs at varj-ous level-s of drainage l-ed to the
Rigaux-singh study to examine an appropri-ate methodologicar

approach.

The Rigaux-singh study atternpted to provide an anarytical-

benefit-cost framework for optimizing the benefits available
for various levels of drainage investment. The study evaluat-
ed costs and benefits for various Ievels of drainage improve-

ments in fifteen separate watersheds throughout Manitoba. The

watersheds were serected so that they v¡ere of varyi-ng size and

shape with varying topography, soils and existing levers of
drainage development representative of the agriculture land
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bases throughout the province. The concept of the research

study was that crop loss is directly related to precipitation

excess during the growing season where precipitation excess

was defined as the measure of the time, in hours, that land

had water laying on its surface.

In the study, comparisons of crop yields v/ere made

between areas of various known or determined levels of

drainage for various soil-s. Numerous assumptions were made

in an attempt to quantify factors such as topography, soil

type, crops gro\Á/n, land use, f ertil izer use, existing drain-

âgê, soil moisture and growing season stage. The result of

the study was an economic benefit rel-ationship relating crop

damage to the level of drainage provided.

The extreme complexity of the analysis, the assumptions

used in the analysis and the numerous variabLes to be ad-

dressed by such an analysis make the application of the

technotogy difficult to defend.3 In general, however, the

model- did produce results that seemed reasonable and provided

a general- relationship between drainage Ievel and crop yield

relationships that one would expect for various soils
(Schellenberg and Bodnaruk, l-983) .

t M..ty people interviewed during the course of the
research appreciated the thoroughness of the Rigaux/Singh
study but guestioned its reliability given the number of
variables to consider and the complexity of the model.
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One of the prirnary strengths of the study was the ration-

ale relating the level- of drainage to be provÍded to the

economics of the problem (Figures Lo and 11). Figure l-Oa

illustrates the idealistic relationship that one might expect

when considering level of drainage improvement versus crop

yield. The level of drainage improvement ís often defined by

the formula Q= CAK where:

Q : discharge in t37= ot tt3¡s of the drain in question;

c - a coefficient relating the characteristics of the

watershed to the level of protection required for

the drainaqe area.

[ : drainage area in question in knz or mile2

K - exponent in the nonlj-near relation between O and

A.

The shape of the curve woul-d obviously vary for different

soils and for different proportions of land in crop as shown

in Figure l-Ob. In a general sense, should there be no

drainage improvement, there will be some minimum leve1 of

protection resulting in a given average crop yield. The

average yield will improve with the leveL of drainage to a

point where additional drainage provided is no longer a

factor.

Figure l-l-a shows typical cost and benefit curves for

various improvements in drainage. From these curves' a
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marginal benefit-cost curve and a benefit-cost curve (Figure

l-l-b) and a capital cost breakdown (Figure 11-c) are developed.

The optimum leve1 of drainage that should ideatly be provided

is at the point where for greater levels of drainage improv-

ement, the incremental cost begins to exceed the incremental-

benefit.

fdeally, one would like to construct all drainage

improvement works to the rroptimumrr level-. Unfortunately,

drainage improvement works are extremely capital-intensive and

must compete for funds with other capital projects. Due to

budget constraints, they are seldom designed to their
troptimumrt l-evel- but rather to a leve1 where the benefit/cost

ratio is at a maximum and greater than l-.0. Such decisions

free more funds to be used on other capj-tal projects. Those

drainage projects with the higher benefiE/cosi- ratios should

be constructed first until- the drainage budget has been

exhausted.

In general, the Rigaux-Singh studies demonstrated

benefits could be achieved through drainage improvements in

those areas of Manitoba consisting rnainly of heavy clay soj-Is

with very little topographical relief. Those areas of the

province having steep topography and light loamy soils v/ere

found to produce onl-y marginal increases in benefits given

various levels of drainage improvement. The study also
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provided a rationale for the determination of optimum leve1s

of agricultural drainage requirements when considering the

costs and benefits of such works.

3.5. { AgricuLtural Drainage Recnrirements and Subwat,ershed

No. 3

Despite some of the shortcomings and misgivings of the

Rigaux-Singh rnethodology, the Province of Manitoba began to
atternpt to use this approach in L979 for a number of drainage

projects that v/ere cost-shared with the Government of Canada

under the rrCanada-Manitoba Subsidiary Agreement on Value Added

Crops Productionrr. The Cooks Creek Diversion project (Project

No. 401-) $ras j-ncluded in this Agreement. Under the terms of
this Agreement, it was required that the design and supply of
the improved drainage network for the Cooks Creek Diversion

project would rrinvolve analysis by means such as those

developed by Rigaux and Singht'. The objective of the project
v¡as rrto provide opportunity for the production of crops,

including those of a value-added nature, in the Cooks Creek

basin. Achievement of the objective will be through reduction

or removal of crop production constraints, namely, the arears

present susceptibility to excess moisture conditions" (from

The Canada-Manitoba Subsidiary Agreement on Val-ue-Added Crops

Production, 1979). Benefj-ts of the project identified under

the Agreement included the production of so-called |tval-ue-
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addedrt crops, which, in general, hlas taken to mean specialty

crops such as canola, sunflower, annual pulse crops and corn.

At the time of the Agreement, these crops were felt to be rron

the average higher in value than the existing cereal- cropsrr.

The Agreement noted also that rrreduction of excess moisture

condi-tions will result in yield increases of approximately 1-2

percent for those areas which remain in cereal production and

for those areas already producing value-added cropsrr, thereby

acknowledging that higher returns on a given parcel of Iand,

in effect, also constituted rrvalue-addedrr and, hence, quali-

fied for funding under the Agreement.

Because the Rigaux-Singh methodology $/as so complex and

time-consuming and since time constraints were a primary

concern under the terms of the Five-Year Subsidiary Agreement,

simplified procedures were adopted for the Rigaux-Singh

analysis. For example, and with specific reference to the

Cooks Creek Diversion project, it $ras decided that "sophis-
ticated economic feasibility studies such as the Rigaux-Singh

computer analysis would require excessive study time and would

cause unacceptable delays in carrying out the drainage

projects. Short-cut methods would have to be applied to

recolnmend design levels and demonstrate economic feasibilityt'
(Bodnaruk, l-980).

To determine the appropriate level of drainage protect,ion
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to be provided to the Cooks Creek Diversion project area,

including Subwatershed No. 3 | the anticipated benefit es-

timates for various levels of drainage v/ere based on the

extrapolation of benefit estimates for other drainage projects

where the Rígaux-Singh analyses had been applied. Determina-

tion of the benefits of drainage improvements resulting from

the Cooks Creek project were based on a study of benefits

determined in the Roberts McÎavish, Mi11s Wheatland, and the

Domain Drain watersheds. These watersheds are all located

south of Inlinnipeg in the Red River Va1ley on clay soil-s having

very littl-e topographic relief, similar to the situation in'

the Cooks Creek Diversion project area. A detail-ed Rigaux-

Singh type anatysis v/as performed on each of these drainage

watersheds to deterrnine the approximate benefits for various

levels of drainage improvement. The benefj-t curves derived

for each of these projects lrere then analyzed and extrapolated

to the Cooks Creek Diversion project and compared to estimated

costs of providing drainage infrastructure improvements.

Based on an analysis of these curves, it was estimated

that a drainage standard for which O: o.47g{0'7ó5 lwhere a =

discharge in m3/s and A : area in k*2) would result in an

average crop yield benefit of $+Slna per year for wheat

production, assurning a wheat príce of approximately S2O2/T ín

L981. Assuning a 15-year project life and a real interest
rate of 5 percent, the present value of drainagie benefits was
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estimated to be $e. O rnillion for the Cooks Creek Diversion
project given that the Diversion Project was constructed from

Cooks Creek to the Red River Floodway. On the basis of rough

cost estimates for the drainage infrastructure improvement in
the project area, the benefit/cost ratio was calculated to be

approxirnately 0.80 (Bodnaruk, l_981) .

Although this benef it-cost ratio v¡as unfavourabl-e, one

must keep in mind the nature of the analysis. euantification
of irnpacts of precipitation excess and benefits due to
drainage improvement is extremely comptex and subject to many

variables, including the interpretation of the researcher.

The anarysis conducted on the cooks creek Diversion project
\^/as an extraporation of benef its cal-culated in simirar
watersheds and considered wheat production onry. A detaited
cost-benefit anarysis wourd obviously have to incorporate
allowances for other crops that potentially may be grown,

including specialty corps. The analyst would also have to
accurately predict future crop prices and choose an appropri-

ate discount rate while accounting for the numerous other

vari-abres that would impact the analysis. For the cooks creek

Diversion project, the standard of e : o.479A0-7ó5 v/as therefore
considered to be reasonabl-e based on previous value-added

studies having sirnilar conditj-ons to that of the cooks creek

Dj-version project (Bodnaruk I rg92) . considering the variabres
which one must consider, the benefit-cost rati-o for the
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project could widely fluctuate to levels greater than unity

or less than unity, depending on the assumptions made by the

analyst.

I{ith reference to Subwatershed No. 3 | it was subsequently

decj-ded, in the course of this study, to continue to use this

drainage standard of q: o.479A0'765 in the design and costing

of drainage improvernent works. This would retain consistency

with the standard adopted for other drainage works in the

Cooks Creek Diversion project area since the same standard had

been used in the preJ-iminary design of drainage infrastructure

improvements in Subwatersheds Nos. 1 and 2 as well as in the

design of the already constructed Cooks Creek Dj-version.

Designing for a standard other than A : 0.47940'7ó5 at this
stage in the project would involve intense justification by

the analyst and detailed cal-culations of corresponding

benefits and costs. Such an analysis rdas considered beyond

the scope of this research and was not attempted.

The A : O.479ç0'765 drainage

agricultural protection for fl-ows

percent event which would amount

doubling the existing standard of

area, including Subwatershed No. 3

standard would provide

to approximately a 20-

to a slightly more than

drainage in the project

(Bodnaruk, 1-982) .
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3.5.5 Losses from Poor Aqricultural Drainacre

One of the prirnary losses from poor agricultural drainage

is its impact on crop production due to the effects of excess

soil moisture. These effects of excess soil moisture on crops

have been discussed in Chapter 3.5.2 rrThe Impact of Precipita-

tion Excessrr. Studies have indicated that an average dif-

ference in yield of 0.58 T/ha per year for wheat can be

expected on lands in the RM of Springfield when considering

drai-nage rrproblemrr and rrnon-problemrr areas (Slevinsky,1977) -

Losses from poor agricultural drainage are not, hovüever,

lirnited to losses incurred as a result of decreased crop

yields. Agricultural tands with poor drainage can have

depressed land values. Poor drainage has also been reported

to create a health hazard due to mosquitoes which breed in

ponds and field drains. Excessive soil moisture is also the

cause of soil compaction by animals or machines. Excessive

soil moisture al-so inhibits warming of the soil in spring

thereby del-aying germination. P1ant diseases are also more

prevalent when roots are subject to excessive moisture

conditions (Luthin, L965)

For the purpose of this report, a cursory investigation

was conducted to calculate approximate annual losses in crop

production al-one, without any consideration of other adverse
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effects of inadeguate drainage. The following assumptions

and information were used in the analysis.

The majority of crop l-osses occurred in those areas shown

in Figure 8.

Since wheat t{as the dominant crop seeded in the Sub-

watershed and since landowners will likely continue to

concentrate on wheat production in those areas of

reported ponding, wheat was used in the calculation of

yield l-osses.

Yiel-d losses of 0. 58 T/ha of wheat per year ü/ere assumed

in those areas of reported ponding problems.

Price for wheat : ç173/1 based on prospective grain

prices for l-989 as published by the Manitoba Department

of Agriculture.
Probability of severe pondi-ng is 40 percent for those

areas reporting moderate ponding problems and 80 percent

for those areas reporting severe ponding problems.

Total land area reporting moderate ponding problems was

assumed to be 765 ha.

Tota1 land area reporting severe ponding problems hras

assumed to be 789 ha.

Based on the above information, potential annual- loss of

wheat production in the areas of moderate ponding is:
0.58 T/ha X 765 ha X ç173/1 X O.4: 530,700
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Potential annual loss of wheat production in the areas

of severe ponding is:
0.58 T/ba X 789 ha X çI73/T x 0.8 = $0¡.300

Thus, the total potential annual loss of wheat production

in Subwatershed No. 3 | due to excessive soil moisture, is

approximately $30,700 + $eg,:00 : S94.000
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chapter Iv

DRÀTNÀGE DESIGN }ÍETHODOLOGIES ÀND DESIGN STÀNDARDS

4.L Introduction

Before one can devise and cost various water management

strategies for Subwatershed No. 3, a brief investigation of

drainage design methodologies and design standards is
required. The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to
provide the reader with a brief overview of the various

methodol-ogies and standards used in drainage infrastructure
design and construction as well as a brief review of on-farm

drainage mechanisms. This chapter is not intended to be used

by the reader as a technical manual for the design and

construction of drainage works in Manitoba but is written to
provide the reader with a conceptual idea of some of the

design methodologies and construction standards used when

considering construction of a drainage infrastructure.

Before discussing the respective design methodologies,

it may be helpfut to first consider applicable types of
drainage. Methods for l-and drainage can be classified into
two categories - surface and subsurface drainage. In surface

drainage, the land is reshaped and ditches are constructed to
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divert ponded water from fields using gravitational flow of

water over the ground surface. This field surface water is

then discharged to a drainage collection infrastructure,

consisting of open-channel- drains, where water is collected

and ultimately discharged to a suitable outl-et. Surface

drainage is typically adapted to flat land where the soil is

fine-textured and slowly permeable (Ontario Ministry of

Agriculture and Food, 1986). I^Iith subsurface drainâgê, deep

ditches and buried drainage conduits are installed to convey

excess ground water to a gravity or pumped outlet (United

States Department of Agriculture, Soil- Conservation Service,

1-973). In Manitoba, only surface drainage was used until 1-967

and continues to be the predominant form of drainage today due

to its simplicity and relatively low cost. Very l-ittIe
subsurf ace drainage has been instal-l-ed in the province

(Penkava I 1976). Subsurface drains work best on soil-s that

are permeable enough to allow free subsurface water to move

readily through the soils to the drains (Manitoba Department

of Agriculture, 1985) . In the case of Subwatershed No. 3 |

since removal- of ponded water after heavy rains is the primary

concern and the land consists of impermeable clay soiIs,

surface drainage techniques would seem to be the most ap-

propriate and cost-effective method of drainage.

Because of the numerous drainage design methodologies

highlighted in the literature, it was decided to concentrate
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descriptions of the various rnethodorogies to those currentry
being applied in the province of Manitoba in calculating
agricultural fLows. These methods include the following:

SCS curves rnethod

regional method

rational rnethod

transitional method

benefit-cost methodology

4.2 Design t'fethodologies

4.2.L scs curves I'{ethod

The SCS curves method was developed by the Soil Conserva-

tion servj-ce (scs) of the united states Department of Agricul-
ture. criteria for the design of drainage systems using this
methodol-ogy vrere based largely on ernpi-rical formul-ae. such

formulae vrere based on rates of surface water removal over the
past 60 years and have been refined by observational ex-
perience and gauged data (united states Department of Agricul-
ture, soil conservation service I r973). The general equation

of the curves is written as follows:

Q:CÀK

where! Q : reguired channel capacity in m37s or tï3ls
A : drainage area in knz or milez
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C : a drainage coefficient

K : exponent in the nonlinear relatj-on between Q

and A

The exponent K varies between watersheds and represents

the decrease in rate of flow per unit area as the size of the

watershed increases. The coefficient C incorporates factors

retated to the level of protection reguired for the drainage

area, âs well as the conversion from area to discharge units

in the formula (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food,

1e86).

The various equations derived by the SCS curves method

are usually expressed as a curve where rates of water removal-

vary according to the size of the drainage area. Such curves

are published by the SoiI Conservation Service of United

States Department of Agriculture and the American Society of

Agricultural Engineers.

For the Red River Va]ley of Minnesota and North Dakota,

two specific drainage curves, entÍt1ed the S and M curves, are

recommended (Figure 1-2) . These same curves v¡ere aPPIied

uniformly throughout the province of Manitoba as a drainage

design standard in the past and are still widely used in parts

of the province today. The M curve is typically applied to

land with a topography having an average slope greater than

O.25 percent and is generally associaÈed with high rates of
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runoff for crops reguiring better drainage in areas having

intensely developed systems of on-farm drains. The S curve

is used for l-and which has an average slope not greater than

O.25 per cent and is generally associated with cropland

(Engineering and Construction Branch, Manitoba Department of

Natural Resources, l-980). In addition to the S and M curves,

the province has adopted a modified S curve which is typically

applied to forage land and pasture land having a topography

with slopes of up to 0.38 percent. This rnodified S curve

produces discharges much smaller than the S or M curves to

reflect the l-and use, topography and drainage requj-rements of

forage cropland in Manitoba. It should be noted that the

curves shown in Figure 9 are in Ïrnperial units of measurement.

The appfication of the S and M curves developed in the

United States to drainage infrastructures in Manitoba $/as

assumed to be adequate for Manitoba conditions. Unfortun-

ate1y, this application did not always alLow adequately for

differences in soil types, climatological differences or

seasonal precipitation variations between the conditions in
the United States and in Manitoba. The approach h/as per-

petuated, ho\n/ever, for the sake of convenience and served wel-l-

in a pioneering role where lands could be made reasonably

productive and provide protection for excessive wet conditions

sufficient to permit some farms to survive and even prosper

(Schellenberg and Bodnaruk, l-983). These standards are still
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used today, particularly where new drainage works are proposed

in an area where all other upstream or downstream areas have

already been designed to the S or M curve standard.

4.2.2 The Regional Method

The regional- method is based on regional flood frequen-

cies from a statisticar analysis of strearnflows at stream

gauging points throughout Manitoba which predict respective
flow magnitudes and return periods. Regional curves are thus

based on peak flows, most commonly the result of snowmelt, and

in some cases by rainfall events.

The basic form of the equation in the regional method is
onceagainQ=CAK

where: Q : discharge in m37s

Q = a drainage coefficient
A : area of watershed in km2

K = exponent in the nonlinear relation between e

and A

Determinati-on of the coefficients c and K in the formura

is based on a statistical anarysis of a plot of measured dis-
charges at various stream gauging stations versus the respec-

tive watershed area serviced by these stations. obviously,
as the drainage area increases, the discharges measured by

downstream gauging stations should also increase. such a plot
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of stream discharge versus drainage area produces a scatter
curve where each point represents a measured discharge on a

stream for a given drainage area and for a particular event.

Stream gauge records from watersheds have shown that the

rate of flow per unit area decreases as the total area of the

contributing watershed increases. The exponent K is roughly

determined by plotting recorded stream discharges versus

drainage areas on logarithmic paper where the curve previously
plotted now approxirnates a straight line. A reg:ressJ_on

analysis is performed to determine the most suitabl-e straight
line and the slope of this line is the value of the coeffi-
cient K. Var j-at j-ons in K, theref ore, def ine regions of
different hydrologic characteristics. currentry, southern

Manitoba is divided into approximately seven different regions

each having a dj-fferent K-va1ue.

Values for the coefficient C are computed by solving the

equation Q : CAk for C at the various stream gauging stations
for the particular freguency of occurrence of the event.

The regional method, therefore, bases its rationale on

the analysis of stream gauge data for an upstream watershed.

In Manitoba, most of these upstream watershed.s are quite
large, generally greater than l-00 km2. When considering

smaller watersheds, this methodology is considered to be
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inaccurate due to numerous assumptions inherent in the

methodology not being satisfied. As a result, this rnethodol-

ogy is usually confined to the calculation of discharges from

watersheds having an area greater than approximately 40 kmz.

It is generally felt that smaller watersheds possess neither

the overall detention storage capabilities nor times of

concentration, and the other attributes of larger watersheds

which reduce peak flows. Small-er watersheds may also produce

their highest runoff events with an extreme short-duration

rainfall event rather than by snowmelt. Regional curves are

more commonly based on peak flows due to snowmelt (Harden,

1986). For these reasons, different methodologies have been

adopted for determining design fl-ows in watersheds smal-l-er

than 40 kmz.

4.2.3 The Rational Method

The rational method is used by designers to estimate

discharges of various frequencies from small drainage areas

of less than 13 km2 (Harden, 1983). The rational formula

takes the folJ-owing form:

Q : 0.0028 ciA

where: Q : peak discharge in m37s

i : rainfall intensíty for a given freguency (mm

per hour) whose duration is egual to the tirne

of concentration t"
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A : drain area in ha

c = a dimensionless runoff coefficient

One of the inherent difficulties in the rational formula

is estirnation of the time of concentratÍon t" and the runoff

coefficient C. The time of concentration is the time reguired

for runoff to reach the point in guestion from the farthest

point of the basin. Many formul-as for determining time of

concentration do not recognize that times vary greatly with

the nature of the watershed (Roads and Transportation Associa-

tion of Canada, 1982). The formula commonly used to determine

time of concentration in agricuttural drainage works is given

by:

t^ - 0.057L
L-

s0.2 A0.1

where: t. : time of concentration in minutes;

f,: length of channel to head of basin in m;

s = net sJ-ope in percent; and

A : watershed area in ha.

once the time of concentration is known, the corresponding

rainfall intensity may be determined from intensity - duration

freguency curves.

The method assumes that, if a rainfall of uniform

intensity and unlirnited duration falls on a watershed, the
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runoff wilt reach a maximum at the time of concentration t".
The formura does not alIow for any retardation in flow by

storage or for the momenturn of flow j-n channers (Gray, L973).

Thus, discharges carculated using the rational formula are

peak instantaneous discharges whereas the regional frood

formulas discussed previously give peak mean dairy flows. use

of the peak instantaneous fl-ows would require qreater channel

capacities and typically more costly structures (such as

bridges or curverts) to carry this capacity. Even in smarl

watersheds, there is usually some storage availabre in ditches
or agricultural drains to reduce peak fIows. ÀIso, if
capacities of a culvert or drain are exceeded for a short
period of time, there are usually minimal serious consequen-

ces. Thus, in Manitoba, peak instantaneous fl-ows given by

the rationar method are often converted to mean dairy frows

for the design of drains and structures.

Another major limitation of the rationar formura is in
estimation of the runoff coefficient c. This runoff coeffi-
cient varies with factors such as rand use, nature of the
surface, surface slope, degree of saturatj-on, rainfall
intensity and surface storage (Gray, i,g73). one typically
resorts to tabul-ated varues of c for a given watershed area.
such varues can range from o.o8 to o.7o and are subject to
the judgement of a designer in the serection of a coefficient.
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In Manitoba, use of the rational method j-s limited to

small watersheds of less than 13 kmz (Harden, 1983). In an

analysis of synthetic hydrographs used to convert peak flows

given by the rational method to mean daily fl-ows, Harden noted

that, if a watershed had a tine of concentration of six to
nine hours, the watershed tended to produce its maximum mean

daily flow. For times of concentration greater than nine

hours, the mean daily flow would begin to decline. Research

has indicated that, for a tirne of concentration of greater

than nine hours, a watershed would reguire an area of ap-

proximately 1,4 kmz (Harden, l-983). The actual mathematical

modell-ing details of this analysis are considered beyond the

scope and purpose of this review and wil-I not be discussed.

To sirnplify calcul-ations and to compensate for design

engineer judgement, some design flows computed by the rational
method are provj-ded in table or chart format for design

engineers in the Engineering and Construction Branch of the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources. Mean daily dischar-
ges have been determined for various frequencies assuming a

flat cropped clay soil as a standard for a unit drainage area.

Rainfall intensities used were based on interpretation of l-981

Environment Canada intensity duration curves for Winnipeg.

Correction factors have also been tabulated to account for
land use, slope and soil type and the areal- variation in
precipitation intensity.
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4.2.4 The Transitional Method

Given that the rational method is used for watersheds up

to l-3 kmz and the regional method used for watersheds greater

than 40 km2, this feaves those watersheds of between 13 and 40

kmz. For these watersheds (between 1-3 and 40 krz), the

transitional method is employed.

The rnethodology currently used in the transitional method

is as fol-l-ows: the discharge rel-evant to the rationaL method

is determined for a 13 kmz area and the discharge relevant to
the regional discharge for a 40 kmz area. To determine

discharges between these areas, a linear rel-ationship is
assumed between the discharge and the íncremental drainage

area in the range between these two extremes. For example,

if the rational discharge at l-3 km2 is L4.1-5 m3/= and the

regional discharge at ¿o kmz is 21.22 m3/s, then the transition
discharge at 26 kmz is:

L4 .I5 + L2I.23 - 14 . 15 f 26-L3 : 1-7 .5ø m3 ¡ s
4 0-13

The use of this method

between the rational- method

results i-n a smooth transition

and the regional rnethod.

fn conclusion, one of

for calculating agricultural
the dominant nethodologies used

drainage continues to feature the
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use of the S and M curves. In an attempt to compensate for
the limitations of the S and M curves, the rational method was

applied to determine agricultural discharges based on frequen-

cy of occurrence for smal-Ier watersheds between o and 13 kmz.

The rational method atternpts to incorporate factors such as

l-and use, topography, soil type, and rainfall intensity
characteristics of watersheds specific to Manitoba. The

rational method was developed primarily since it was rrnot felt
reasonable to use regional flood curves, developed for
drainage one or more magnitudes larger, for small drainage

areasrr (Harden, 1986). The regional method is used to
determine flows generated by a watershed based on regional

flood frequencies for watersheds greater than 40 kmz. The

transitional method is used to determine flows between l-3 km2

and 40 km2.

It should be noted that the rational, transitional and

regional methodologies are al-l- used to determine resulting
flows based on frequency of occurrence of an event (such as

rainfall or spring flood). None of these methodologies makes

reconmendations as to what leve1 of drainage should be

provided to meet agricuJ-tura1 drainage reguirements. These

methodologies merely provide the designer with a tool to
determine approximate discharges that may be generated given

the characteristics of a watershed and storm or flood events.

Use of these methodologies to design for agricultural_ require-
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ments often depend on observed empirical data. For instance,

from observation alone, design agricultural discharges which

seem to satisfy cereal crop reguirements in Manitoba, typical-
Iy falI in the range of the 10- to 2S-percent event. There-

fore, agricultural drains are often designed within this
range. Only the SCS curves rnethod makes actual recommen-

dations for agricultural drainage requirements.

4.2.5 Benefit-Cost Methodoloqv

By the early 1970s, it r^/as becomJ_ng apparent that
application of the s and M curve standards often resulted ín

drainage reconstruction projects being either over-designed

or under-designed. since large-scare developrnent of drainage

projects can be an extremely costly endeavour, the need

existed to determine feasibre levels of development based on

some sort of benefit-cost evaluation (schellenberg and

Bodnaruk, 1983).

Ln 19'73 | a research study was undertaken with the objec-
tive of developing a methodology by which benefits and costs

of agricultural- drainage projects courd be evaluated through-

out agro-Manitoba. The details of this cost-benefit study in
determining agricultural drainage reguirements have already

been discussed in chapter 3.5.3 of thÍs report ttAgricultural

Drainage Requirements and the Rigaux-singh study' and wirl not
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be discussed further.

The extremely complex nature of crop response and

hydrologic analysis and the large number of assumpti-ons used

ín the analysis have resulted in the benefit-cost methodology

difficult to defend, appreciate and app1y. Because the

technol-ogy is complex and time-consuming and involves numerous

assumptions, rrshort-cutrr rnethods have been adopted ín the

determination of benefit-cost relationships. These short-cut

methods involve analyzing benefits determined frorn other

various projects where a detailed analysis has been completed

and extrapolating these benefits to the particular project j-n

question.

Because the application of the Rigaux-Singh model is so

complex and time-consuming, many cost-benefit analyses

currently being performed in evaluating proposed drainage

infrastructure improvements continue to be done by these

extrapolation methods. The Vüater Resources Branch of the

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources is currently attemp-

ting to develop more practical methods of applying the

rationale.
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4.3 Drainage Design standards

Before attempting to design and cost drainage improvement

works, one must be ar¡¡are of some of the various standards

currently recommended regarding drainage channel hydraulics

and channel parameters. This section makes no attempt to
teach the principles of channel hydraulics but is intended to
inform the reader of some of the various channel parameters

which one must consider when conternplating drainage improve-

ment works. ft is these parameters on which much of the

design and costing work outlined in Chapter V of this report
is based.

Design standards for agricultural drainage channels

specify reguirements for channel sj-de slopes, hydraulic grade

l-ine elevations, maximum velocities and culvert size speci-
fications at crossings. All of these factors must be j-nvest-

igated in the design and costing of an agricultural drainage

channel.

4.3. 1 Channel Flow

The standard equation used to calculate open-channel flow

is known as the Manning equation (Manitoba Department of
Natural Resources, Hydraulic Design Manual, l_980). The

Manning equation is defined as follows:
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Q: AR0.óó7 S 0.5

N

where: a

A

R

S

fl-ow in m37s

cross sectional area

hydraulic radius ín m

slope of channel as a

of channel in mz

dimensionless decirnal

fraction
N : coefficient of roughness

In this equation, proper selection of N is essential to

channel- design. The coefficient of roughness, N, is an

atternpt to account for channel roughness due to channel

surface and roughness characteristics. N values can range

from 0.012 for a concrete-lined channel to 0.15 for a channel-

with dense uniform stands of vegetation (Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture and Food, l-986). For newly constructed drains,

a typical N value of 0.03 to O.O5 is recommended (Manitoba

Department of Natural Resources, Hydraulic Design Manual,

1e80).

4.3.2 Channel Velocitv

The maximum velocity of water flowing in a clay soit
channel is lirnited to 0.76 m/s. Higher channel velocities
can result in severe erosion of a channel. If the channel is
constructed in very light sandy soils, channel velocities
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lower than O.76 m/s are usually reconmended.

4.3.3 Hydraulic Grade Line

The hydraulic grade 1ine, or design water level in a

channel, must be at an elevation to ensure that adequate

drainage service is provided. The current policy of the

Engineering and Construction Branch of the Manitoba Department

of Natural Resources ís that, at the agricultural- design dis-
charge, the hydraulic grade line is located at or below the

natural prairie elevation.

4.3.4 Channel Cross-Section

Channel- cross-section is an extremely irnportant parameter

in the design of any agricultural drain. The channel- cross-

section must be such that it allows for ease of construction

and maintenance and meets hydraulic requirements. The

recommended ninimum channel cross-section consists of channel

with a 3-m base having a minimum of 3:l- side slopes. Such a

channel is readily constructed and easi-ly maintained with
todayrs modern equipment. Figure l-3 shows an ideat channel

cross-section within a right-of-way 30.Z m wide . This right-
of-way is typical of the rights-of-way in Subwatershed No. 3.

Unfortunately, many of the agricultural drains found in
Subwatershed No. 3 do not conform to this minimum cross-
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sectional requirement. Many of the drains in Subwatershed No.

3 have either become silted in, farmed over or eroded over the

past number of years and as a result do not meet such minimum

cross-sectj-on requirernents. Many drains require excavation

or regrading to meet these reguirements. ft is important to

note that provision of such a cross-section, along with a

suitable channel gradient, will generally result in a channel

capacity that meets or exceeds the rrvalue-addedrr standard of

drainage recommended for Subwatershed No. 3.

4.3.5 Crossinq Recruirements

Crossings of agricultural drains or water\^/ays is typical-

Iy accomplished through the use of steel culverts or bridge

crossings. The interdependence of the provincers roadways,

railways and waterways has resulted in the development of

design standards to be observed when designing various

crossings over waterways. These standards are intended to

ensure that the hydraulic capacity of the waterway is main-

tained and to protect the crossings from potential damage due

to a high-water event. The rnajority of the standards are

stated based on the freguency of a flood event (that is, the

percent frequency of occurrence of a particular flood event)

and are outlined below (Engineering and Construction Branch,

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources, Hydraulic Design

Manual, 1-980) :
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Provincial Trunk HighwaY (PTH)

a) through grade oPening 22

b) access to PTH oPening - 32

c) farm field access to PTH opening - agricultural

d.ischarge at or below prairie elevation' *

2. Provincial Road (PR)

a) through grade oPening - 3eo

b) access to PR oPening - 52

c) farm field access to PR openings agricultural

discharge at or below prairie elevation' *

* By definition, a farm field access is an access from a

or pTH that descends to prairie l-evel at or near the edge

the right-of-way so that excessive flows can readily bypass

field access.

3. Railway

a) through grade opening 2Z

4. Municipal Road

In general, crossing of an agricultural drain by a

farm field access off a municipal road or a municipal road

crossing of a drain are designed to pass the calculated

agricultural flow. usually these agricultural, fl-ows are much

less than the 2-, 3- | or S-percent fl-ood event that is used

when considering a Provincial Road, Provincial- Trunk Highway,

1.

PR

of

the
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or Railway Crossing of a drain. This lesser sÈandard was

developed prirnarily to achieve a lower construction cost

compared to those crossings along major highways or railways.

It is important to note that these standards reflect
reconmended requirements and can be subject to change, depend-

ing on site-specific characteristics. The standards were set

prirnarily to protect the respective crossings from damage in
case of a major flood event.

Typically, municipal roads, highways and railways are

designed approximately 0.6 m to 1.0 m above the natural grade

of the land. ff the surrounding land is extremely flat, such

as in Subwatershed No. 3 , the occurrence of a rnaj or f l-ood

event usually wil-l- not overtop the crossing, causing damage

to the crossing, but will flood adjacent prairie instead.

Under conditions such as these, the designer must weigh the

costs of damage to adjacent prairie with the costs of provi-
ding a hydraulically suitabl-e crossing and a drainage channel.

The purpose of this example is to highlight to the reader

that, although guidelines have been prepared for the design

of crossings, such guidelines are often subject to interpreta-
tion and modification depending on the site-specific condj--

tions of each situation.
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4.3. 6 Culvert Requirements

The purpose of this section is to briefly describe for

the reader some of the culvert design criteria used when

designing culvert crossings. since culvert crossings play a

major role in any drainage reconstruction work (particularly

in Subwatershed No. 3), it was felt that a review of some of

the parameters should be provided. It is considered beyond

the scope of this report to describe actual hydraulic en-

gineering components of cul-vert design'

culverts must discharge calculated design flows. In

general, it is recommended that the water surface elevation

in a drain should not be increased, as a resul-t of the

installation of cul-verts, by more than O.2L m due to backwater

effects in order to discharge calculated design flows. It is

further recommended that the ratio of the headwater (height

of water in the channel at the culvert entrance) to the

diameter of the culvert not exceed 0.85 (Engineering and

Construction Branch, Manitoba Departrnent of Natural Resources'

l-980). Àdoption of this criterion means that culverts should,

ín general, never flow full under design agricultural- flows'

In addition, all culverts shoul-d have at least 0.6 m of cover

to preserve the structural integrity of the cul-vert.

These criteria are generally used to define the size and
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number of culverts at any crossing. A 60O-mm diameter

culvert is reconmended as a minimum at any crossing for the

sake of ease of maintenance.

4.4 on-Farm Drainaqe l{echanisms

Any benefits derived from an improved agricultural

drainage infrastructure will be minimal if suitable on-farm

drainage has not been provided. Thus, the requirement for on-

farm drainage is an integral part in the development of a

water management strategy. The purpose of this section,

therefore, Ís to briefly review some of the on-farm drainage

mechanisms discussed in the literature. Chapter 5 rrResultsrl

briefly investigates on-farm drainage mechanisms currently

used in the Subwatershed.

on-farm drainage mechanj-sms can be divided into two

categories: (1) the random system and, (2) the parallel

system of drainage. The random system consists of a single

ditch or series of ditches transectíng as many depressions as

feasible along a course through the lowest elevations in the

field towards an available outlet. The parallel system

consists of constructing paralleI ditches through the field

(not necessarily eguidistant) discharging into a common

lateral drain (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil

Conservation Service , 1,973) .
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On flat poorly drained l-and consísti-ng of s1owIy per-

meable soil-s, parallel ditches are recommended. Generally,

these field ditches are spaced approximately I2O m apart or

more, have a maxj-mum depth of 0.8 m and have side slopes of

less than l-O pereent. Such flat side slopes allow these

drains to be easily crossed with machinery. Grades for these

can vary from a minimum of O.O5 percent on very flat land to

a maximum of 0.3 percent on steeper slopes. Grades larger

than 0.3 percent should be seeded to forage and treated as a

grassed waterway (Manitoba Department of Agriculture' l-985).

Random ditches are used to drain isol-ated depressions

which are too large to be fitl-ed in or smoothed over. There

is no particular pattern to these types of ditches as their

location is determined by the topographic constraints of the

field. Gradients and side slopes for these ditches generally

have the same characteristics as those for the parallel system

of on-farm drains.

An essential requirement for any on-farm drain j-s a

suitable outlet. In most cases, the outlet is a municipal

drain, conservation district drain or provincial waterway.

As a rule-of-thumb, the outtet drain should be ideally 0.9 m

deep in order to provide sufficient gradient for an on-farm

drain. obviously, âs fiel-d ditches become longer, they must

also become deeper. Thus, the outlet drain must be deep
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enough to accommodate the minimum gradients for any on-farm

drain.

Depending on the topography and soil texture, the outlet

may require a grassed channel, rock faIl chute, or cul-vert

drop. The purpose of these structures is to prevent soil-

erosion and preserve the structural integrity of the field

ditch and receiving drain (Manitoba Department of Agriculture,

1e8s).
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Chapter v

RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to detail to the reader

the results of the analysis conducted in the development of

water management strategies for Subwatershed No. 3. This

chapter, therefore, delineates the Subwatershed boundaries,

provides a critical assessment of existing CCCD drains,

develops alternative strategies, determines the cost of the

alternative strateq¡ies, hiqhlights a preferred strategy,

examines the irnpacts of the preferred strategy and assesses

the status of on-farm drainage in the Subwatershed.

As can be inferred from the previous chapters of this

document, Subwatershed No. 3 is currently experiencing

numerous water management problems. Such problems briefly

include: inadeguate relief of excess precipitation on fields

after heavy summer rains; increasing stormwater and lagoon

effluent discharges from the Village of Oakbank; inadequate

maintenance of Conservation District drains; channel restric-

tions due to undersized culverts, beaver dams, or siltation;

and excessíve spring flooding problems. The water management

strategies developed in this chapter make every attempt to
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address these problems as well as other concerns expressed in

Chapter 3.3 tr!.Iater Management Concernsrr. As the dominant

water management concern expressed was the reguirement for

effective relief of excess precipitation after heavy summer

rains, much of the analysis focused on ways and means to

satisfy this prirnary concern while attenpting to incorporate

and mitigate, ât minimum costs, other concerns expressed.

It is important to understand that drainage usual-1y

requires some form of mutual interdisciplinary coordination

and cooperation among those impacted. Such relations are

required since drainage of any kind seldom works in one Inlay.

Tn most cases, a drainage strategy can have multi-directional
and far-reaching effects depending on the magnitude of the

proposed works. A drainage effort may effect not only the

required aspect (such as relief of urban stormwater or

improved agricultural drainage) but may also impact the

upstream and downstream ecology of a watershed or the environ-

mental balance.

The point of this discussion is that no water management

strategy will be effective unless each irnpacted party has a

clear and undistorted view of the problem and is willing to

nutually cooperate to achieve a solution. Thus, âDy strategy

ultimately adopted by the CCCD that may be recommended in this
report, should not be developed based on a unilateral action
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but rather through mutual coordination, cooperation, and com-

munication among impacted parties'

5.2 Delineation of Subwatershed Boundaries

Preliminary subwatershed No. 3 boundaries vlere estab-

lished by previous Phase II studies and are shown in Figure

i-4. This boundary encompasses a land area of approximately

40 km2' proposed Subwatershed No. 3 boundaries are shown in

Figure 15. The new Subwatershed boundary encompasses a land

area of approximatelY 37 -3 km2.

The refinement of the subwatershed boundary was based on

a number of factors. These factors included such things as

land use, existing drainage particulars, legal boundaries,

agricultural characteristics, on-site inspections and reported

areas of ponding probtems. Given such criteria, the placement

of the refined boundary is subject to the interpretation and

personal judgernent of the researcher ín the analysis of the

data. since subwatershed No. 3 is not a self-contained

subwatershed, in the sense that it receives surface flows from

outside the proposed boundary, the placement of these proposed

boundaries can be subject to questioning. The following

discussion attempts to briefly rationalize this researcherrs

reasons in refining the prelirninary subwatershed boundary'

These recommended boundaries are not meant to suggest that
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further refinement is not

others in the future may

additional refinements.

possibJ-e. Further analYsis bY

result in a reconmendation for

a) South Boundary

The south boundary of the Subwatershed in Sections 10,

L!, and l-2-11-58 and 7-1,L-68 remained essentially unchanged

as defined from previous Subwatershed Nos. 1 and 2 studies.

b) East Boundary

The east boundary in Sectigns 7, 8, ]-9, 30, and 31-l-l--68

vlas significantly revised. Loca1 topographic and drainage

characteristics suggested that much of the surface water in

the eastern and northern halves of 18-11-68 ultirnately

discharges to Cooks Creek. Much of the land in the eastern

half of 18-11-6E drains to the west municipal drain along

Pop1ar Road which ultimately discharges to Cooks Creek via the

municipal drain on the south side of Springfield Road. Much

of the water in the northern half of l-8-11-68 discharges into

the CCCD drain found north of Section 1-8-l-l--6E and south of

Springfield Road. Although this drain hlas designed to

discharge into the Swede Drain, landowners along this drain

have suggested that it actually drains more effectively at

times into the rnunicipal ditch south of Springfield Road in

Section 1-7-1-L-68. To facilitate this drainage, a culvert has

been instatled to connect the CCCD drain in the north of
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Section 18-11-6E with the rnunicipal drain in the north of

Section l-7-11--6E. Although drawings of the CCCD drains

suggested that the CCCD draj-n along the east side of Poplar

Road in the r^¡est of Section 17-11-6E discharges into the CCCD

drain north of Springfield Road in the south of Section 20'

l-l--6E, such was not the case as no culvert exists to connect

these drains. It is recommended, therefore, that the CCCD

drain in the south of Section 20-l-1-68 become a municipal

drain and the nìunicipal drain in north of Section L7-LI-68

become a CCCD drain. This \,fou1d more effectively facilitate

the drainage in the eastern half of Section 18-11-6E and

western half of Section 17-11-6E to Cooks Creek (Figures 74

and 15). With the refined boundaries, these respective drains

would no$r l-ie in Subwatershed No. 4 . f t v/as felt this

recommended change should be highlighted for future studies.

The boundary was further refined in Sections 19-l-1-68

and 3O-11-6E once again to account for l-ocaI topographic and

drainage characteristics. The majority of the water from the

east half of 19-11-68 and 30-11-68 discharges to respective

rnunicipal drains which j-n turn carry this water to Cooks

Creek.

The boundary in 31-l-l--6E was revised as well- to reflect

local topographic and drainage characteristics. This revised

boundary begins at the intersection of Hazelridge Road and the
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CPR tracks and extends in approximately a straight Iine to the

confluence of Cooks Creek and the Swede Drain. Lands to the

east of this boundary drain to Cooks Creek and lands to the

west of this boundary drain to the Swede Drain.

c) North Boundary

The north boundary, located along the northern linits of

Section 3l--11--68 and Section 36-11--58 remains unchanged. Soi]

characteristics north of this boundary line change somewhat

from the dominant Red River and Osborne clays found in

Subwatershed No. 3 to a loamy sandier soil having moderate

permeability characteristics. Atthough drainage of these

soil-s is still required, it is not required with the same

urgency as the Red River and osborne cJ-ays. Those sections

of l-and immediately north of 3l--11--6E and 36-l-l--sE alI

discharge to Cooks Creek.

d) West Boundary

The west boundary of the Subwatershed received a few

significant al-terations. The previous westerly boundary along

the west edge of 26-1,I-58 was moved further west to incl-ude

the eastern half of Section 27-LL-58. Previous studies and

personal observations indicated that the east half of Section

27-1-1--58 does not drain adeguately, resulting in surface water

ponding. Currently, aIJ- surface water is collected and

discharged from the east, half of Section 27-LI-5I' through a
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culvert beneath spruce Road approximately half way between

Hazelridge Road and Oakwood Road. Surface water is then

discharged along a natural swale in 26-11--58 in a south-

easterly direction, beneath the CPR tracks, to uItírnately

discharge into the oakwood Road Drain running atong the south

of section 26-Ll-58. (Drawing No. 3- appended to this report

shows the preliminary Subwatershed boundaries as well as

existing drainage patterns and location and sizes of all-

existing culverts. ) It was felt this problern area should be

included within the Subwatershed boundaries.

The previous westerly boundary along the west edge of

23-11-5E vlas rnodified slightly to include the southeast

guarter of Section 22-11--58. This was to accommodate surface

water ponding problems observed on this portion of land. The

northeast quarter of Section 22-1-L-5I. was not included as this

land belongs to the Village of Oakbank and is currently

occupied by the Villagers wastewater stabilization pond.

The westerly boundary in Sections 15-11--58 and L0-l-1-58

$Ias rnodified only slightly to more accurately reflect local

topography and site drainage characteristi-cs. All surface

water to the east of this boundary discharges into the

Subwatershed while surface water to the west of this boundary

drains to Provincial Road 206 and ultirnately to the Cooks

Creek Diversion.
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Subwatershed No. 3 is not a self'contained subwatershed

since it receives surface flows from outside the proposed

boundaries. Figure 7 in this report highlights the entire

watershed area contributing flows to the Subwatershed.

Previous studies and this researcherrs findings suggest that

this entire watershed area need not be included in the

Subwatershed boundaries. Drainage of the watershed area

outside the Subwatershedrs revised boundaries is not as

significant a problem as those areas within the Subwatershed.

Although the soil characteristics are sirnilar, drainage is

aided by greater topographic relief. These areas in general

are much higher in elevation than land encompassed by the

Subwatershed boundaries. As a result, the dernand for improved

agricultural drainage is not a dominant concern. Subwatershed

No. 3rs boundaries are defined primarily to highlight those

areas where improved leve1s of agricuttural draínage seem to

be required and where drainage reconstruction works are recom-

mended. Those fl-ows emanating from outside Subwatershed No.

3 rnust be accommodated in Subwatershed No. 3 and the drains

designed accordingly.
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5.3 Critical Assessment of Existinq Drains

À critical assessment of existing drains v/as conducted

to assess their respective condition (that is, their state of

repair), hydraulic capacity, culvert crossing lirnitations and

any other site-specific problems and limitations associated

with the drains. The purpose of this analysis was to deter-

mine, for each drain, the extent of upgrading that may or may

not be required to facilitate improved agricultural runoff to

the recommended rrvaLue-addedrr standard as discussed in Chapter

3.5 |tAgricuJ-tural- Drainage Requirementsrr of this report. The

methodology used in conducting this assessment consisted of

on-site inspection and a review of available plan-profile

drawings of existing ccCD draj-ns.

The reader should be advised that the assessment of

drains, particularly their hydraulic capacity, can be somewhat

of a subjective exercise based on the researcherrs personal

judgement of drain characteristics and previous experience.

The condition and performance of a drain can vary with

numerous factors such as the presence of excessive vegetation,

sj-ltation or erosion of the drain, available gradient and

cross-section, depth of allowable flow in the drain as well

as numerous other factors which may impact the hydraulic

characteristics of a drain. It is, therefore, up to the

researcher to interpret the irnpact of these factors in the
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assessment of the drains and to make such adjustments as the

researcher may deem necessary based on the researcherrs

experience in the interpretation of these parameters.

From the discussion in Chapter 3.5 t'Agricultural Drainage

Requirementsrr , it would seem that damage occurs to crops from

precipitation excess on clay soils primarily during the months

of June, Ju1y, and August (Figure 9). Agricultural- drains,

therefore, should be able to discharge required flows during

these critical months to provide adequate crop protection'

For the purpose of this anatysis, the drains in Subwatershed

No. 3 were assessed during the months of June and JuIy of 1"988

in an effort to determine their respective condition and

performance characteristics during these critícal months'

The reader is advised that the analysis of existing

hydraulic capacities of each drain was based largely on on-

site inspections, discussions with landowners and an analysis

of available plan-profile drawings. Many of the plan-profile

drawings reviewed \,\Iere based on survey information obtained

five to ten years in the past and, thus, their accuracy may

be questioned due to ongoing drain siltation and erosion. It

was not the intention of this assessment to provide a detailed

technical analysis of the hydraulic capacity of the drains and

respective crossings but rather to provide a rrbest guessrr as

to the drainrs hydraulic capacity and respective condition
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based on the interpretation of information available.

For sinplicity of presentation, results of the drain

assessment are summarized in Table 3. A detailed description

of each drainrs respective characteristics is found in

Appendix À "Critical Assessment of Existing Drainsrr. Figure

l-5 shows the existing CCCD draíns and the revised Subwatershed

boundaries.
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Tab1e 3 Summary of Drain Assessment

DRÀIN ÀPPROXTMÀTE GENERÀL
CAPÀCITY CONDTTTON

m3/ s

CHANNEL
LIMITATIONS

CULVERT LIMITÀTIONS

Culverts at Cooks Creek Rd.junction inadequate

Culverts at Swede Drain junction
inadequate

Atl crossings inadeguate to
discharge value-added flows

Alt crossings inadeguate to
discharge value-added flows

None

All crossings inadequate to
discharge value-added flows

All crossings inadequate to
discharge vaLue-added flows

None

GENERÀL COMMENTS

Receives flow from 27-)J--58 and 26-
11-5E via swale under CPR tracks

Excessive cattail growth caused by
drain receiving lagoon effl-uent

Excessj-ve cattail growth caused by
drain receiving lagroon effluent

Excessive cattail growth caused by
drain receiving lagoon effluent

Municipal drain on north side of
road should be regraded

May have to reset culverts to new
el-evation if drain reconstructed

HAZELRTDGE RD.
South 36-l-1-58 L.7 fair Excessive vegetation in

easterly half of drain

South 31-11--68 1.7 excellent None

OAKWOOD RD.
South 26-)-1--58 O .4 fair Sma1l cross-section and

South 25-]-1-58

SPRTNGFTELD RD.

dense grass vegetation

0.6 poor/faír Westerly half congested
with cattails

(oAKBANK DRÀIN)
East 22-I]--5E O.7 poor Excessive cattail

congestion

South 23-11-5E 0.7 poor Excessive cattail-'
congrestion and little
gradient

South 24-I1-5E 0.8 poor Excessive cattail
congestion and little
gradient

CEDAR LAKE RD.
North 10-l_1-5E O.7 good None

North l-1-11-5E 0.6 poor Excessive vegetation and
zones of siltation and
erosion

North 12-I1-5E O.4 poor Excessive vegetation.
Zones of siltation and
erosion. Signs of farming
encroachment.

North 7-11-6E O. 3 fair Vegetation congestion.
Erosion of drain aJ-ong
bottom

None

Al-16crossings inadeguate to
discharge value-added flows

Rec"uires regrading and excavation

Culverts at Swede Drain junction Requires regrading and excavation.
inadequate



POPIÀR RD.
East 7-11-6E

SPRUCE RD.
West 1L-l-1-58

WILLOI^IDALE RD.
West 12-11--58

West l-3-l-l--58

SWEDE DRÀTN
West 7-]-]--68

I,Jest L8-l-l--6E

DRÀIN ÀPPROXIMÀTE GENERAL
CAPACITY CONDITION

m3./ s

CHÀNNEL
LIMITÀTIONS

fair Excessive vegetation and
gradient restriction'

poor Excessive vegetation- (trees). Signs of farming
encroachment.

CULVERÎ LIMITATIONS

None

None

One undersized culvert

None

None

None

GENERÀL COMMENTS

Minor cleaning and regrading of
dra.in reguired

Municipal drain along east side of
Foarf rãquires clearing/regradíng

Req-uires brushin g / r egr ad ing

Reguires vegetation control to
discharge value-added flows

0.8 excellent None

0.3 good Excessive Vegetation

o.3

0.4

3.2 excellent None

4.6 good. Dense cattail growth

V'est r9-l_1-6E 6.6 good. Dense cattail growth culverts at junction with oakwood can nearly achieve varue-added
Rd. inadequale flows if vegetation control

provided

seciion 3o-11-6E 6.6 good Dense cattait growth,. cul-verts at junction with Drain lacks capacity to carry
restricted ãtoá=-=""iion Hazel-ridge Rd. inadeguate value-added flows
and small- gradient to
carry value-added flows

section 3l--L1-68 6.6 good Dense vegetation. Drain None Drain lacks capacity to carry
terminates at cooks creek. value-added flows
Numerous beaver dams
restricting flow



5.4 Development of ALternative Ilater Management Strategies

5.4. 1 Some Considerations

The purpose of this díscussion is to briefly outline to
the reader some of the considerations, physical limitations
and parameters that were incorporated when considering the

development of water management strategies for Subwatershed

No. 3.

Subwatershed No. 3 was found to act somewhat as a

rrcoll-ection basintr for waters outside its defined boundaries.

Analysis of available topographic information of the surround-

ing area indicated Subwatershed No. 3 to be one of the lowest

and flattest areas of land in elevation when considering the

entire watershed area contributing flows to Subwatershed No.

3 (Figure 7). As a result, much of the land to the northwest

of Subwatershed No. 3 has a natural tendency to discharge into
it. To make matters vrorse, the land in Subwatershed No. 3 is
extremely flat resurting in very rittle gradient avairabte for
guick and efficient discharge of collected runoff in the

respective drains.

The l-owest areas of land in Subwatershed No. 3 were found

to lie in Sectj-ons 13, L4 , 23 and zA-l-J,-SE. Drainage for
these areas of land is provided by the oakbank Drain along
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Springfield Road and the Cedar Lake Road Drain. It is

interesting to note that it is these sections of the Sub-

watershed in which the majority of the more extreme surface

water ponding and agricultural drainage problems seems to be

occurring. Before being artificially drained, these areas

consisted largely of 1ow-lying marshlands and !,/ere the

recipient of surface waters from the upland areas around

present-day Birds HiIt Park. Thus, proposed water management

strategies concentrated on attempting to relieve these

specific areas of their respective drainage problems and water

management concerns.

one of the prirnary parameters that must be considered in

a drainage irnprovement strategy is the availability of an

adequate outlet to receive anticipated flows from any proposed

drainage improvements. Subwatershed No. 3 has avail-able two

possible outlets, namely: the Cooks Creek Diversion to the

south and the Swede Drain to the east. Strategies must,

therefore, investigate the possibitity of using either of

these outl-ets or the cornbination of these outlets for the most

efficient discharge of surface waters.

In order to achieve maximum benefits frorn the entire area

irnpacted by the Cooks Creek Diversion project (that is,

Subwatersheds Nos. 1 through 6), it is important to make every

attenpt to devel-op the lateral drainage system to a consistent
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agricultural standard. The recommended standard, as discussed

in Chapter 3.5.4 ttAgricultural Drainage Requirements and

Subwatershed No.3rr, is 9:6.47gAO'765 where Q is the discharge

rate in m37s and A is the contributing drainage area in kmz.

All channel-s, access crossings and culverts v¡ere designed to
this standard. Às for those areas of land contributing flows

outside the Subwatershed boundary, agricultural flows for
these areas rr/ere calculated based on the same agricultural-
draj-nage standard (that is, e:0. 47gA 0'765) . The application
of this standard to these areas was felt to be justified since

soil conditions and agricultural characteristics vrere found

to be almost identicat to those in Subwatershed No. 3. The

prirnary difference between these extraneous lands contributing
flows to the Subwatershed and those in Subwatershed No. 3 is
the somewhat greater topographic relief allowing for the more

effici-ent col-lection and discharge of surface water.

Another major consideration that must be accounted for
in any of the proposed strategies is the accommodatj-on of
stormwater flows and lagoon effluent discharged from the

Village of Oakbank. Discussions with CCCD Board members, R.M.

of Springfield councillors and numerous local landowners have

indicated concerns about the increased discharge of stormwater

to Subwatershed No. 3 as a result of the nerlr housing sub-

division being constructed in the village east of provincial

Road 206. One must, hovrever, keep the size of this sub-
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division and its corresponding stormwater fl_ows in perspec-
tive. The subdivision occupies approximatery 0.6 kmz and is
drained by a network of roadside drainage ditches which
discharge into a large rrretention ditch'r which in turn carries
runoff to the oakbank Drain immediately south of the lagoons.
rn comparison, the size of the totar watershed area under

consideration for this study (that is, subwatershed No. 3 and

those lands contributing flows to the Subwatershed outside the
subwatershed boundaries) is approximatery 52 kmz. This large
Itretention ditchrt h¡as designed to store storrnwater runof f
col-lected from the subdivision and slowly discharge collected
stormwater to the oakbank Drain by means of a s¡natr-diameter
cul-vert.

For the purpose of this study, numerous engrineers rárere

consurted to evaruate the impact of stormwater discharge from
oakbank to the oakbank Drain in subwatershed No. 3. rn
general, it was fert that, because of the smatl area occupied
by the subdivísion and the use of roadsÍde ditches and the
rrretention ditch'r for the cotlectj_on and discharge of storm-
water, the resurting discharge from the subdivision woul-d not
be significantry greater than agricultural flows and woul-d be

al-most insignificant when compared with flows g'enerated by the
52 km2 watershed area. As a result, discharge from the sub-
division rúas accounted for 'based on applying agricultural
flows to that area occupied by the subdivision.
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In the design of proposed drains or reconstructed drains,

a minimum 3-m base vras assumed with channel side slopes having

a minimum slope of 3:1. This recommended minimum channel

cross-section can easily be constructed with a scraper and

allows for access of maintenance equipment. All drains in any

of the proposed strategies, h¡ere designed to have a maximum

water velocity of O.76 m/s to prevent excessive soil erosion

in the drains.

In conclusion, any proposed strategy for Subwatershed

No. 3 must make every attempt to J-mprove the drainage in-

frastructure in order to accommodate recommended design

agricultural flows while, at the same tirne, it must be capable

of discharging extraneous fl-ows that may enter the Subwater-

shed from outside its boundaries. A proposed strategy must

also attempt to address and nritigate those areas of conflic-

ting influences that may occur upstream or downstream of the

proposed project and examine the irnpact on the environmental

bal-ance.

The reader should be a\4¡are that it was not the intent of

this study to provide detailed engineering design and analyses

of proposed strategies. This study was conducted to inves-

tigate feasible water management strategies and determine

their approximate costs in an atternpt to address the water

management concerns expressed by landowners in Subwatershed
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No. 3.

5.4.2 Potential lfater Management Strateaies

This research has identified four potential water

management strategies for the proposed infrastructure improve-

ments in subwatershed No. 3. A brief description of each

strategy fol-1ows.

5.4.2.I Option f - Use of the Existing Infrastructure

This option is essentially the rrstatus-quor option where

use of the exi-sting system is continued without any proposed

reconstruction works. At fj-rst glance, this option may seem

redundant but is one that shoul-d be given some consideration
by the CCCD.

At the tine of this report, the CCCD was in the process

of preparing a Resource Management pran for the entire
conservation District. The Management plan has made an

atternpt to identify the resource management issues and options
in the entire cccD and has reguested pubric input as to future
gioals, prans and action with respect to resource management

issues. one of the guestions to be addressêd in the Manage-

ment Pl-an is the sense of priority in completing the drainage

improvement works within the Diversion project area (that is,
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subwatersheds Nos. l- through 6). should public opinion give
development of subwatersheds Nos. i- through 6 a low priority,
j-n favour of allocating funds to other projects, the cccD nay

have to opt for of this 'status-quo' option. Figure L6

detail-s the location of the existing cccD drains that wourd

be used in this option.

consideration of this option is not altogether unreason-
able. Although surface water ponding on agriculturar lands
was a dominant concern and has resulted in periodic sig-
níficant crop losses, intensive farming of the land stirl
successfully continues. The point of this discussion is, that
although option No. 1 does not provide for any reconstruction
works, adoption of option No. 1 is not expected to result in
the demise of farrning operations in the subwatershed.

obviously, the adoption of option No. r- does nothing to
irnprove the existing drainage infrastructure and, thus,
probÌems from ponded surface waters would continue. option
No. r, therefore, does nothing to contribute to the sorution
of particular drainage probtems in the subwatershed, however,
the adoption of option No l- would not exacerbate any of the
noted drainage problems.
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5.4.2.2 Option No. 2 The DiversÍon of the Oakbank Drain

down Spruce Road

This option, frequently proposed by locat residents,
consists of upgrading the entire drainage infrastructure to
the varue-added standard by diverting the oakbank Drain, ât
its junction with springfield Road, down spruce Road to the
cooks creek Diversj-on. By divertíng the oakbank Drain down

spruce Road the cooks creek Diversion would be used as one of
the primary outlets together wiÈh the swede Drain (Figure 1_7).

This option wourd offer the advantage of dischargíng ex-
traneous waters collected outside the Subwatershed boundaries
by the oakbank Drain and discharging them to the Diversion
instead of the swede Drain. stormwater flows from oakbank,

as well as the lagoon effluent, would also forlow this new

draj-n to the Diversion. This option would relieve the oakbank

Drain, along springfield Road, of the excessive amounts of
runoff it was required to carry in the past and., tnus, it
would greatry improve agricurtural drainage in the extreme
problem areas in sections 13, !4, 23 and.24-Ll_-58. The cedar
Lake Road Drain in 1o-11-58 and t-1-t-1-5E woutd also discharge
into the new spruce Road Drain. All other cccD d.rains wourd

be upgraded to the value-added standard and would discharge
to the Swede Drain.
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Diversion of the Oakbank Drain down Spruce Road to the

Diversion would relieve the hydrauric roading on the oakbank

Drain along springfierd Road, allowing it to accommodate locaI
agricultural flows more readily. This option wourd not

require any reconstruction work on the swede Drain to accom-

modate new value-added flows as much of the runoff wourd be

diverted to the Diversion.

At first grance, this option would appear to be the ideal-

strategy to adopt to improve drainage parameters in the

subwatershed. unfortunately, the proposar is technicarly
infeasible. Analysis of design agricurturar fl-ows in the
Diversion revealed that water level-s in the Diversion were too
high to efficiently discharge frows in the ne$/ spruce Road

Drain. The spruce Road Drain, therefore, would require a

costly discharge structure at its entrance to the Diversion,
complete with rtcheck varvest, to ensure that Diversion frows

would not back up into the spruce Road Draín,during design

agricultural frows. The spruce Road Drain, therefore, woul-d

discharge to the Diversion only when water levels in the
DiversÍon have sufficiently subsided. Às a result, very few

drainage improvernent benefits would be achieved by this
option.

For the same reason discharging the spruce Road Drain to
the cooks creek Diversj-on is technically infeasible; so also
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are the potential opti-ons of diverting the wil-l-owdale Road

Drain and Swede Drain to the Diversion.

Diversion of the Springfield Road Drain or Cedar Lake

Road Drain to Provincial Road 206 and then south to the

Diversion is also technically infeasible. Bottom of d.rain

elevations aJ-ong Provincial Road 206 are too hiqh for it to
accept any discharge from these drains.

The purpose of the above discussion, therefore, was to
inform the reader that such options v/ere investigated but
unfortunatery found to be impractical. The imprications of
this analysis , ho'u/ever, suggests that the onry outlet no!ù

availabl-e for drainage improvement works in the Subwatershed

is the swede Drain as presented ín the following two options.

5.4.2.3 Option No. 3 The Díversion of the Oakbank Drain

dovrn oakr+ood Road

This option consists of upgrading of the drainage

infrastructure to the value-added standard with the diversion
of the oakbank Drain down oakwood Road to the swede Drain
(Figure 18).

This option offers the advantage of rerieving the problem

oakbank Drain of much of the extraneous flows it is reguired
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to carry from those areas outside the Subwatershed boundary.

The majority of these extraneous flows would now be carried

by the Oakwood Road Drain to the Swede Drain. The Oakbank

Drain under this option would be subject, therefore, to flows

from stormwater and lagoon efftuent discharges from the

Village of Oakbank as well as agricultural flows from Sections

13, 14, 15, 23 and 24-l-l--58.

Analysis of existing drain plan-profile drawings and

topographic information suggests that the diversion of the

Oakbank Drain down oakwood Road hlou1d be much more hydraul-

ically efficient than allowing these flows to continue down

the Oakbank Drain along Springfiel-d Road to the Swede Drain.

Gradients along the proposed Oakwood Road Drain were found to

be much greater than those along the Oakbank Drain allowing

f or more ef f icj-ent and faster discharge of f l-ows. The Oakbank

Drain along Springfield Road was found to be extremely fl-at

and is experiencing extensive cattail growth as a result of

receivj-ng nutrient-rich lagoon ef fl-uent. These unfavourable

combinations linited this drainrs effectiveness to accommodate

the required flows. The large flows currently reguired to be

discharged by this drain, together with its poor performance

characteristics, have resulted in excessive amounts of tirne

(sornetimes days) to discharge reguired fl-ows. This, there-

fore, restricts the use of this drain to receive agricultural

flows from adjacent lands in the Subwatershed. Diversion of
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the Oakbank Drain down Oakwood Road would relÍeve the Oakbank

Drain along Springfield Road of its hydraulic stress allowing

for improved agricuttural drainage along this reach.

The rnajor lirniting factor of this option is the apparent

inadeguate capacity of the Swede Drain to accommodate value-

added flows downstream of the junction with the new Oakbank

Drain. Table 4, at the end of this discussion, details the

approximate capacities of the existing drains and their

respective design capacities for the various options.

Upgrading of the Swede Drain from this point to its confÌuence

with Cooks Creek would be an extremely costly undertaking.

The channel would have to be widened, requiring purchase of

right-of-v,Iay, and a bridge crossing would also be required at

the junction of the Swede Drain and Hazelridge Road.

Although this portion of the Swede Drain does not have

the capacity to meet value-added flows, its resulting Írnpact

on the drainage performance characteristics in the Subwater-

shed is unknown. Assessment of its irnpact would reguire

detailed hydraulic modelling of the Swede Drain and its

interaction with its various tributaries, including the Cooks

Creek Diversion and Cooks Creek downstream of the Diversion.

It is anticipated that the Swede Drain performance charac-

teristics, at its confl-uence with Cooks Creek, should improve,

given reduced flows in Cooks Creek as a result of the Diver-
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sion project.

study.

Such nodelling is beyond the scope of this

5.4.2.4 option No. ,l -The Diversion of the oakbank Drain

down Oakwood Road and Reconstruction of the Swede

Drain

This option is essentially the same as option No. 3 but

includes the upgrading of the Swede Drain from its intersec-

tion with Oakwood Road to its confluence with Cooks Creek to

the value-added standard (Figure 19). Option No. 4 would

effectively provide the entire Subwatershed with a drainage

infrastructure to the value-added standard.
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Table No. 4

Approxinate existing capacity of drains (option No. 1) and proposed
design capacities for feasible options 3 and 4 designed to value-
added standard

Drain Option 1 Option 3
Existing Capacity Oakbank Drain

of System Diverted down
Oakwood Road

m3 /s m3/s

Option 4
Oakbank Drain
Diverted down
Oakwood Road
and Swede Drain
upgraded m3/s

Hazelridge Rd.
s-3 6-11_-5E
s-31-l_1-6E

Oakwood Rd.
s-27-l-l--58
s-2 6-l-1-5E
s-25-11-5E

Springfield Rd.
E-22-l_l_-5E
s-2 3 -l_l_-5E
s-24 -l_l_-58

Cedar Lake Rd.
N-10-11-5E
N-t_1-11-58
N-12-11-58
N-7-11-6E

Spruce Rd.
w-11_-1_1-5E

Willowdale Rd.
I^I-13 -11-58
w-L2-l-1-58

Poplar Rd.
E-7 -11-68

Swede Drain
w-7-l_l_-68
I.I- l- 8 - l- l-- 6E
w-r-9-1_l_-6E

3 0-l_1_-6E
3 t_-l-t_-6E

L.7
r.7

o.4
0.6

o.7
o.7
0.8

o.7
0.6
o.4
0.3

0.3

o.4
0.3

0.8

3.2
4.6
6.6
6.6
6.6

2.2
2.2

2.6
3.6
3.9

0.9
1.5
2.6

0.6
1.3
2.r
0.6

o.4

0.5
o.7

0.8 *

3.2 *
4.6 *
6.6 *
6.6 **
6.6 **

2.2
2.2

2.6
3.6
3.9

0.9
1.5
2.6

0.6
1.3
2.r
0.6

o.4

0.5
o.7

o.8 *

?)*
4.6 *
6.6 *
8.3
9.6

NOTES:
* Existing drain capacity meets or exceeds value-added standard

** These values are the existing capacities of the Swede Drain.
If designed to value-added standard, these values shoul-d be
as noted in Option No. 4.
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5.5 Cost of Àlternative Stratecries

The purpose of this section is to detail the approximate

costs of the feasible options identified in the previous

discussion.

In estimating the costs of the various options, numerous

assumptions v/ere made and are outlined as follows.

a) Excess excavated material would be spread on

adjacent farmlands to a maximum depth of O.2 m.

b) Spreading rights would be purchased from landowner

where required.

c) Where culvert crossings required upgrading through

placement of additional culverts, existing culverts

would not require upgrading.

d) Excavation costs vüere based on best ttguestimatesrl

of excavation volumes.

e) Construction would be done under dry conditions.

f) All costs are based on l-988 prices.

g) All work would be contracted on an invitational
basis without the preparation of formal tender

documents.

h) Contingencies of 20 percent and engineering costs

of 20 percent of capital costs.
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i) Annual maintenance costs for the proposed drainage

infrastructure would be four percent of capital
costs.

The reader should be av¡are that these cost estimates

represent cursory estirnates only. A more detailed analysis,

consisting of detailed surveys of the drains, reguired cut and

fill calculations and detailed design of culvert crossings

could alter these figures somewhat. Given the above mentioned

assumptions and costing methodology, it is not anticipated
that the total- costs for each option would vary by more then

plus or mj-nus 20 percent. These estimates, however, cannot

anticipate future costs at the time of construction nor

circumstances or conditions which may be noted by a more

detailed analysis.

5.5. 1 Option No. L - Use of the Existing fnfrastructure

Obviously, this option is the cheapest of a1l options

presented as the drainage infrastructure would not undergo

any reconstruction works. The only costs associated with this
option would be the regurar operation and maintenance costs,

estimated at $g,OOO per year.
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5.5.2 Option No. 2 - The Diversion of the Oakbank Drain

down spruce Road

This option was found to be infeasible and, therefore,

cost estimates \^/ere not prepared.

5.5.3 Option No. 3 The Diversion of the Oakbank Drain

down oakwood Road

Cost estimates for this option are outlined in Tabl-e 5.
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Option No. 3 -
Drain

Hazelridge Road
s-3 6-1-l--58
s-31-t-1-58

Oakwood Road
s-27 -]-1-5E'
s-2 6-l-1--sE
s-25-11-58

Springfield Road
E-22-L1,-5E'
s-2 3-t-t--58
s-24-1_1-58

Cedar Lake Road
N-l-0-1L-58
N-l-l_-l-t--58
N-12-l-l--58
N-7-l_t_-68

Spruce Road
w-11-t-1-58

Willowda1e Road
vl-13-11-5E
v{-12-L1-58

Poplar Road
8-7-t_t_-68

Costs estirnates for the

Earthwork Culverts

l_, 500
500

16, 000
32,5OO
25,000

l-, 5oo
2, OOO
2,000

9r300
l-3,000
4r000

2 tOOO

3,500
3,000

TABLE 5

diversion of

Spreading
Rights

8r000
2t4OO

l_0, 0oo
45, 600
40, 0oo

6, 000
9,000

9,100
10,000
2r000

1, 000
3r000

the Oakbank Drain down

Utility R. O.I,ü.
Rel-ocation

1_t7OO
4, 000
2,000

r-, o;;
500

Oakwood Road

Total

6,
6l

500
000

1, 000
4r500
2, 000

9, 500
2,9OO

28 tTOO
93, l-00
75, 000

l_, 500
8, 0oo

l"l_, 000

L7,4OO
24 , OOO

6, 500

2r000

4r500
6, 000



Drain

Swede Drain
w-7-l_1_-6E
I^I-18-11-68
I^I-19-11--68

3 0-11--68
3l--11-68

Earthwork

Total

Contingencies 2OZ
Engineering 2OZ

Total Cost

Annual Maintenance Cost :

Culverts

114, 800

Spreading
Rights

146,100

utility
Relocation

0. 04 x $290, 100 =

9 t2OO

R. O. Vü.

12 | 5OO

Total

7,5OO 290, t_00

58,000
58 r 000

S4o6.1oo

$t-L, 6oo



5.5.4 option No. 4 The Diversion of the oakbank Drain

down oakwood Road and Reconstruction of the Swede

Drain

Capital costs for this option include those described in

option No. 3. Additional capital costs for this option result

from upgrading of the Swede Drain to value-added standard in

Sections 3 0-LL-6E and 3l--l-l--6E. Capital costs f or the

upgrading of the Swede Drain are as outlined below:

Section Excavation Culverts R. O.W. Structures Total

3 0-11-68
31-11--68

TOTAL

* Represents
** Represents

bridge crossing
gradient control

33 t2OO
40, 0oo

73,2OO

'3:3oo

38, O0O

8,000 70, ooo** r49 ,2oo
I,000 45,000 93,000

l-6 , ooo 115 , o0o 242 ,2OO

over Hazel-ridge Road.
structure.

Adding this additional capital cost to the capitaJ- cost

for option No. 3 resul-ts in a capital cost for option No. 4

of $2s0,100 + ç242,2oo: $532t30o. Therefore, the total cost

for Option No. 4 is as follows:

Capital Cost
Conti-ngencies 2OZ
Engineering 2OZ

Total Cost

Ànnua1 Maintenance Costs =

$532,3Oo
$l-06, ooo
$too. ooo

ç744,3oo

0.04 x $532r300 = ç2r,2OO.
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In summary, the costs

TOTAL COSTS

for each option are as follows:

ANNUAL MATNTENANCE

$8,000Option 1-

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

NOT FEASIBLE

$¿oø, l-oo

ç7 44, 3oo

$l-l-, 6oo

ç2L , zoo

5.6 Preferred Stratesv

Although the cccD has the final- authority in its choice

of options, this researcher prefers option No. 3, upgrading

of the drainage j-nfrastructure to the value-added standard

with the di-version of the oakbank Drain down oakwood Road.

This option has a total cost of approximatery g406rooo.

fmplementation of this option would relieve the oakbank Drain

along springfierd Road of its current hydraulic demands,

allowing for improved agricultural drainage in those areas

where more extreme ponding problems have been observed (that
is, in Sections 13, 14, 23 and 24-11-5E) . Upgrading of the
remaining CCCD drains to the recommended value-added standard
should offer the remaining areas of the subwatershed with a

significantly improved leveI of drainage performance.

As rnentioned, option No. 3 has the lirniting factor of
the swede Drain being undersized to accommodate value-added
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flows ín Sections 3O and 31-l-1-68. The actual hydraulic

impact of this restriction is unknown and would require a

sophisticated hydraulic modelling of the drainage infrastruc-

ture. Such an anatysis is beyond the scope of this research.

It is this researcherrs opinion that the impact may prove to

be minimat. Subjecting this portion of the Swede Drain to

design val-ue-added flows could potentJ-a11y cause an increase

in design water levels in the Swede Drain and some short-

duration minor flooding events along this reach, particular-

ly at the confluence with Cooks Creek. It is not anticJ-pated

that such flows would pose any danger to roads or crossings.

one must keep in mind that the Swede Drain south of oakwood

Road is no\Àr over capacity when considering value-added fl-ows

and is capable of effectively rrstoringrr backwater that may

result due to excessive flows in the Swede Drain in Sections

30 and 31-l-1-6E. This excess water could be discharged as

water levels subside. It is extremely important to realize

that the above discussion is strictly the opinion of this

researcher. All technical questions or queries as to the

actual hydraulic particulars would have to be addressed

through a detailed hydraulic rnodelling of the drainage

infrastructure.

As can be seen from the cost estimates provided, up-

grading of the Swede Drain in Sections 30 and 3l--1L-6E would

cost approximately $338, oo0 (including engineering and
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contingencies). This woul-d result in the total cost of
upgrading the drainage infrastructure to approximately

ç744,000 (that is, option No. 4). ft is the opinion of this
researcher that such an expense would be unacceptable to the
cccD when one consj-ders that any benefits would accrue to onry

37 kmz of agricul-tura1 land in Subwatershed No. 3. One must

arso keep in nind that this is only one of six subwatersheds

scheduled to undergo drainage infrastructure improvernent works

in the project area and the estimated costs of upgrading

infrastructures in these subwatersheds must al-so be con-

sidered. such cost estimates for subwatersheds Nos. 4, 5 and

6 have yet to be completed.

Drawing No. 2 appended to this report details the
preferred strategy and highlights existing and proposed cccD

drains as wel-1 as the location of culvert crossings requiring
upgrading.

5.7 Implications of the Prefemed Strateov

The purpose of the following dÍscussion is to provide

the reader with an analysis of the anticipated implications
of the recommended strategy (that is, Option No. 3). This

section, therefore, attempts to investigate the impacts of
the preferred strategy on some of the water management issues

discussed in chapter 3.3 rrwater Management concerns, of this
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report and briefly touches upon other resources which rnay be

inplicated by the preferred strategy.

5.7 .L Aqricultural Drainaqe Benefits

Agricultural- drainage is anticipated to significantly
improve with the adoption of Option No. 3 (the diversion of

the Oakbank Drain down Oakwood Road and upgrading the re-
maining infrastructure to the value-added standard. ) As

discussed, this option would relieve the excessive hydraulic
stress on the Oakbank Drain along Springfield Road, allowing

for a significant improvement in its ability to accept

agricultural- runoff from adjacent l-ands where extreme ponding

problems were observed (that is, in Sections 13, !4,23 and

24-1,I-58). Upgrading of the remaining drainage infrastructure
should provide much improved relief to those areas where more

moderate ponding problems \^rere observed.

The actual amount of time reguired to relieve excess

ponded water is extremely difficult to determine and depends

on the specific rainfal-l- event, condition of the soil, type

of crop, level of uniform drainage provided and condition of
the improved collection infrastructure. The Subwatershed was

designed to the value-added standard which was based on an

extrapolation of cost-benefit studies performed on other

subwatersheds in Manitoba having characteristics similar to
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those of the project area in the ccCD. Based on these

studies, the standard was expected to provide a significant

improvement in drainage characteristics and resulting crop

benefits for a given expenditure on drainage improvement works

in the project area. Prediction of the actual times that

ponded water could be expected to remain on the fields, and

corresponding crop benefits or losses, would involve complex

hydraulic modelling of the infrastructure in conjunction witn

its agricultural characteristics and was considered beyond the

scope of this study.

Despite this fact, numerous drains in the Subwatershed

would be able to discharge more than doubl-e their original

capacity if upgraded to the value-added standard and properly

maintained. Such added capacity could be expected to vastly

improve the rel-ief of ponded waters on lands after heavy

rainfall events, especially in those areas where extreme

ponding problems v/ere observed.

Whether or not cropping paLterns change through the

adoption of more specialty crops with improved drainage

depends on numerous factors such as price, seasonal con-

straints and the willingness of the farmer to plant such

crops. Surface water ponding, which has been one of the

limiting factors in the planting of specialty crops in the

Subwatershed, should be relieved much faster with the con-
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struction of an improved drainage infrastructure. However,

it is this researcherrs opinion that the 1ocal farming com-

munity would probably want to observe its operation and

maintenance over a number of growing seasons to gain con-

fidence in its successful operation before committing to
specialty crops. ft is considered more than likely that the

more traditional crops of wheat, barley, oats, flax and canola

would continue to be the dominant crops seeded in the Sub-

watershed with perhaps a small percentage of the l-and seeded

ul-timately to specialty crops after the drainage infrastruc-
ture had proven itself.

5.7 .2 Stormwater fron the Village of Oakbank

Both stormwater and lagoon effluent would continue to be

discharged to the Oakbank Drain alongside Springfíe1d Road and

would flow through the Swede Drain in Subwatershed No. 3 as

in the past. The diversion of the Oakbank Drain at Oakwood

Road, however, should easity allow for the Oakbank Drain along

Springfield Road to accommodate stormwater and lagoon effluent
flows from the Village as well as agricultural runoff from

adjacent lands. The anticipated stormwater flows from the
proposed subdivision in the Village are expected to be no

Iarger than those of agricultural fIows. The subdivision

occupies an area of approxirnately 0.6 kmz and is drained by a

network of roadside ditches into a large retaining ditch prior
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to its discharge to the oakbank Drain. These ditches effec-
tively act as rrstorage reservoirsrr for the gradual discharge

of stormwater.

5.7 .3 Lagoon Effluent

The discharge of lagoon effluent, and its resulting dense

growth of cattails in any drain receiving such effluent, will
continue to be a major problem. Excessive cattail growth,

caused by a recipient drainrs prolonged exposure to nutrient-
rich lag'oon effruent, can irnpede the hydrauric performance of
a drain and, thus, the drains function to recej-ve agricultural-
runoff. rn an effort to curb dense vegetation girowth,

numerous drains in Manitoba have been sprayed with chemicar

herbicides, such as Roundup. The application of these

herbicides has proven to be somewhat successful- in controJ-Iing
probrem vegetation. Because the oakbank Drain is subject to
such dense growths of cattail-s, it rnight be advisable to
consÍder the apprication of a herbicide in both the oakbank

Drain arong springfiel-d Road and the swede Drain. contror of
such dense vegetation wourd significantry improve the perfor-
mance of these drains and is considered mandatory for their
effective operation.

obviously, application of any herbicide in agrj-curtural
drains coul-d have environmental imprications. one must keep
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in rnind, hovrever, the scope of such an application in agricul-
tural drains when considering adjacent farmers regularly spray

much larger land areas with herbicides on a regular basis.

Discussions with loca1 herbicide suppliers have indicated

that, íf applied property, there should be no chance of

contamination of surface waters in agricultural drains as a

result of treating these drains with a herbicide to control

vegetation growth. Most herbicides move through the plant

from the point of contact and affix themselves to the plant

root system.

The above discussion is not to say that the use of

herbicides in agricultural drains is without environmental-

inplications. Numerous environmentaÌ groups in the media are

questioning the safety of the application of any pesticide or

herbicide. The reader shoutd be made aware, horarever, that
herbicide application has been successful- in the past witn

little or no reported environmental damage. It v/as considered

beyond the scope of this report to conduct an environmental

assessment of the impacts of herbicide treatment of agricul-
tural drains except to make the reader ar^rare of its potential.

Should the CCCD decide against the use of herbicides to
relieve cattail growth due to lagoon effluent in the Oakbank

and Swede Drain, then an extensive program of mechanical

removal, through the use of brush mowers, would have to be
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implemented whenever such vegetation becomes excessive.

Control of this cattail growLh, especially in the Oakbank

Drain along Springfield Road, is considered vital.

Alternatives to discharging lagoon effluent down the

Oakbank Drain could perhaps invol-ve the construction of a

purnping station at the lagoon síte and purnping such efftuent
to the Cooks Creek Diversion. Such an option, although

feasible, would be extremely costly. A second option to
discharging lagoon effl-uent down the Oakbank Drain could be

to discharge the effl-uent down the proposed Oakwood Road

Drain. A survey of the discharge route from the J-agoon

outlet, to its intersection with the proposed Oakwood Road

Drain, would determine bottom of drain elevations for the
proposed oakwood Road Drain to accommodate lagoon dj-scharge.

The proposed Oakwood Road Drain would have a much steeper

gradient than the existing oakbank Drain allowing it to more

readily discharge received effluent. rf, during construction

of the oakwood Road Drain, the bottom of the drain is treated
with a chemical herbicide or sterilant, the problem of
excessive cattail growth should be alleviated somewhat.

5.7 .4 Spring Floodinq

Any proposed water management strategy for Subwatershed

No. 3 will have very littte inpact on spring flooding prob-
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lems. Subwatershed No. 3 unfortunately lies in the lorvest

part of its contributing watershed. As a result, it is

subject to receiving much of the spring runoff from its

surrounding area. Relief from such water is harnpered by snov¡

and ice-blocked drains and culverts, resulting in meltwater

being stored on agricultural 1and. Cooks Creek itself must

also be free of ice before any flood waters recede. Only when

Cooks Creek begins to flow and all drains are relieved of

their snow and ice is spring flooding alleviated. ft is not

anticipated that drainage infrastructure improvement by itself

would alleviate spring flooding of agricul-tural lands.

5.7.s Maintenance

Along with the provision of upgraded drainage works is

the required irnplication of adequate maintenance. À long-term

maintenance program is essential to the proper functioning of

any drainage infrastructure. Excessive vegetation must be

kept under control. Erosion damage or siltation of the drains

must be repaired and cul-verts must be inspected and maintained

to ensure their proper operation. I.Iithout such proper

maintenance, hydraulic performance of a drain can be substan-

tially irnpaired. Proper maintenance of the proposed in-
frastructure is considered essential.

Unfortunately, the CCCD lacks the required equipment and
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staff to perform such maintenance operations itself. Current-

Iy, any maintenance of drains is accomplished through con-

tracting of such work to private contractors, the local- rural
municipalities or the Engineering and Construction Branch of

the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources. Such con-

tracting of maintenance works often requires lengthy ad-

ministration tirnes and is subject to the availability of

contractors. These factors often result in undue amounts of
time reguired for emergency repairs to CCCD drains. This

problem, in all likelihood, will continue until the CCCD

acguires its own maintenance staff and equipment.

The success of any infrastructure improvement, however,

will require a more extensive maintenance program than

currently exists in the subwatershed. From the assessment of
the various drains in the Subwatershed, it s/as obvious that
some drains have not had scheduled rnaintenance for numerous

years. The CCCD currently focuses most of its attention on

the clearing and brushing of the oakbank Drain and the swede

Drain in the subwatershed. Maintenance of all drains within
the improved infrastructure should consist of annuaJ- vegeta-

tion control, culvert cleaning if reguired and regrading of
siltation or erosion areas within the drains.

The beaver dams in Section 3L-i_l--68 along the Swede Drain

have reportedly caused numerous problens in the past by
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artificially raising the water l-evels upstream in the Swede

Drain. Extensive efforts in the past to remove such dams have

been hampered by the reluctance of loca1 landowners to concede

to the presence of heavy eguiprnent or blasting efforts on

their property to rernove problem dams. More intensive efforts
in the future to remove such dams may be reguired by the CCCD.

Such efforts rnay ultirnately reguire purchase of right-of-r^/ay

along the Swede Drain and Cooks Creek in this section to allow
for access and maintenance of this reach with heavy eguj-pment.

Drastic action, such as the purchase of right-of-way
along this reach, could perhaps be delayed until after the

Oakbank Drain diversion has been constructed so as to properly

ascerta j-n the impact of the d j-version and the improved

infrastructure on drainage performance in the subwatershed.

If it is concluded that the beaver dams are still a major

source of restriction and cannot be adequately dismantled

through existing efforts, then purchase of right-of-way
allowances may be required to facilitate more extensive

maintenance efforts.

5.7.6 Groundt¡ater

Groundwater in the subwatershed has its source in the

carbonate rock aguifer that underlies the entire project area.

I{ater from this aquifer is potabre and most of the wel1s in
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the area draw from it. The depth to the aguifer is approxim-

ately equal to the depth to the bedrock which varies from l-0

to 30 m. In general, the static level is less than l-0 m below

ground level. From previous studies conducted investigating
the impact of improved drainage in the project area on ground-

water, it v/as concl-uded that improved drainage should not

cause any change in the availability of groundwater in the

area nor should the construction of drains affect the poten-

tj-ometrj-c surface of the aguifer (Rutulis, 1986).

5.7 .7 Fisheries

Cooks Creek provides spawning, nursing and feeding

habitat for numerous fish populations exploited by commercial,

sport and bait fishermen fishing the lower Red River and its
tributaries. The most valuable species of fish found in the

Creek are wallêyê, sauger, pike and sucker.

Fisheries Branch personnel of the Manitoba Department of
Natural Resources have concluded that the factor limiting
successful fish reproductj-on in the lower reaches of Cooks

Creek is the rapid attenuation of flows after the snowmelt

peak discharge. Adequate fl-ows are required to ensure egg

survival- during the incubation period for up to 45 days after
the peak discharge. the operation of the Cooks Creek Diver-

sion was planned, therefore, to al-Iow water to discharge to
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the Diversion once flows in Cooks Creek exceed 2.83 m3/s.

This would allow for sufficient riparian flows downstream of

the Division and was deemed acceptable to the Fisheries

Branch. (Hayden, 1984)

Conversations with Fisheries Branch personnel have

indicated they have no concerns with the proposed draínage

improvernent works in suÉwatershed No. 3.

5.8 Assessment of On-farm DraÍnaqe

Any proposed improvements to the drainage infrastructure

in the Subwatershed will have minirnal agricultural benefits

without an efficient mechanism of on-farm drainage. The

purpose of the following discussion is to assess the condi-

tion, mechanism and level of devel-opment of on-farm drains in

the Subwatershed and to ascertain the leve1 of commitment by

the local farmers to improve their on-farm drains should an

improved drainage infrastructure be provided.

It \Áras found that on-farm drainage in the Subwatershed

receives a significant amount of attention by the majority of

farmers. Because of the nature and severity of surface water

ponding in areas of the Subwatershed, on-farm drainage vras

found to be highly developed. Àlmost all of the larger

farmers (farrning more than 400 ha) indicated that, with an
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improved drainage infrastructure, they would expand their

on-farm drainage efforts r¡rith the development of more on-farm

drains and the improvement of exísting drains. The lirniting

factor impeding such on-farm drainage development at the

present time $¡as the apparent inadeguate capacity of the

receiving infrastructure to accommodate surface water runoff

which may be carried by new or irnproved on-farrn drains.

Most farmers interviewed used the trrandomrr system of

drainage to drain flat depressional areas subject to the

collection and ponding of surface water. The drains them-

selves $Iere in general very wel-I constructed. A1most all

farmers owned or had access to farm scrapers and some owned

crawler tractors. Those without such equipment borrowed or

rented from those who had. Some farmers had retained the

services of private contractors to construct their on-farm

drains.

The maj ority of the small-er on-farm drains hlere con-

structed in such a manner to allow for the passage of eguip-

ment enabling the farmer to rrfarm throughtt the drains. Some

of the larger, more major drains, were seeded to grass to

prevent erosion.

If one

methodology

were to suggest improvements in the current

of on-farm drain construction it v/ould be to
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conduct a survey for the purpose of establishing required

gradients and rninirnizing the amount of cut and fill- required'

Such surveys would also ensure that suitable fall can be

obtained between the problern area and the bottom of the

receiving ditch. The Manitoba Department of Agriculture

provid.es survey assistance to farmers at a cost of $60 per

quarter section or part thereof.
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CHAPTER VT

DISCUSSION

One of the primary objectives of this research $ras to

develop and recommend alternative water management strategies

for Subwatershed No. 3 in the CCCD and to address reported

drainage concerns. The need for such a strategy was apparent

given the intense demand for improved relief of ponded water

on agricultura] l-ands after rainfall- events and the use of the

Subwatershed as a receiver of storrnwater and lagoon effluent

from the Village of Oakbank. fn addition, the Subwatershed

must also accommodate agricultural runoff outside the Sub-

watershedrs boundary. Such waters must all be discharged by

the Subwatershedts drainage infrastructure. Portions of the

existing drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed have

proven themselves to be incapable of discharging such required

flows within acceptable lengths of time. This has resulted

in prolonged flooding and waterlogging of agricultural land

in specific areas of the Subwatershed (at times exceeding

seven days according to some local- J-andowners) as the in-
frastructure atternpts to discharge received surface waters.

Such prolonged flooding and waterlogging has reportedly

resulted in crop damage to crops grown in these areas (Whaten,

re77).
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The preferred strategy to relieve such problems in

Subwatershed No.3r âs determined by this study, consists of

the diversion of the Oakbank Drain down oakwood Road and

upgrading of the col-Iector drains, with the exception of the

Swede Drain, to the rrvalue-addedtr standard. Such a strategy

is estimated to cost approximately $406,000 including

engineering and contingencies.

The question which the CCCD must now address is how much

money it is willing to spend to achieve an improved level of

drainage in Subwatershed No. 3 in conjunction with monies that

will also have to be spent in Subwatersheds Nos. L,2, 4,5

and 6, given its goals, p1ans, objectives and budget con-

straints. Such a question is extremely difficult to ansv/er

at this stage of the projectrs development since cost es-

timates f or draj-nagie improvement works in Subwatersheds Nos.

4 | 5 and 6 have yet to be completed. ft may well be that the

total costs of improving all- such drainage works are unaccep-

table to the CccD. Without completing water management

strategies and cost estimates for the respective strategies

in Subwatersheds Nos. 4,5 and 6t the CCCD may misallocate

funds in the provision of improved drainage works. It may

well be, for example, that funds spent on irnproved drainage

works in Subwatershed No. 5 coul-d benefit rnuch larger land

bases than those in the remaining subwatersheds. Analyses and

cost estimates, therefore, should be prepared for Subwater-
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sheds Nos. 4,5 and 6 to allow the CCCD to make informed and

rational decisions as to where drainage improvements should

be constructed and ho$¡ best the monies should be spent.

One could perhaps query the design of the infrastructure

in Subwatershed No. 3 to the reconmended value-added standard.

The value-added standard h¡as chosen based on an extrapolation

of benefits derived from a detailed cost-benefit analysis of

other watersheds in Manitoba having similar characteristics.

Such benefits $/ere compared with approximate costs of in-

frastructure improvements in the Cooks Creek Diversion project

area and, thus, the value-added drainage standard was adopted

where the ratio of anticipated benefits to costs v/as at its

maximum. One coul-d perhaps argue that, in order to minimize

costs, a lower standard could be chosen for the design of the

drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed. It is unlikely,

however, that such a lower standard woul,d appreciably reduce

costs. It is irnportant to recall- that all- drains in Sub-

watershed No. 3 were designed to accommodate a recommended

minimum cross-sectionat reguirement; that is, a 3-m base with

side slopes having a minimum slope of 3:L. This is roughly

the smallest confj-guration that can be constructed with a

scraper while at the same time providing for easy access for

maintenance. This is not to say that channel cross-sections

having a smaller configuration cannot be constructed. Such

smaller configuraÈions can be accommodated but wouId, in
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general, cost more than the recommended minimum due to the

intricacies of construction. As it happens, almost a1l

collector drains in the Subwatershed, if reconstructed to

conform to the recommended minimum cross-section, would

acconmodate value-added flows or greater flows with a hydrau-

lic grade line at or below prairie elevation. Thus, very

little money would be saved on excavation. The exception to

this rule lies in the reconstruction of the Swede Drain to

accomrnodate value-added flows in Sections 30 and 3l--11-68-

Although not recommended at the present time, due to its

extremely high cost, this portion of the Swede Drain falls

somewhat short of meeting value-added flows.

Culvert crossings in the preferred option account for

approximately 50 percent of the capital costs or an estimated

S146,ooo. of this figure, approxinately $95,000 represents

required culverts along the proposed Oakbank Drain diversion

route along Oakwood Road. Opting for a l-ower drainage

standard (say 80 to 90 percent of the value-added standard)

is not anticipated to dramatically reduce these culvert costs.

Many of the culvert crossings in the Subwatershed were found

to be so severely restrictive or damaged that their replace-

ment is considered mandatory to provide any leve1 of drainage

improvement. Reduction in culvert sizes, due to adoption of

a lower standard, are not expected to reduce culvert costs

appreciably, Adoption of a standard, of say 80 to 90 percent
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of the value-added standard, would in all likelihood involve

an almost negligible savi-ng in culvert costs. The money saved

in opting to the next smaller size culvert as a result of

adoption of such a standard is minimal. Adoption of a

drainage standard significantly lower than the recommended

value-added standard would involve intensive cost-benefit
studies to properly justify the selection of a new drainage

standard.

Recalling Chapter 3.5.5 rrl,osses from Poor Agricultural-

Drainage", it was cal-cul-ated that annual yield loss for wheat

in those areas of reported ponding problems in Subwatershed

No. 3 were in the order of $94,000 per year. If we assume,

for Option No.3, a total cost of $406,000, a 15-year design

life and a 5 percent reaL interest rate, the annual cost of
providing the i-mproved drainage infrastructure, including
annual- maj-ntenance costs, is approximately $51,OOO per year.

Thus, annual benefits would seem to exceed annual costs and

the capital costs seem to be well worth incurring. If we

conduct the same analysis for Option No. 4, havi-ng a total_

cost of ç7441300, total annual costs of providing the in-
frastructure, J-ncluding maintenance, are in the order of

$93,000 per year. Comparing this to anticipated annual-

benefits of $94,000 per year, consideration of this option

becomes guestionable. One must keep in nind that these cost-
benefit calcul-ations are conceptual in nature. ft was not
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within the scope of this report to conduct detailed cost-

benef it studies on the varj-ous options. It is also i-mportant

to note that these calculations assume option No. 3 will

provide an appropriate level of drainage, despite the fact

that the Swede Draints capacity falls somewhat below the

recoÍrmended value-added drainage standard.

If the CCCD wanted to proceed with Option No. 3 but was

faced with limited funds, it might be advisable for it to con-

centrate its efforts on those drains which would relieve areas

of reported extreme ponding problerns. Such a strategy might

involve the diversion of the oakbank Drain down oakwood Road

and the upgrading of the Cedar Lake Road Drain. This strategy

would provide some form of relief for the areas of extreme

ponding problerns in Sections l-l-, 12, 13, 14, 23 and 24-11-5E.

Such a strategy would have a total cost of approximately

$340,000, including engineering and contingencies. At a

minimum, the CCCD could construct the diversion of the Oakbank

Drain down Oakwood Road. This strategy would provide some

relief to those areas of reported extreme ponding problems in

Sections 13, a4, 23 and 24-l-L-58. Such an option would have

a total cost of approximately ç276,000, including engineering

and contingencies. The remaining drains could be upgraded as

funds become available.

Before any drainage improvement works are constructed in
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Subwatershed No. 3, it ís important that the concerned parties

understand who would ultimately benefit from such improvement

works. The Village of Oakbank would benefit very little. The

Village currentl-y experiences insignificant problems with the

discharge of its stormwater or lagoon effluent from its
perspective. All problems that night occur as a result of
such discharges occur downstream of the Village. Those lands

contrj-buting flows outside the Subwatershed boundary would

also benefit very little as drainage in these areas is not a

major concern. The only beneficiaries of such J-mprovement

works would be the landowners in the Subwatershed. Of the

landowners in the subwatershed, the smarl rural residentiar
landowner would benefit very 1ittIe. These landownersl

primary concern is the rapid rel-ief of waters during spring

f lood events. The proposed drainage inf rastructure \,ùas not

designed to accommodate spring flood events nor lras it
anticipated to improve, to any degree, spring flooding
problems. Thus, the greatest beneficiary of such improvement

works woul-d be the local farmer who stands to benefit the most

from more rapid relief of ponded water off his fiel_d after
rainfalt events. It is interesting to, recall that the

najority of agricultural land owned or rented in the Sub-

watershed is farmed by only five or six of the larger farmers

in the area. Thus, the majority of any financiar benefits
from monies spent on drainage improvement works would be

largely realized by these five or sj-x large farmers in the
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Subwatershed and, to a smaller extent, the owners of those

lands rented to farmers who should receive increased revenues

through rental agreements from anticipated increases in crop

yields.

Because the owners of the agricultural land stand to gain

the greatest benefit, the CCCD may wish to consider the

assessment of a special drainage levy on those landowners who

stand to benefit the most from drainage irnprovement works in
the Subwatershed. Such a policy, although likely unacceptable

to the local- landowners, would see the beneficiary of such

drainage works pay a larger share of the costs of its pro-

vision.

Although the options described in this report primarily
deal with drainage infrastructure upgrading, the CCCD may wish

to consider some non-structural options. Such options could

include the outright purchase of lands subject to severe

ponding with the option of leasj-ng such lands back to the

farmer. The CCCD may want to investigate the possibility of
subsidizing, for those l-andowners experiencing frequent

pondingr ân appropriate percentage of their crop insurance

premiums in lieu of providing drainage improvement works.

Such a strategy wou1d, hov,rever, depend on the Manitoba Crop

Insurance Commissionts wj-l-lingness to insure such lands that
are freguently flooded. The CCCD may also want to promote the
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use of the land for water tolerant crops, such as for forage

production or pasture land for cattle operations. Such non-

structural options v¡ould likely be unacceptable to landol^Iners.

The land, even with its frequent ponding problems, has high

value in its potential for crop land. Cropping of the land,

although at times inpeded by excessive soil moisture, has

proved in the past to be relatively successful and would seem

to be the best use for the land. In addition, the rnajority

of the landowners have perceived an improved drainage in-

frastructure as the sol-ution to relieving ponding of their

lands and have looked to the CCCD, and the newl-y constructed

Cooks Creek Diversion project, as a means of implementing this

solution. To suggest to these landowners the implementatíon

of some of these non-structural solutions would likety be

totally unacceptable at this stage in the respective Sub-

watershedts drainage infrastructure development.

The problem of rural- residential development in the

Subwatershed has been ameliorated somewhat by the introduction

of the Rura1 Municipality of Springfield Development Plan.

Residential- development is, however, sti-11 taking pIace.

Existing landowners have the right to subdivide their holdings

to provide suitable residential- Iots for their children.

These lots may range from 2 to 8 ha in size. This policy is

a favourable one so long as the children accepting such

holdings contribute to the farming operation. !{hen such
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offspring setl their holdings to residential developers such

land is lost for future agriculture. The control of such

residential development would reguire a rigid planning

strategy and strict enforcement of such a strategy. Whether

or not further losses of agricultural land take place in the

Subwatershed, or the RM of Springfield, will depend on the

enforcement of such a planning strategy.

The problem of required access crossings for each

residential holding adjacent to a CCCD drain will inevitably

continue for each residential- development approved. The

design of such crossi-ngs, therefore, must consider carefully

the design flows of the drain, and a1I respective culverts

must be sized accordingly.

Juri-sdictional conflicts between the CCCD and the l-ocaI

rural municipalities within municipal rights-of-way is

expected to continue. Currently, the CCCD is responsibl-e for

its designated drains and the municipality is responsible for

the roadside ditches and municipal drains. Disputes over the

design and cost-sharing of any municipal improvement works

proposed by the municipalities which may impact positively or

negatively on CCCD drains are certain to continue. fdeally,

the optima,I solution woul-d be to have the entire infrastruc-

ture within a municipal right-of-way under one jurisdiction

(the conservation districts or 1ocal municipalities). The
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implementation of such a plan, hov/ever, would prove to be

extremely difficult since conservation districts do not

include entire municipalities nor do municipalities include

entire conservation districts. The CCCD also lack staff and

maintenance eguipment to maintain such services.

Any drainagie infrastructure improvement works which the

Cooks Creek Conservation District undertakes should not be

done on a unil-ateral basis. Drainage of any kind can have

rnultidirectional and far-reaching effects depending on the

magnitude of the proposed works. Thus, communication with

impacted parties, such as the Rural Municipality of Spring-

field, Iocaì- landowners, agricultural representatives and

Municipal Pl-anning is considered essential. Proper communica-

tion will enable any job to be completed expeditiousJ-y and

efficientty with a minimum of conflicts.
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CH¡\PTER VTI

suMt'f.ARY, coNcrJusroNs ÀND REco!.flfENDATrONS

7.L Summarv

The cooks creek Diversion project hras provided for in

1gA2 under the Canada/Manitoba Subsidiary Agreement on Value-

Added Crops Production. The project was designed to increase

the drainage capacity of a 2OO km2 area of agricuttural land

in the Cooks Creek Conservation District.

Excessive spring and summer rains have caused reported

losses to agriculture in this project area due to the pro-

longed ponding of such water on agricultural land- The

project area consists of clay soils which are weII suited for

cropping; however, these same soils are very susceptible to

excess precipitatj-on. The project was designed to increase

the drainage capacity in the project area through provision

of an improved outlet (Phase I) and upgrading of the lateral

drainage tributary network in the subwatersheds (Phase II) -

Phase I involved the construction of a l-6-kn diversÍon

channel to divert waters from Cooks Creek to the Red River

floodway and was cornpleted in the faIl of 1988. Phase fI

involves the construction and upgrading of the lateral
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drainage network in the six identified subwatersheds in the

project area. Feasibility studies are currently underway and

cost estimates are currently being prepared for this stage of

the proj ect. Studies investigatJ-ng strateg j-es and cost

estímates for Subwatersheds Nos. I and 2 have been completed

and this study details proposed strategies and cost estimates

for Subwatershed No. 3.

Subwatershed No. 3 has an area of approximately 37 kmz

and consists of fertile clay soils suitable for agriculture

but subject to excessive periods of ponding after heavy spring

and summer rainfalts resulting in crop losses. Extensive

on-f arm drainage ef f orts have done littl-e to J-mprove the

situation due to the limited capacity of the existing drainage

infrastructure to dj-scharge reguired f lows in acceptabJ-e

periods of time. In addition, the drainage infrastructure in

Subwatershed No. 3 receives additional agricultural runoff

from outside its defined boundaries as well as stormwater and

lagoon effluent discharges from the Village of oakbank.

Much of the drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed

is unable to discharge design flows due to undersized cul-

verts, excessive vegetation, siltation and erosion of the

drainage channels, the presence of beaver dams downstream in

the Swede Drain and Cooks Creek and the lack of suitable
gradient in many of the drains. Many of the drains in the
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Subwatershed s/ere thus found to be in a poor state of repair
and reguired upgrading to convey runoff to the value-added

standard.

The dominant water management concern voiced by tand-

oI¡¡ners in the subwatershed was the ponding of surface water

on agricultural l-ands after excessive spring and sunmer

rainfall events. The inability of the existing drainage

infrastructure to efficientry discharge this ponded water has

resulted in significant crop losses in the subwatershed.

other concerns expressed included the inadequate maintenance

of the drainage infrastructure, excessj-ve vegetation of some

of the drains due to discharge of lagoon effruent from

oakbank, increased stormwater flows from oakbank, lack of
sufficient cul-vert capacity at crossings and spring flooding.

Stormwater fl-ows from the Village of Oakbank vrere found

to have an almost negligible irnpact on the drainage infra-
structure in the Subwatershed when one considers the resultant
volurne of agricultural fl-ows the Subwatershed must accommodate

from the land areas both within and outside the Subwatershed

boundary. Efftuent from the lagoon posed more of a problem

due to its production of excessive vegetation growth along

those drains discharging effruent. strict mechanical main-

tenance or chemical treatment of these drains with a herbicide
would be required to control such excessive vegetation in the
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future. Adeguate maintenance of any proposed drainage

infrastructure upgrading in the Subwatershed !./as considered

vital to its successful operation.

The various strategies investigated in this study ranged

from the status-quo option to the investigation of various

drainage options to accommodate the recommended value-added

drainage standard. Optional drainage strategies consisted of

upgrading the collector drains, with the exception of the

Swede Drain, to the value-added standard in conjunction with

the following optj-ons: the diversion of the Oakbank Drain down

Spruce Road to the Diversion; the Diversion of the Oakbank

Drain down Oakwood Road to the Swede Drain; and, the diversion

of the Oakbank Drain down Oakwood Road to the Swede Drain with

the upgrading of the Swede Drain to the value-added standard.

The preferred strategy involved diverting the Oakbank

drain down Oakwood Road to the Swede Drain and the upgrading

of the coll-ector drains to the value-added standard. Such a

strategy is expected to cost approximately $406,000 in t-988

dollars. This option would effectively involve reconstruction

of the drainage infrastructure in the Subwatershed to the

recornmended value-added standard, with the exception of the

Swede Drain in its lower reaches, which would remain in its
present condition, slightty under value-added capacity.
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Diversion of the Oakbank Drain down Spruce Road to the

Diversion Project was found to be technically infeasible.
Diversion of the Oakbank Drain down Oakwood Road and upgrading

of the Swede Drain to the value-added standard $ras deemed

cost-prohibitive at an estimated cost of ç744,000.

On-farm drainage in the Subwatershed was found to be

quite well developed. The severity of the ponding problem

has resulted in many of the larger farmers having an extensive

network of on-farm drains. Many of the farmers owned or had

access to crawlers and farm scrapers for the construction and

maintenance of their drains. The rnajority of the farmers

indicated that they would further improve their on-farm drains

if an improved drainage infrastructure was provided.

7.2 Conclusions

The provision of an improved land drainage infrastructure
requires an integrated and coherent long-range planning

rationale to ensure that drainage development projects
incorporate the various physical, biological, aesthetic,
econonic, judicial, environmental and other aspects of manrs

environment. Therefore, some form of interdisciplinary and

multi-purpose coordination and cooperation is necessary to
generate comprehensive solutions to conflicting issues,
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concerns and influences expressed by those people impacted by

proposed drainage works. FulI pubtic participation in the

ptanning and decision-making process wilI ensure that

society's interests, in all aspects of development projects,

are identified and consídered.

From the study, the following conclusions \/!Tere made.

l-. Four optional water management strategies were inves-

tigated for subwatershed No. 3. Three of these strate-

gies \^rere deemed inappropriate due to technical, f inan-

cial- or performance-related reasons. The preferred

option consisted of the diversion of the Oakbank Drain

down Oakv¡ood Road to the Swede Drain and upgrading the

rernainder of the drains, I^Iith the exception of the Swede

Drain, to the value-added standard. This option $ras

deemed the most effective in addressing many of the water

management concerns exPressed-

The dominant rr¡ater management concern in the Subwatershed

was prolonged surface water ponding on agricultural-

fields after heavy rainfall events. Other significant

water management concerns in the Subwatershed included

increased stormwater and lagoon effluent discharged into

the Subwatershed from the Village of Oakbank, maintenance

of the drainage infrastructure, culvert restrictions at

2.
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crossings, beaver

Creek confluence

dams located at the Swede Drain - Cooks

and spring flood Protection.

stormwater runoff from the vitlage of oakbank vtas

detennined to be no greater than improved agricultural

flows and was almost insignifícant when considering the

entire Subwatershedrs drainage area. Lagoon effluent'

from the village of oakbank, being discharged into the

drainage infrastructure, has resul-ted in excessive

vegetation growth in the Oakbank and Swede Drains causing

significant restrictions in their hydraulic efficiency.

The clay soils in the subwatershed are potentially very

productive and well- suited to the growing of traditional

crops such as wheat, barley, oats, flax and canola' The

soifrs impermeable nature, however, requires an effi-

cient surface drainage infrastructure to relieve ponded

water after heavy rainfall events so that such crops can

achieve their full potential yields. upgrading of the

drainage infrastructure could potentially result in local

farmers seeding more specialty crops such as sunflowers'

peas, lentiIs, and faba beans but such practices are

expected to evolve over a number of growing Seasons as

the upgraded infrastructure proves itself. Traditional

crops such as wheat, barley, oats, flax and canola are

expected to remain the dominant crops.

4.
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5. Based on studies investigating drainage infrastructure
irnprovernents in subwatersheds having similar soil

characteristics to Subwatershed No. 3, the use of the
rrvalue-addedrr drainage standard q : o.47g A0'7ó5 (where Q

: flow in m37s and À : area in rmz¡ woul-d seem appropriate

for the design of drainage improvement works j-n the

Subwatershed.

6. The existing dr.ainage infrastructure ís not capable of

providing the required level of protection from surface

water ponding due to insufficient channel capacity,

undersized culverts, lack of gradient and lack of

maintenance. Many of the drains in the Subwatershed were

found to be inadequately maintained. An extensive

maintenance program, with particular attention to those

drains subject to extensive growth of vegetation as a

result of lagoon effluent, would be required with any

drainage improvement strategy

7. The on-farm drainage network was found to be quite

extensive and in general well constructed and maintained.

An improved drainage infrastructure would likeIy resul-t

in future upgrading and development of on-farm drains.
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7.3 Recommendations

Based on this research, the following reconmendations

are subnitted.

1. Before any drainage reconstruction works in Subwatershed

No. 3 are scheduled, studies should be completed to

determine costs, flows,and drai-nage infrastructure

requirements in Subwatersheds Nos. 4,5 and 6. This will

allow the CCCD to make an informed all-ocation of monies

as to where drainage improvement works (in Subwatersheds

Nos. 1- through 6) should optirnally be constructed.

2. Shou1d the Cooks Creek Conservation District Board decide

to proceed with drainage infrastructure improvements in

Subwatershed No. 3, it is recommended that it proceed

with the diversion of the Oakbank Drain down Oakwood Road

and upgrade the remaining drains, as shohln on Drawing No.

2, (with the exception of the Swede Drain) to the value-

added standard (Option No. 3). The estimated total cost

of this option is $406,1-oo.

3. Hydrologic modelling of the Swede Drain and its tribu-

taries should be conducted to ascertain its overall

effectiveness before any decision is made by the CCCD to

reconstruct the Swede Drain in Sections 3O and 3l--l-L-5E.
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4.

Reconstruction of the Swede Drain to the value-added

standard is estimated to cost $340,000 and was deemed

cost prohibitive at this time.

The CCCD should adopt a strict maintenance program for

maintaining any drainage improvement works. This

maintenance program should inctude, ât a minimum,

vegetation control and any required regrading of alI

drains on an annual basis. Annua1 maintenance costs of

the recommended option is estimated at 11r600 doll-ars.
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APPENDIX

CRTTICAL ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING DRATNS

The following discussion

of the condition of each CCCD

provides a detailed descriPtíon

drain in Subwatershed No. 3.

HAZELRIDGE ROAD

South 36-11-58 In general, this drain appeared in fair

condition showi-ng very few signs of structural problems. The

easterly 0.8 km, ho\n/ever, was heavily congested with cattails

and brush and required cleaning. Cl-eaning the drain of

excessive vegetation and some minor regarding would enable the

channel to carry value-added flows. Excessive vegetation in

the easterly hal-f of the drain restricted the drain from

achieving value-added flows. The existing culvert crossing

at Cooks Creek Road showed signs of collapse and shoul-d be

replaced in order to carry design fl-ows.

South 3l--l-l--6E This drain appeared in good condition

having a channel capacity meeting the value-added standard.

Some cleaning of cattails and light brush was reguired in the

westerly half of the drain. The culverts (two 910-mm diameter

culverts) discharging flows to the Swede Drain were found to

be slightly undersized to discharge value-added flows and

ideally should be replaced. One of these culverts could
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remain and the other replaced by a larger-diameter culvert to

mÍnimize costs.

OAKWOOD ROAD

South 26-11-5E This drain was very smaI1 in size and

contained large amounts of dense vegetation (grasses) result-
ing in the drain having a channel capacity unable to meet

value-added standards. As mentioned previously in Chapter 5.2

rrDelineation of Subwatershed Boundariêst,, this drain receives

flows from the easterly half of Section Z)-l-t-58 vj-a a natural
swale through 26-11-58 which passes under the CPR tracks and

discharges ultirnately to the drain in guestion. Studies by

the I^Iater Resources Branch of the Manitoba Department of
Natural Resources in 1983 have recommended that, in order to
relieve drainage problems in Section 27-LI-58 and 26-1-L-58,

the swal-e in Section 26-1,I-58 south of the CPR tracks to the

CCCD drain in south 26-II-5F, should be improved and that the

CCCD assume jurisdictíon over the waterüray by acguisition of
right-of-\day (Stefanson, l-983). This researcher concurs with
these findings. Improvement of the swale would provide more

effective and reliabl-e relief of drainage problems in Sections

26 and 27-LI-58. (Note: Drawings No. 1 and 2 show all
existing and proposed Conservation District drains. )

Existing culverts along this drain through farm cross-
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ings, and at the junction with Willowda1e Road, are undersized

and reguire replacement to meet value-added standards.

South 25-11-58 This drain apPeared in fair to Poor

condition and does not meet value-added flow reguirements.

The westerly half of the drain was found to be heavily

congested with cattails and brush, thereby restricting flows.

The easterly half of the drain has been reconstructed somewhat

by cleanout efforts to remove windblown soil. The existing

culverts at farm crossings, and at the junction with the Swede

Drain, are undersized and require replacement to dJ-scharge

value-added flows.

SPRINGFTELD ROAD

East 22-11-5E and South 23. 24-l-l--5E At the time this

analysis took place, this drain (known as the Oakbank Drain

or Lagoon Drain) \Á/as found to be in an exceptionally poor

state of repair to accommodate required flows. As mentioned

prevíously in this report, the Oakbank drain collects and

discharges surface water from Sections 3, 4, and 5-l-2-5E and

from Sections 27 , 28, 32, 33, and 34-11-58 from outside the

Subwatershed boundary. (See Figure 7 showing those areas

outside the Subwatershed boundary discharging to the Oakbank

Drain. ) In addition, this drain also is reguired to discharge

storrnwater from the Village of Oakbank east of Provincial- Road
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206 as well as lagoon effluent from the Village's Iag'oon

l-ocated in the northeast quarter of Section 22-1"L-58. The

drain is also used by adjacent farming operations in the

Subwatershed to discharge agricultural runoff.

The condition of the drain qtas found to be totally

inadeguate to meet the hydraulic demands placed on it.

Discharge of lagoon effluent has resulted in an extremely

dense growth of cattails throughout the length of the drain

thereby greatly restricting fl-ow. This cattail growth has

resulted in the CccD conducting major cleaning efforts in this

drain every fall (when the drain is dry) in an attempt to

remove the vegetation and improve hydraulic performance.

Unfortunately, ho\dever, these cattails grov/ extremely rapidly

during the spring season such that during the critical months

of June, JuÌy, and August, the drain is once again congested

and fitl-ed with water so further maintenance becomes impos-

sibl-e.

Culvert capacities r^/ere also found to be inadequate to

discharge reguired flows and were often plugged with debris.

To further compound matters, the drain was found to have

minimal gradient (0.02 percent approximately) further restric-
ting the hydraulic performance of the draj-n. The result of

all these factors causes the drain to be subjected to flows

well beyond its capacity to adequately discharge them within
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a reasonabl-e length of time (that is, 24 to 48 hours). This

drain was reported to be at its full supply level for days or

even weeks during those times when the Villagers lagoon was

being discharged in conjunction with spring and summer

rainfall events. À11 these factors result in the inability

of adjacent lands in Sections l-3, L4, 15, 23, and 24-l-l--5E to

adequately discharge agricultural runoff to the Oakbank Drain

due to prolonged high water levels. Based on existing

conditions, this drain requires extensive regrading and

reconstruction to accommodate design flows.

CEDAR LAKE ROAD

North-l-0-l-l--5E This drain appeared in good condition and

value-added flow requirements. The most easterly O.4

however, r^ras congested with tall grass and smalI trees

should be cleared of such debris in the future.

North-11-11-5E This drain was heavily congested with cattails

and brush at the tirne of the analysis and seemed to be

suffering from excessive siltation and erosion in places. The

restricted cross-sectional area of the drain, together with

excessive vegetation, resulted in this drain unable to carry

value-added fIows. Culverts at farm crossings and at the

intersection with l,ril1owdale Road are also undersized to carry

value-added flows.

met

km,

and
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North l-2-l-1-58 At the time of the analysis, this drain

vr¡as also heavily congested with cattails and showed signs of

siltation ín places. Farming operations over the past number

of years seerned to have advanced further and further into the

drain at certaÍn locations thereby restricting the available

cross-sectional area of the drain. This drain would reguire

extensive excavation and regrading to accommodate value-added

flows. Culverts discharging flows into the Swede Drain are

also undersized and require replacement.

In addition, the municipal drain al-ong the north side of

Cedar Lake Road was also found to be heavily congested with

vegetation as well- as showing signs of siltation and the

encroachment of farming operations. This municipaJ- drain

services a portion of the southeast quarter of Section l'4-11-

5E and the southwest quarter of Section l-3-11--5E. Cleaning

this drain of vegetation, along with some minor regrading,

would greatly j-mprove its performance and its ability to

accept and discharge agricultural drainage in these sections.

North 7-1-l--68 This drain appeared very shallow and

narrow in places and was heavily congested with trees on the

south bank of the drain. The drain was also showing signs of

erosion along its bottom. The drain does not meet value-added

flow reguirements in its present condition. This drain will

require some minor reconstruction along with the cleaning and
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grubbing of trees that have encroached on the right-of-way.

The culverts along the drain seemed reasonably adequate;

however, it is anticipated they will have to be reset to new

elevations to accommodate proposed drain reconstruction.

POPI,AR ROAD

East 7-l-l--68 This drain appeared in excellent condition and

met vaLue-added discharge requirements.

SPRUCE ROAD

Vüest 1-1-1-l--58 At the time of this analyses, this drain

was heavily congested with cattail-s and tall grass restricting

the drain's hydraulic performance. A simple cleaning of the

vegetation and minor regrading would easily bring this drain

up to value-added capacity. The existing culverts should be

adequate to discharge val-ue-added flows and do not require

replacement.

WTLLOWDALE ROAD

Vlest 12-11-5E This drain appeared in fair condition from

the Cooks Creek Diversion to a point approximately 0.8 krn

north of the Diversion. A large cluster of trees $/as found
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in the draj-n at a point approximately o.4 kn north of the

diversion and shoutd be removed. Problems tnlere noted in the

drain in its most northerly 0.8 kn. The bottom gradient

flattens to approximately o.25 percent and the drain becomes

congested with cattails and talI grasses. The culvert at the

farm crossing in this portion at the drain was also found to

be undersized to accommodate value-added flows and should be

replaced. This drain, therefore, reguires some minor cleaning

and regrading along with the reptacernent of one culvert to

meet value-added discharge requirements'

The municipal drain following the west side of Willowdal-e

Road along the eastern limits of Section 1l--l-l--5E al-so

requires cleaning and regrading. This drain receives runoff

from the northeast quarter of Section 1l--l-l--58 and requires

minor cleaning and regrading to accommodate these flows.

West 13-l-1-5E At the tirne of the analysis, this drain

v,Ìas heavily congested with cattails and tal1 g:rass ' The

northern 0.2 km of this drain was also congested with a dense

growth of trees on its east bank. The drain also showed signs

of encroachment by farrning operations and thus the east bank

of the drain has an unacceptably steep slope which has

resulted in some slope failure along the east bank of the

drain. The existing culverts at one farm crossing and at the

intersection with Springfield Road should provide adeguate
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capacity for value-added flows and need not be replaced. This

drain reguires regrading along with clearing and brushing in

order to improve channel capacities to the value-added

standard.

cooKs CREEK ROAD (SWEDE DRAIN)

West 7-1-l--68

Diversion Project

condition and met

The Swede drain between the Cooks Creek

and Cedar Lake Road appeared in excellent

value-added discharge requirements.

West l-8-11--6E The Swede Drain from Cedar Lake Road to

Springfield Road appeared in good condition. The drain does,

however, experience relatively dense cattail growth in its

base as it approaches Springfield Road. This portion of the

Swede Drain met value-added discharge requirements and the

culverts at the junction with Springfield Road are adequate

to discharge value-added flows.

West 19-l-l--68 This portion of the Swede Drain must

discharge not only those waters collected south of Springfield

Road (which represents an area of approximately l-2 kmz but now

is subject to the discharge from the Oakbank Drain which

drains a area of approximately 20 kmz. The resultant lagoon

effluent carried by the Oakbank Drain has resulted in a

relatively dense cattail growth in the Swede Drain from its
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intersection with the Oakbank drain to its confluence with

cooks creek. The presence of this vegetation in both the

Oakbank and Swede Drain has resulted in the CCCD having to

conduct annual clearing and brushing maintenance programs in

these drains. The swede Drain along this reach between

springfield Road and oakwood Road can very nearly achieve

value-added flows if the drain is adeguately cleaned and

maintained.

cursory analysis of the culverts at the junction of

oakwood Road and the swede Drain suggested they are undersized

to meet value-added flow regui-rements and would have to be

upgraded with placement of additional culverts or the con-

struction of a bridge crossing.

Section 3O-l-1,-6E This portion of the Swede Drain

between Oakwood Road and Hazelridge Road services an area of

approxirnately 4L kmz. As mentioned previously, this drain

v/as al-so subject to a dense growth of cattaiLs in its base

requiring clearing and brushing on an annual basis.

Unfortunately, the Swede Drain does not have the cross-

sectional area nor the gradient to accommodate value-added

flows and would reguire extensive channel enlargements to

discharge value-added flows along this reach. To further

compound matters, the culvert crossing at the junction of the
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Swede Drain with Hazelridge Road was found to be inadequate

to carry value-added flows. This crossing should ideally be

replaced with a bridge crossing to more efficíently discharge

required flows to the value-added standard.

From the above discussion, this reach of the Swede Drain

would obviously require extensive and costly reconstruction

works, based on this cursory analysis, to accommodate the

design value-added flows from Subwatershed No. 3rs watershed.

Section 31-11--6E It is in this section that the Swede

Drain intersects with Cooks Creek at a point approximately 1.2

km north of Hazelridge Road. The Swede Drain $/as reconstruc-

ted in l-961 and 1962 from P.T.H. No. l-5 to a point approximat-

ely 0.6 km north of Hazelridge Road. ft is from this point

that the Swede Drain follows its natural channel- to its

confluence with Cooks Creek.

The reconstructed portion of the Swede Drain along this

reach appeared in good condition with only a rnild cong'estion

of cattaits and other vegetation restricting flows. From the

termination of the reconstruction, the Swede Drain meanders

erratically through a densely wooded lowland before discharg-

ing into the Cooks Creek. The intersection of the Swede Drain

and Cooks Creek consists of a large area of swamp land

(approximately 4 ha) heavily congested with cattails.
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It is in the vicinity of the confluence of the swede

Drain and cooks creek that numerous beaver dams have been

constructed. The presence of these beaver dams has been

blamed for the poor hydrau]-ic performance of the cooks creek

and swede Drain during the cropping season. Numerous efforts

in the past have been made to remove both the beavers and

their dams. such efforts, however, have been met with a

marginal degree of success due to the estimated large popula-

tion of beavers.

It should be noted that the land in this Section (31-11--

6E) traversed by the swede Drain north of its reconstructed

right-of-\,üay, and by Cooks Creek, is all private land' This

further complicates access by the CCCD to maintain these

reaches of the Swede Drain and Cooks Creek. Local landowners

have objected in the past to the presence of heavy equipment

and the blasting of beaver dams. Às a result, Ministerial

orders have had to be obtained under the vtater Rights Act to

authorize removal of beaver dams. Obtaining such Ministerial

orders has resulted in extensive delays in the past in the

removal of these dams.

Given the hYdraulic

the presence of these

meet value-added flow

characteristics of the Swede Drain

beavers dams, the Swede Drain does

requirernents in this reach.
and

not
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The capacity of cooks creek, downstream of the swede

Drain confluence, has been estimated to be greater than 50

m3/s. Previous studies have suggested that this capacity is

more than adeguate to accommodate expected agricultural flows

from the Cooks Creek watershed. Às can be seen from Tab1e 4

following this discussion, design value-added flows for

Subwatershed No.3 in this reach htere calculated to be

approximately o.6 m3¡s.

Assuming loca1 agricultural flows from l-ands serviced

along Cooks Creek from the Diversion to the confluence of the

Swede Draj-n account for approximatety 19.8 m3/s and the

operation of the Diversion discharges approximately a further

6.5 m3/s to Cooks Creek during agricultural flows, total

agricultural flows expected in the Cooks Creek channel in

Section 31-L1-6E would be approximately 9.6 + l-9.8 + 6.5 =

35.9 m3/s (say aO ms¡s'¡. This is welt within the capacity of

the Cooks Creek channel-. This researcher, however, recommends

that a more detail-ed study of expected agricultural flows from

(that is, from Subwatershed Nos. 4' 5, and 6) be conducted

before making a final assessment as to the overall adequacy

of the Cooks Creek channel in Section 3l--11--68. It was not

within the scope of this report to conduct such studies, and

as such, will have to be done by others in the future.
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TÀBLE NO. 6

Approxinate capacities of existing drains anð required design

capacities to rrvalue-addedtr standard

Drain
Existing
Capacitv

m3,/s

Design Capacity of
Existing Drains to
Value-Added Standard m3/s

Hazelridge Road
s-3 6-l_1-sE
s-3l_-l_1-58

Oakv¡ood Road
s-2 6-l-l--58
s-2 5-1L-58

Springfield Road
E-22-l_l_-58
s-23 -l_1-58
s-24-11-sE

Cedar Lake Road
N-10-11-58
N-11-1-l--5E
N-l_2-l_1-5E
N-7-t l--68

Spruce Road
w-l_1_-Lt_-5E

!{illowda]e Road
w-l_3-l_L-58
w-l_2-11-sE

Poplar Road
E-7-Ll_-6E

Swede Drain
I^I-7-LL-6E
w-l-8-l-1-68
w-19-l_1-6E

3 0-11-6E
31-11_-6E

L.7
L.7

2.2
2.2

1.5
2.O

2.9
3.6
4.4

0.6
L.3
2.L
0.6

o.4

0.5
o.7

0.5

2.8
3.3
6.9
8.3
9.6

o.4
0.6

o.7
o.7
0.8

o.7
0.6
0.4
0.3

0.3

o.4
0.3

0.8

3.2
4.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
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